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ADVAKCC,

Hancock County

Savings
Commenced Business

Bank.

May I, 1873,

ami is tilt-only Savings Bunk in Ellsworth, Maine, established
by law, and under the supervision of the State Bank ExamiHas paid sixty-three (f>3) semi-annual dividends.
ner.

Deposits in this bank are exempt
municipal taxation to depositors.

from

LOCAL AFFAIRS

dians of the Went, and will illustrate* her
address with curios. Admission is free.

WKVV AnVKUri'KMfN'fs THIS WKKK.

The entertainment and barrel opening
of the Methodist
school on Tues-

Orrin M Clement— Pocket hook lost.
l)«Tl(l W W#«C II— •»!*»*»■ UTh safe.
H I* Stockhrhige—Calf for tale.
In bankruptcy —K>u Robert A Connor.
Fish rommtnftoniTB' DCtlcSW K Whiting—Yacht for sale.
Arthur Allen Optical Co.
AlexanrierC Hagerthy, Kverard H Oreely—
Notice of foreclosure.
Admr notice—K*t .loofah Smalllrige.
Hancock hull —A Jolly American Tramp.
KG Moore—Apotheejiry.
Patrick Hearn*—Groceries. canned gooda, etc.
Floyd A Haynes—Meats, fl#h and groceries.
K F lloldnoon—Jeweler.
SCKHY, Ml:
Mrs Soott Trcwor/y—Handbag lost.
Atlantic, Mb.
K K Joyce—Cottage to let.
Bar Hamboh:
Help wanted.
Boston
Dr Greene the specialist
SCHKHULK OF MAILS
AT KLI.aWORTH POST OFFICE.

7n

TRUSTEES

:

MAILS

WHITCOMB, Vice-President.

*

Including Sundays.
on Sundays.

f5.30

F. C. BURRILL, Assistant Treasurer.

Postmaster John R. Shuman, of Great

Pond,

A. F. BURNHAM.
Note—Thane desiring Hume Savings Hanks will be supplied with them
Correspondence solicited.

application.

F.

&

I_.

to-day.

Walter Brooks has gone to Brockton,

Mass., to

W.

in town

was

MASON,

work

shoe

in a

factory.

Esoteric lodge, F. and A. M., will work

degree Thursday evening.

the third

Mrs. John H. Brimmer entertained
group of friends at whist last evening.

a

Wivurua Encampment, I. O. O. F., will
hold a meeting next Monday evening, for
work.

Eugene Thebeau, of Bath, was in this
city Sunday, the guest of Miss Elizabeth
•Doyle.
Mrs. Charles E. Stevens, of Belfast, is
guest of her sister, Mrs. Charles W.
STREET. ELLSWORTH, ME. the
Mason.

GENERAL INSURANCE.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING. MAIN

ncneursais lor

me

enieriammeni
on

given by the Dirigo club

HOLYOKE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO.
HAtiLM, MASH,—Incorporated Ihtu.
"He that is of opinion money will do
O. W.
everything, may well lie suspected of doing
ME.
ACENT, ELLSWORTH.
everything for money.”

TAPLEY,

begin

July

June 1.

oe

3 will

J. C. Rockwell’s “In the Sunny South”
company drew a good house at Hancock
hall last evening.
I. L. Halman, of Boston, was in Ellsworth this week

business connected
dam.
on

with the proposed
Harry Rollins has been elected manager

the high school baseball team.
No
games are yet scheduled.
Recent seizure of liquor by Sheriff Mayo
at Ellsworth was as follows: May 22, box.
for 11. J. Marshall, hearing June 2.
of

Claudit Pea.
The earliest and best Pea in the

market, -i> cents per quart.

Black-eyed

and Marrowfat, 50c per Pk.

J. H. Brown, Albert McKenzie and
Charles T. Higgins left Monday.for Gardiner, where they will be employed.
Mrs. Julia A. Crabtree is visiting relatives in Winter Harbor. She expects to be
away from Ellsworth about a month.
Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., will wor
the thin! degree to-night on tnree candidates. Refreshments will be served.
I>r. J.

Patten, of Amherst, was in
Ellsworth Monday on business. There is
a suspicion that he talked politics some,

POULTRY WIRE
of all kinds fur sale cheap.

H.

M. F. Galvin, of Boston, wco has been
Mr. and Mrs. 1). H. Tribou for
thi past few weeks, returned home Mon-

visiting
All kinds of Pf.UMBISTG done by experi
men. STOVES of all kinds for sale bj

enced

day.

Albert
>

F. B. AIKEN,
TATE STREET,

son

EM.HWOKTII.

Some

W. Cushman, after two weeks’
his home here, has returned to
w here he is
employed by the Edi-

vacation
i,

Ht

Electric Co.

Mrs. .Michael H. Lynch, who was the
guest « f her niece, Mrs. Patrick Mullan,
for a week, returned to her home in Bangor last Saturday.
Ellsworth friends of George M. Tower,
of Bar Harbor, formerly of
Ellsworth.
sympathize with him in the loss of his
wife, who died last week.
The latest addition to Ellsworth’s fl
!
of launches is the “Quickstep”, a twentylive-foot lauiii'h purchased at Somesville
last week by O. W. Tapley.

“Peachy”

Pearl B.

Day

and wife left

yesterday

for

Lewiston, where Mrs. Day will remain
the rest of the week with relatives.
Mr.

Day

is

expected

home

to-day.

The schooner Ann C Stuart, which is at
Curtis’ yard, is having masts shortened
rive f..-et, and other
made.
Shwill also have a new main jib.

Fruits,

repairs

The

Park street
improvement society
will have a sale of crooked food and ladeV
collars and belts at room 15. Manning block,
Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock.

at

Friends of Mrs. B. T. Sowle are pleas- <1
to know of her satisfactory improvement
after an operation for appendicitis performed a little over a week ago.
Irene Chapter, O. E. S., will hold a socia
ble in Masonic hall Thursday evening.
Masons and their families are invited.
There will be dancing and refreshments.

Extra Low
The above

cue

Prices.

represents

always “strong”
Fruits; carry a large

WINFIELD ALLEN,

I

a

regular Graduate Optician. In practice ll years, and the only travelling
agent of the

Arthur Allen Optical Co.
28 MAIN STREET, BANGOR,
Will be at the American

Mouse,

am

detecting

all defects of vision.

timely (and often ahead of
time) fruits and berries. As
an
example of how low I am
| selling the very best of edibles
,

in this

line,

scan

the follow-

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
PAY.

N

O

%%

AnU

K K

All kinds of laundry work done at abort notice,
uooda called for and delivered
H
WgT

F.WU

B. ESTEY Sl CO.,
BRIIMIK,

Large Pineapples.
Large

to

Mrs. Joseph M. Whitmore, of Everett,
Mass., who was called here by the death
of her aunt, Miss Rose D. Jordan, is
spending a few days with relatives and
friends.
Mrs.

Harry E. Walker is home for the
Air.

summer.

Walker,

who is

principal

of

the high school at Fort Fairfield, will not
come until after the close of the school
next month.
Street Commissioner Q. F.

Newman has

nearly completed the work of putting
on Bridge hill.
A drain is
being built from the corner of Main and

crushed rock

South streets.

Mrs. Peekham, field worker for Women’s Baptist Home Mission society, will
deliver an address at the Baptist vestry
Monday evening at 7.30. She will tell of
her experiences among the Blanket In-

buy:

asbrrtiarmmtg.

17c.

KLLfiWUHTH,

ME.

Figs,

15c per lb.

RESTAURANT.
Meals and Lunches at all hours. A
good dinner for 23c.
Mrs. 8. A.
Moore, Water Street, Ellsworth.
kooras formerly occupied by P. 8. Bowden.

Patrick Kearns,
MAIN

ST., ELLSWOKTII.

Webber.
Col. C. L. Saunders, who served in the
Philippine war, gave a lecture with moving pictures, at Masonic hall last evening.
The feature of the pictures was the battle
scenes.
After the entertainment there
was a (lance.
The tug Phillips Eaton, of West Sullivan, was brought to Ellsworth last week,
and taken out on the railway at Curtis’
yard for a general overhauling and repairs

machinery.

She

was

taken

back to

Redman and wife, formerly of this city, a
member of the class of ’07, Bowdoin college, is one of the prize speakers selected
to ( ompete in the contest to be held (luring commencement week.
C. I.. Morang was called to Boston Monday by the sudden illness of his daughter,
Miss Ella, who is a student at the New
of music.
Miss
England
Morang’s friends will be pleased to learn
that she is not seriously ill.
Miss Jxiuise S. Patten, youngest daughter of Alderman O. W. Patten, and Prentice E. Soper, of Orland, were married
Tuesday afternoon by Rev. J. P. Simonton. The young people have the best
wishes of a host of friends.

conservatory

The schooner John F. Whitcomb is loading headings at the Bayside wharf, from
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., for Rondout.
She w ill tow up river to finish lauding.
The schooner Henrietta A. Whitney is
loading staves for Rondout.

Fr. J. D. O’Brien and E. E. Brady
yesterday for Portland to attend
reception and banquet tendered to
Rev. Win. II. O’Connell, bishop of

left
the
Rt.
the

AND

MEANS
MONEY

Ellsworth

needs

building. That’s
Ellsworth

building

A. K. Cushman, who is on the road for
the Thomas P. Beals company, of Portland, furniture manufacturers, arrived
last week for a short visit in Ellsworth.
Mrs. Cushman, who has been in Boston
the past few months, accompanied him,
and will remain through the summer.

a

a

nocket where

he

has

been

for

a

case was

municipal

James Murphy is building a new house
on his lot on Pine street for his own occupancy. The small house now on the lot
will be moved back ami the new cottage
built in front.
Mr.
Murphy formerly
lived in Ellsworth, but for many years has
lived in Trenton. He has sold his place
there to Louis Googins.
Miss Rose I). Jordan died at her home
Hancock street, la*t Friday morning,
aged eighty years. Miss Jordan was a sister of the late Dyer P. Jordan, and one of a
large family, only one of wh6m survives, a
sister, Mrs. Elvira Jordan. Funeral services were held at the house Monday, Rev.
J. P. Simonton officiating.

No lumps of alkali, are
left in the biscuit or
cake when raised with

That’s

an asser-

That’s the question. !

Does she want it?

Royal Baking Powder.
The food is made light,

To

put it in the homely but expressive
phraseology of the day: “It’s up to Ellsworth.”
This is

no

visionary

sweet and wholesome.
Royal should take the
place of cream of tartar and soda and saleratus and sour milk
in making all quickly
risen food.

dream.

scheme—no

Ellsworth has had dreams and schemes of

high

buildings before,

school

definite has

ever

there

was

cause

gm with.

but

nothing

resulted from them be-

nothing tangible

to be-

;
1

But if from these dreams Ells-

worth has awakened to
tion of the need of

larger apprecia-

a

high

a

school

building,

then they were not without result.
But now we have something to begin
with-a very substantial something.
First, there is a plan, tentat ive of course,
for the people must have a say in this
matter, but something to work on.

Quietly

this matter has been worked upon

I by the city government and school board,
until now* they have a definite proposition to submit to the people of Ellsworth.
Second, a very substantial beginning is
assured in the raising of the necessary
1
money.
Third, there is a way. The people of
Ellsworth must help!
To return to first statement that Ellsworth needs a new high school building.
w

reasonable

citizen

of

ho knows the conditions

as

Ellsworth,
they exist

to-day, will deny this fact. The
buildings are
entirely
in

quate

size

the needs

For

some

pupils

of
years

study

to

and

to

for

building.

school

The

rooms

makes

are

school,

with

be.

it absolutely dan-

The erection of

a new

adequate accommodations,

would

undoubtedly draw to the school
many out-of-town pupils, and the tuition
fees from these would be considerable.
These
make

are

but

few of the points which

a

building

POWDER CO., HtVf YORK.

BAKING

At Green Lake.
The salmon and trout have

been

biting’

freely of late at Green Lake. Mrs.
Ney Killman caught a 4% pound trout
From the bridge recently, and Miss Julia
McDonald caught an 8% pound salmon.
Frank Stock bridge brought in two handmore

some

salmon.

Among the fortunate Bangor fishermen
an Sunday was Carl Anderson, who took
four fine salmon weighing a total of eighteen pounds.
William Hainer took a fine
and

salmon

C.

Grant

E.

handsome

a

square-tail trout weighing
four pounds.

a

little over

COMING KVKNTS.

crowded

gerous to the health of pupils and teachers.
The location is not as central as a high
school should

ROYAL

it has been necessary for
at home and report only

point that

a

presinade-

arrangement

high

a

Thursday evening, May 25, at Masonic
hall—Sociable by Irene chapter, O. E. S.
“A
Friday, May 26, at Hancock hall
Jolly American Tramp.” Reserved seats
at Moore’s drug store to-day.
Friday, May 26, at Odd Fellows hall—
“Reveries of a Bachelor” under auspices
—

of

the

Unitarian*

Admission, 25 cents.
June 8, 9 and 10, at
ine

Hammond

and

Woman’s

Alliance.

Hancock hall—PaulMatinee
company.

only desirable, June 10.
a new high
Wednesday, June 14. at Hancock hall
school building has been so thoroughly Fred Raymond’s comedy, “The Missouri
Girl.”
discussed and so unanimously conceded
Monday, July 3, at Hancock hall—Enter(Continued on page ,5. )
tainment and dance by Dirigo club.
a new

but essential.

not

The need of

—

SbDmisements.

IF THE BRAND

week

to be tried in the Ellsworth
court
Monday, hut before
coming to trial was settled. F. L. Mason
appeared for defendant and W. E. Whiting for complainant.
The

school

high school

new*

it.

if she wants

Rev. P. A. A. KiHain. of the Bantist
church, returned Monday from Milli-

assisting Rev. C. E. Young, pastor of the
church there, in special services. Mr.
Young came to Ellsworth Sunday and
conducted services at the Baptist church.
Robert H. Clough, of Surry, was ar! rested on
complaint of Annie F. Dunham,
of the same place, charged with assault.

high

new'

fact!

a

have

can

for recitations.

Mrs. Fred H. Osgood received a telegram
last evening announcing the sudden death
at Mooseh° id Lake, of her brother-in-law,
George B. Harriman, of Boston. No particulars have since lieen received.
Mrs.
Harriman was Miss Mattie Means, a twin
sister of Mrs. Osgood.

Specks,

tion.

ent

forget

CONSIDERED-THE

REQUIRED—THE

PLANS IN DETAIL.

rho 1 title schooner Hattie, bought by
Alfred Starkey, was dismasted by a squall
in the river Sunday.
Both masts broke
well up toward the gaff. This was really
the trial trip of the craft by her new
owner, and he found her weak spot. She
Those who are interested in the future
of the Ellsworth festival chorus are urged
the meeting in Manning hall
not to
this evening at 8 o’clock.
Director-inChief W. R. Chapman will l*e present.
He will conduct the rehearsal, and also
address the meeting.

j

PLANS ALREADY BUBMITrED AND WAYS

Roman Catholic diocese of Portland, who
has just returned after six months in

repaired.

No Yellow

SECURE BUILDING.

No

will be

tAUUli U&UUUIL*>.

ELLSWORTH’S OPPORTUNITY TO

dry

“LAWSON PINK”
IS ON YOUR CANNED
there is

sure to

be

of

corn

guaranteed goodness

We’ve sold hundreds of

can.

we’ve heard
flavor and

cans

of this

inside the

superior Corn;

without number for the

compliments
quality

CORN,

of the

goods;

but not

one

elegant
word

of fault!

on

Why

The government of Bolivia, South America, lias just made a proposition to AssistCommissioner E. \V. Lord, of Porto
Rico, to ui’dertake the reorganization of

the school system of Bolivia in accordance
This offer came
with American ideas.
through the Bolivian minister at Washington, and Mr. Lord is now considering it.

Rue! 8. Bridges, an Ellsworth boy who
has been teaching school at Hall Quarry,
has gone to New York and shipped on a
steamer running from that port.
His
brother, Howard C. Bridges, who is in the
sophomore Hass of the high school, will
take the Hall Quarry school to complete
the term.
Nokomis Rebenah lodge will attend the
convention at Southwest Harbor, June 7.
The lodge was invited to work the degree,
but at a meeting last night decided that
it would be impossible to do so. Everett
J. Davis and Mrs. R. J. Goodwin were
appointed a committee on arrangements
for the trip to Southwest Harbor.
A. E. Mace, of Aurora, was in Ellsworth
Saturday in the interest of the Union
River Telephone Co. Mr. Mace was so-

don’t YOLT ask

us

time

next

for “Lawson Pink”

Canned Corn ?

FLOYD &

ant

to stock in the company, and it is understood met with satisresponse from the business men
of Ellsworth. The work of building the
line will begin soon, and be pushed to
completion this summer.

Lemons, per doz, 22c.
Bates, 8c per lb; 4 lbs for 25c.

Boston, where she takes a new position
as stenographer with the wholesale
goods house of Blodgett, Ordway <x

Vn. 21

MAIN

HAYNES,

STREET,-■-ELLSWORTH.

Are Your

Eyes Weak?

Do You Have Headaches?
Do You See

as

Well

as

You Ought?

If your eyes trouble you, come to Kobinson’s and have them examined. 1
have in my employ E. F. Robinson, jr., who has just graduated from one of
the most prominent optieal colleges in New England; he is waiting to examine
your eyes free of charge.
1 have purchased the most improved instruments known to modern science,
and am prepared to rectify the most complicated defects in vision.
Why go out of town, or patronize peddlers who are incompetent 'f Consult
your home opticians first, and not run any risks.

factory

Cal. Navels, per doz, 45c.

Bananas, 16 for 25c; 13 for 25c.

for

liciting subscriptions

Medium Sweets, 30c.

ELLSWORTH

•*0

and

varied assortment of all the

Ellsworth, for one week, beginning
ing prices—and decide
MONDAY, MAY 22, from ha. m. |
to 9 p. nj.
1 employ the best instruments known
to science for
and measuring

on

Ellsworth high school stands No. 9 in
the Boston Herald's contest for high
schools in the State of Maine. Twelve
are offered in this contest, consistprizes
ing of reproductions of classic statuary.
Miss Ida M. Baker, after a vacation of
ten days spent in Ellsworth, left Friday

KNTKHRD AS SHCOND- CLASS MATTER »
I
*T Tiv RUAWOH-* "O'-Tript-Tflf

NEW mm SCHOOL

the

West Sullivan Monday.
Fulton J. Redman, son of Erastus F.

Goiwo Wbat—1 iO a m, f3 and 9 pm.
Going Hast—7 a m and 5.30 p tn.

CHAS. C. BURRILL. Treasurer.

and closed from that hour until after
distribution of the evening mail.

to

MAIL CLOSES AT POST-OFFICE.

JOHN F.

C.

RECEIVED.

From West—*7.16 a m and 6.13 p m.
From Fast— 11M a m, 5JW and 9 47 pm.

N. B. COOLIDGE. President.

on

etfect April 30, 1906.

Sunday

day evening was a decided success, reflect*
ing credit upon the superintendent and
committee in charge.
Next Tuesday, Memorial Day, being a
legal holiday the banks w-ill l>e closed.
The postofflee will be open until 9 o'clock,

)
i

190",.

Razor that will
that is sharp, ready
for use, ask for our No. J02.
Every Razor is registered. See
our Guarantee with each Razor.
Bayonne Knife Co. name is on
each Razor.—Sold by
If you

shave,

El.

want a

one

G.

MOORE,

Corner opp. PostofHee.

Mrs. J. T. McDonald, Mrs. W. W. Morrison and Miss Carrie I. Smith, who have
been spending several days at the McDonald camp at Green Lake, have made
some
of the men fisher folk green with
envy by the catches brought in. Salmon
from seven to five pounds are reported.
One of the recent catches was a handsome

four-pound

Smith.

trout landed

by

Miss

A division of duties has been made at
the hardwood factory, under which arrangement Superintendent George H.
Hardman will be able to devote more time
to the selling end.
Xavier C. Clement, of
Rahway, N. J., has been engaged as superintendent, and will take charge of the
'Continued cn pctqe 5.*

E.
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IVIAIIM

F.

ROBINSON,

STREET,

ELLSW ORTH
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ENDEAVOR.

CHRISTIAN

grayer Meeting Topic For the Week
DcfflnntnK May 2S.
By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Roman
Catholic j
Missions in
Topic.
countries.—Ps. Ixvii. 1-7.
introduced
was
into;
Christianity
many countries of the world by the'
Botmm Catholic church, and in many
nations of the world the only con-;
caption of Christianity which the poo- j
pie have is that which they have received from the teachers of the Catho-

Sbbnttfnntnti.

fllntnal brnrtit Column.
EDITED »V "AUNT

“Helpful

Its Motto:

MADGE’*.

and

6'Backache, “The Blues”

Hopeful

—

lic church, and in many instances
when Protestant missionaries enter
Into these fields they find “the people
living in darkness, degradation and
In
such countries as South
*in.”
America ami Mexico coni’itious of ig
uoraneo and of superstiii a exist, and
many of the inhabitants of the islands
of the sea need the simple g.»si>ei of
salvation through faith ill Jcsu.-* Christ.
ihere cerThese being the coudit.
tainly rests a duty up a t mm* who believe in the pure an 1 simpl g > pel as
of
darkne
a means of dispelling tin
Ignorance and <>f >up»i ii-m to do
all in their power to spread the light
of this gospel abroad. Tin* people that
sit in darkness need the light, and Cod
<*e
it.
has promised that they shall
mud this promise is to be fulfilled by
the work of his people. < lirist is the
light, and if all nations are to Ik*
saved those who know Christ must
give that knowledge to the whole

jworld.

Knowledge is the principal need in
Roman Catholic countries today. The
Catholic church has never stood for
The
the education of the masses.
Bible has been a closed book to the
people, and very often those who have
been their instructors in religious
things have been in gross ignorance
concerning spiritual truth. They need
the truth, and the truth will make them
free—free from ignorance, from error,
All
from superstition and from sin.
that thousands of those who are in
Ignorance today need is knowledge of
the truth, and they stand ready t<» do
the truth. Many do not live up to their
light: but, on the other hand, there are
millions of people who would gladly
live up to it if they only had it. It is
our duty to give Christ anti the Bible
to them.
Shall we whose souls arc lighted
W ith wisdom from on high.
Shall we to men benighted
The lamp of life deny?
Salvation, oh. salvation!
The joyful sound proclaim
Till earth's remotest nation
Has learned Messiah's name.

us and bless us and cause Ilis face
to shine upon us. that Thy way may
be known upon earth and Tli.v saving
health among all nations.“ I.ci us ear
nestly pray that God will bles* us and
that we may become a blessing to others. especially in spreading the knowledge of Him and of na’vatl a {'. \u:g!i
His Son Jesus Christ unto the world.
READINGS.

Ps. ii. 8; iv, G; lxxii, 17*19; < xix. 105;
cxxii, 0; Dan. xii. 3: Acts xiii. 44-4S;
Rom. x, 14, 15; I Tim. ii. 1; Rev. xxii,
17.
KGGEMOGGIN

I’MON

Christian Endeavorcrs Hold Interesting Meeting at South Bluehill.
Eggemoggin Ix>cal Union of Christian
Endeavor met at South Bluehill Wednes-

day, May 17. The societies represented
Brooklin, North Sedgwick, Sedgwick, Sargentville and South Bluehill.
The afternoon meeting opened with
praise service led by Rev. S. M. Thompson,
of North Sedgwick, scripture reading by
Miss Helen Smith, of Sedgwick, and
prayer by Rev. C. D. Crane, of Waterville.
The address of welcome was by Miss Bessie Eaton, and the response by Miss Harriet Cole, of Sedgwick.
The business session followed, and then
the symposium on “What Christian Endeavor Stands For”, the different papers
being as follows: “Co-operation of
Effort,’’Rev. C. D. Crane: “Better Prayer
Meetings,” Mrs Carrie Bayard, Sargentville; “A Clean Life,” Rev. S. M. Thompson; “Personal Work,” Rev. E. S. Drew,

•were

Brooklin.

question box, conducted by Rev. S. M. Thompson, followed.
After a basket supper the evening session opened by an organ voluntary by
Mrs. S. M. Thompson, praise service led
by Oscar B. Bowden, of South Bluehill,
responsive reading, and prayer by Rev. E.
S. Drew. The address of the evening w*as
by Rev. C. D. Crane, on “The Time is
Short”. A consecration service led by
Rev. E. S. Drew closed the meeting.
Discussion and the

The God of Love.
It is not gold of rippled hair,
Like cornfields swept by winds at
It Is not cheeks as fresh and fair
As apple bloom at dawn of day.

play;

It is not these that slug to Love,
And bid him wake so sure, so soon;
That set the skies alight above,
And set him crying for the moon.
It is not heart-gold, pure and bright
As virgin gold in hidden seams;
It is not soul as clear and light
As suurise in a poet's dreams.
it is not these that gave Love food
And drink—the magic wine and bread
That set, amid his *olitude,
Tne enchanted garland on his head.
Love only knows one god sublime.
The trinity In unity;
And the god's names are Space and Time
A nd—Op portu n ity.

Every

third-class

the genuine article,

public

has such

imagines he’s
hat of course the

actor

miserable taste.

Smith—Old Skinner wanted to be cremated, but I see they buried him. Jones
—Yes, but I wouldn’t be surprised if he
didn’t fool ’em after all.
Slow boy (sympathetically)—You

seem

to

Miss Willing. Miss
Wilimg(husktly)—Yes, I’m actually so
hoarse that I couldn't scream if you w’ere
to attempt to kiss me.

have

a

very bad cold.

who has several to sew for It is frequently
of beginning early or never finishShe must begin sewing when the
ing.
first light things appear or she will end
when everybody else Is getting ready for
the autumn. With her it is a case of "between whiles’’ or never at all. If this
the case, then she selects simple little patthat are easily made and easily
terns
laundered. Such a one is shown In this
issue, and, while simple In construction.
Its lines have a peculiar trimness and
smartness which have on individual.child-

a case

Communications will he subject to approval or
rejection hy the editor of the column, hut none
will Ik* rejected without good reason. Address
all communication*

to

Thk amektca*.
Kllsworth, Me.
MKMOHIAL DAT.

sweetest, rarest.
earth to-day.
the fairest
Our offerings should display;
And that the s> minds may be true
We ga; her first the heavenly blue.

Cull flower**,
That grace
So ..ns

the

the

but

Twine wreaths—with memories tender
And tli uuhlsof loug ago.
For naught else can we render.
Our gratitude to show
While !•« these tributes we unite
And mingle with the blue-the white.

t

Then let their mingled fragrance.
Like clouds of incense rise,
A memory whose soft radiance
Reflected from the skies.
Shall speak this hour, of other days.
Through

flowery perfume rendering praise

Thus from unnumbered altars
Where sacrifice was slain.
Ascend* to day nor falters
From hilltop or from plain.
The reverence a nation shows
To heroes in their last repose.
Fit emblems, quickly fading,
Like glory—tn a (lay;
Yet in their mission aiding
KVn In 'h«ir fleeting stay.
To bind u* by the nation's past
In stronger unity Kt last.
Lone graves hy mount or river.
Where silence reigns alone;
We know tiie heavenly Giver
Sees do mound marked "unknown”.
And He may in His gracious power
Remember each by some sweet flower.

month ago I received a nice let“Anon” written at Togus, and
among other interesting things she gave
a

account of the life and surroundings of
the soldiers there, and then, as an after
thought, suggested that I might make use
an

“Decoration’’ week. I am very
glad to do so; and I am also going to share
with you some of that part of the letter
of it for

places
Togus.

which tells of
went

to

How often do we hear women say: “It
though my back would break."
or “Don't speak to me. I am all out of
sorts?” These significant remarks prove
that the system requires attention.
the blues" are direct
backache and
symptoms of an inward trouble which
will sooner or later declare itself. It
may be caused bv diseased kidneys or
Nature
some uterine derangement.
requires assistance and at once, and
Lydia E Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
pound instantly asserts its curative
powers in all those peculiar ailments of
It has been the standby of
women.
intelligent American women for twenty
years, and the ablest specialists agree
that it is the most universally successful remedy for woman s ills known to
medicine.
The following letters from Mrs.
Holmes and Mrs. Cot rely are among
the many thousands which Mrs. Pinkham has received this year from those
whom she has relieved.
Surely such testimony is convincing
Mrs. J.G. Holmes, of Larimore, North
Dakota, writes:
seems as

Bring buds of crimson glory.
Or wi* shall not complete
The sad historic story
Which these sweet flowers repeat.
As we recall the heroes (lea I
To blue and white, we add the red.

she visited before she

is,

Me

April

17.

D*ar Aunt Madqt:
W. ul<i you expect me lo t»e way up here?
on the
But such i the w»e. 1 left Portlun
11.40
a'n arrl lug In Augusta at half past two,
going from there to Togu» on the electric. I’ve
had It In my mind since I knew I was coming,
to write you while here so I’m going to keep
my promise. I wont out to Sew York in March,
as you kn w. and enjoved my trip so much.
It was a change and 1 needed it, and then my
work takes me there for awhile.
My brother
lives there, so we just had a good time visiting
I took In the
and going to pi ic**a of interest
subway ; it’s the finest In the worl 1. What wonderful things mail can make!
We also visited the aquarium—a very Interest
lng place- Oue day we took In the museum of
Natural History. One would have to slay sev
eral days to really see the exhibits; and 1
wanted so much to see the "big trees”. One
I have the
tree was large enough to dance ou.
age written down, but not where ! can refer to
it now. Don’t you remember how I liked my
phyel al geography, and those awful animals,
and such names' Weil, there must have been
four or five there, and really I could not believe
my own-'yes when 1 looked at those gigantic
animals.
I went from New York to Haverhill to stay
with a friend a few days (Aunt Madge’s friend
she is too).
Now 1 am here.
The plan of
Togus la like a circle on a large scale It has a
nice walk, electric lights, and seems like a small
village. I was much Interested in the different
houses. My friend Mrs. R. and her two daughWe went Into the
ters went with me on a wait.
library or reading-room. It Is a Urge well
lighted room, with tables and chairs and bookselves. The room was filled with soldiers read
lng. We visited the dining room next. It was
so Interesting, and the kib-ben was more so.
We peeped into the Llg boilers one of which
contained over three thousand pounds of meat.
Farther on was one of the same capacity filled
with prunes.
The boilers filled with coffee
amazed me. They were heated by a pipe iu the
back of each boiler, so thu the heat was kept
well out of the room
Most of the boilers
were up from the floor so that the tuen stou 1 on
We looked Into the chap-1 aod the hospital
and into the barracks. Everything is very neat !
and clean. We walked about, the grounds, pass
lng the otticeis* quarters and doctors’ homes.
I think Sirs R. to d me they had seven doctors
We came home by the deer park In a snow
storm. After luocb wc went Into one of the
hospitals to hear the singing by a quartette.
It was fine. From there we went across to the
opera house to the band concert. We aat in a
box and I enjoyed It all so much. Mrs. York
smg one solo. (Aunt Madge had the pleasure
of hearing Mrs. York sing at the reception
g ven the ladles of the W. It. C. when the State
department convention was held In Augusta
two or three years ago.)
The soldiers were
well In evidence and so many of them I don't
wonder they enjoy being here. It Is an Ideal
place. There are 2,600 soldier*. Twothlideof
them are able to work. They are paid for all
the work they do, and work when they please.
For everything they have they pay nothing.
They retire at 9, rise at 5.80 All dress in blue,
and the officers in uniforms. The quar
termaster, Mr. Anderson, lives here with
his family, also Governor Allen, the chaplain, Mr. Burrage, and Dr. Elweil, with
seven doctors under him. The houses these
officers live in are modern, and have lovely
grounds. Two hot houses keep the people well
supplied with roses, pinks and potted plants
the year round. In the stables are eighty cows,
for the soldiers onlj. There are other cows lor
the officers.
Services are held every Sunday morning and
prayer meeliug Tuesday evening. There are
band concerts in the opera house every night
excepting Monday. It Is a line band. (By

j
Ij

Dear Mrs. Pinkbam:—
women
I f***l it mv duty to tell all
of the relief f have found in Lydia K. Pink’When
I comham’s Vegetable Compound.
menced taking the Compound I suffered
everything with backaches, headaches, men1 am completestrual and ovarian trouble*.
ly cured and enjoy the best of health, and 1
owe it all to you.’’

When women are troubled with irregular, suppressed or painful menstruation, weakness, leucorrhuea. displace; ment or ulceration of the womb, that
bearing down feeling, inflammation of
the ovaries, backache, bloating (or

flatulence), generul debility, indiges-

tion and nervous prostration, or are beset with such symptoms as dizziness,
faintness, lassitude, excitability, irritability. nervousness, sleeplessness, melancholy, “all gone” and want-to-beleft-alone" feelings, blues and hopelessness, they should remember there is one
tried and true remedy, Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound at once removes such troubles.

some

It 1»

con

ldcred the best band In the Sum*,

olllcrs.

A

son

of the life at

Togus.

And at

this

season,

the deeds of our fallen
heroes and reverence their memories, this
letter will remind us that to the living
soldiers, the veterans still with us, we owe
when

recall

we

honor and

gratitude

and
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Only a woman can talk fluently
subject without the least knowledge
You

may

standing.

have observed
w ear

shoes

on

of short

a season

skirts,

fad,

every

for

we

more

If

calling and driving.
be

could

skirts

would

made

soon

light-hearted

Nothing

so

a

have

law

as

short

well

stronger,

as

a

prettier*

women.

exhausts

a

on

of

a
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their under-
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DIRECTIONS

FOR

ORDERING

Send 10 cents to this office, give number
of this pattern. No. tJ282. and state slxe deIt will then be sent to you by mall
sired
postpaid. He sure to write plainly and alSeveral days
ways
give full address
must be allowed for delivery of pattern.

J

PAJfTON.

ANN'ABLE

to l>e

FASHIONS
So many and varied are the styles
shown In th*- new shirt waists that It
would almost bankrupt a pattern house,
not to mention the Individual, If each one
were copied.
Most women can with a
Rood foundation pattern carry out Ideas
In their own way. and It Is for these •'Individual" Ideas that wo are showing today's lining. The shape of ^he entire garment Is correct In cut and style, and upon
It one may make any kind of tucked,
frilled or berufTbnl hlouse
The pattern
should be made in muslin and fitted to the
figure, for very few people are up to the
"standard measure." and It is usually
necessary to make a little alteration
When the pattern is one** fitted, then the
outside and lining should be cut accordingly. always preserving the original muslin lining for future use. us It saves any
more fit tings.
Furthermore, after a good
fitting lining is once obtained it may ho
to
sent
the dressmaker and all one's
waists made by Its measurements without
the usual tedious fittings
Sixes, Z2 to M inches bust measure.

cup of pure borax

powder,

half

shaved and melted castile

a

strength

woman’s

If tombstone epitaphs were reliable his
would have to look for

cake of

Wash the

hands,
through
water, then in cool plain water, and dry
in the shade.
If you want the best results, bring in
before entirely dry, clap before the fire a
few minutes, and press on the wrong side.
Though of course the usual method of

stunic majesty
another job.

While the orchestra plays between acts
men

go out and smile but the ladies

must

simply grin and bear it.
Many a crooked man is supposed to
perfectly straight because other men
unable to

get onto his

be
ar»

curves.

outline, or tampers
A woman can’t understand why a man
dragging trailing skirts
should want to wear tailor-made clothes
and dampening can be employed
when the other kind are cheaper.
that are in the way when on the ground, drying
with reasonably good effect. The new
Mrs. Gusher—Your husband has such a
and absorb all her energies to “keep off
fabrics make
very pretty short skirt knightly air. Mrs. Rounder—Yes; such
the grass’’. “Cab clothes’’, one New York
shirt waist suits, just the thing for travel- an out-ull-nightly air, as it were.
woman calls the long, full skirts that have
ing.
all winter, meaning that a
been in
kills

her grace of

her

nerves as

vogue

absurd to claim that
cases where the Bite of a rattlesnake is not fatal, yet such have
happened, and to understand these it is
necessary only to understand the manner in which thisjreptlle strikes.
The spectacle of a rattlesnake at bay
is one a beholder never forgets. The
great, long body lies coiled in a tense
spiral, the very embodiment of wirkeduess
1 Vised in air, the white l>e!!ied
fore body h bent into a horizontal *S.
rigid as an ir*n bar. Raised from the
middle of the spiral is the tail, quivering like a twanged banjo string and
emitting a rattle like steam escaping
from the pet cock of a radiator or like
the sound of a mowing machine in a
distant ha.vfield.
Awe inspiring, the
dread, flat, triangular head, eyes gleaming black and cold as icy steel. Is ready
to strike.
As the grewsome mouth
opens wide ami pink, the long, thin j>oisou fangs arise from a horizontal position and stand upright like a pair of
slender, curved, needle pointed shad
bones, ready for business. Like a flash,
fur too quick for the eye to follow, the
snake strikes, sending home its fangs
an inch or two, and in that same fractlon or an Instant he has squirted a tablespoonful of canary yelltw. viscous
fluid into the wound and lies coiled
ready for a second attack.
In this incomprehensibly swift attack
lies the answer why sometimes the bite
of a rattler is not fatal, for so wonderfully swift is the attack that a bite
may be imperfect, leaving only a pair
of tiny needle punctures with just
enough venom to make a victim seri
ously ill.
Another reason why a rattlesnake’s
bite is not always fatal is that temporarily the reptile may be without venom. The snake may have exhausted its
poison on a previous enemy, in which
case it would have to wait several days
before the deadly fluid has reaccumulated. or. again, the viper’s fangs may
have suffered accident. They may have
been broken off and require time for
new growth.
In any case, certain it is
that a rattlesnake’s poison applied in
the proper way will do its work, and
then only the most expert and prompt
assistance will save a victim.—A. W.
Rolker in Pearson’s Magazine.
seem

many people

even

I with

KATTLKB’S BITK.

Hnvr. tinier
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f

for

ORDERING

Pattern For Lady’s Shirt Waist, Foundation
Lining by Martha Dean—No. 6282

soap.
occasion, receptiqns,
garments quickly, rubbing them lightly
dance«, street, house, business, sports and
rinse in warm borax
the

short

or

respect.
Ai'nt Madge.

V

going

It is

You certainly deserve a vote of thanks,
Anon, for writing us so many particulars

MARY

BY

FOR

Send 10 rents to this office, give mimlx>r
of this pattern. No. 4G43. and state size desired. it wlil then be sent to you by mall
postpaid, lie sure to write plainly and
Several days
always give full address.
must be allowed for delivery of pattern.

THE SHORT SKIRT

belonging to It, nil young men )
Occasionally a play” c^me* up from the city.
All these things arc free for the benefit of th<
twenty

ish air
If a dainty finish is desired the
tucks in the front may bo cat stitched, as
may the band or facing down the side
Many mothers who desire color on the
little dresses, white or colored, use hands
of blue or pink checked gingham for trimIf this Is too much color, face the
ming
bands with narrow bias pipings or vice
versa.
The model here shown is in one
piece, and the sleeve Is of regulation style
Either a belt of material or patent leather
Gingham, madras, pique,
may be worn
calico or any of the nicer weaves will deveiop charmingly In the mode sizes.
Sizes. A to 12 years.
DIRECTIONS

suffering

**

No other medicine in the world has
received such widespread and unquniNo other medicine
fied endorsement.
Dear Mrs. Pinkhatn:—
has such a record of cures of female
I have suffered e\erything with backache troubles Refuse to buy any substitute.
and womb trouble—I let the trouble run on
until my system was in such a condition that
FREE ADVICE TO WOMEN.
I wps unable to be about, and then it was I
commenced to use Lydia E. Pinkham's VegeRemember, every woman is cordially
table Compound, if 1 had only known how
invited to write to Mrs. Pinkham if
much suffering I would have saved, 1 should
about her symptoms
have taken it months sooner—for a few there i? anything
Mrs. Pinkshe does not understand.
weeks* treatment made me well and strong
J
I
My backaches and headacbesare all gone and ham's address te Lynn. Mass., her
I "suffer no pain at my menstrual periods, advice is free and cheerfully given to
whereas before I took Lydia E. Pinkham's
every ailing woman who asks for it.
Vegetable Compound I suffered intense pain .’* Her advice and medicine have restored
Mrs. Emma Cotrely. 109 East 12th to health more than one hundred thousand women.
Street, New York City, writes:
Ask Mrs. Pinkham's Advice—A Woman Best Understands a Womans Uls.

over

Tog

by

Once again It I* time to begin summer
sewing for the children. With the mother

and its success depends largely
support given it in this resect. Com
municadont* must be aliened, hut the name of
writer will rot be ptluted except by permlaaJon

About

to

Symptoms of Organic Derangement tn
Women—Thousands of Sufferers Find Relief.

Both

For Girl’s Russian Dress Designed
Martha Dean—No. 4643

ihe

on

ter from

Prayer should tie made most promiin this phase of mission work.
The psalmist prayed. “God Ik* merciful

Pattern

communication**,

Dear M. B. Friends:

nent

BIBLE

The purpose* of this column are succinctly
stated In thj tide and motto—li I# for the mutual
benefit, ami alma t«» lie helpful am! hopeful
llolBf! f r the common goml. It It* for the com
moil use-a public servant, n purveyor of in
formation an I i*u^g^tlon, a mnlluni for the interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicit*

NEW YORK FASHIONS

was

woman

_

them
that she

victim to fashion in

a

without full use of her body,
might as well have Chinese feet so far as
getting comfortably and gracefully about
the world was concerned.
In fact

a

usefulness in

joy and
proportion

woman’s
in

lessenb

life

her skirt

as

lengthens, and so there is much welcome
and appreciation for the stylish, convenand

ient

fashionable

skirt

short

this

spring.
And every
if

skirt

making

it

will

wear

can

woman

she

just give

some

a

shon

Also it

involves

more

than

the footgear, not small
ordinary
and French
shoes
heels, which some
seem to regard as essential w ith
women
short skirts, but careful foot-dressing,
of

care

proposed

maid, but
“I

in

cannot

“That,”
news

for

vain.

the frig id-hearted
“But,'' he protested,

to

without you, darling.”
rejoined icily, “will be good

live

she

the undertaker.”

“What

is yoar idea of an indulgent
mother?” asked the typewriter boarder.

indulgent mother,” replied the old
bachelor, “is one who never interferes
when her darling cherubs make life miserable for other people.”
“An

healing, balsamic virtues of the Norpine are concentrated in Dr. Wood's
Norway I'lne 8yrup, nature's own remedy for
coughs and colds Advt.
—

Is what your money will
invested in shares of the

aubcrtisnnmta.

perfect-titting stockings,
always well-laced, square at the heel,
snug at the instep and well blackt'd or
a

are

not

much frou-frous at the ankles. And the
tall woman should keep her skirt to
within two inches of the ground, and
should never have it wholly plain, and the
tall girl should wear a redingote or long
| tailor coat with her short shirt, and
1 should see to it that her feet, large as they
should be with her height, are exquisitely
j dressed.
The
mer

prettiest

new

short, separate

Indigestion

**

now

Norway

Medicine To.,

Norway,

SERIES

WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow on your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month
Monthly
payments and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about 10 yevrs you
will

of

indigestion
Every form
promptly yields to the specific
action of Brown’s Iustant Relief. Chronic dyspepsia can
be cured if this remarkable
remedy is used as directed. 25c.
All dealers.

NEW

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars inquire of

Me.

Hkmky W. clshman, hoc'v.
First Nat*I Bank Bid.-.

clbbtittetmcnta.

in silk

cotton in all

or some new

smart tailor effects

make easy work
These goods must

plaits

on

in

yoke

Mondays.

not be boiled or
rubbed or blued to get the best results
from washing. The simplest way and the
best is the method of the housewife w'ho
knows how to make the most of her time,
that is, just a quick wash in borax suds—
and borax suds means half a tub of water
that has just come to a boil, half a small

If

oped, Share*, 91 each; month if
paymentt, $1 per enare.

materials for the sumskirts, are cheeks and

linen, and in mercerized
the durable colors, dark blue,
brown, green and gray with white. These
stuffs wash beautifully if properly treated
in the laundry, and are more durable and
quite as effective as the shepherd silks.
The best plan is to make them up with
due reference to frequent washing. Don’t
trim them with lace that must be ripped
off for the laundry, nor with velvet bands
that must be frequently steamed, nor with
oriental embroideries that soil easily and
clean hard. Turks and machine stitching
plaids

A

failure if the

trimly attractive.
Then the style of skirt must be looked
into. The short, stout girl should not
full
short
wear
the
skirt, but
the
one tucked or plaited flatly about
hips. The very slender moderately short
girl may have many plaits or gagings, and
feet

earn

Ellswortti Loan and Bnilnt Ass'i

are

The short skirt is

tanking.

All the

way

low’ shoes that

tanned.

PACIFIC COAaT EXCURSIONS
Sw tl»* Must fur Your Miimv.
Rock Island service to California and Pacific
Northwest this summer permits you to do thh
Low round trip r tea to Los Angeles, San
Francisco or Portland on special dates In May.
June, July, August, Septeiuiter and October.
Liberal arrangements for stop-over among the
mountains of Colorado and In California—el it
trips to the Yellow' stone, Y use mite, etc. Writs
for Colorado and California books and Rock
Island folder.
John .Sebastian,
Passenger
Traffic Manager, Rock Island System, Chicago
—Adrt.

head to

suitable to her figure and ef-

fectiveness.

He had

Neither Corned Beet nor Roast Beet
but much more delicious than either

"

GThis delicate and delicious meat retains
all its juices, possessing the taste and savor
of fresh meat. 0, It is a palatable prepared
luncheon—just the thing for picnics and
outing parties. G, Eat cold or make into
hot

dishes. C. For sale

at

your

grocer

THK SHIP’S SURGEON.
BUSY time on
trans atlantic

A

board

a

liner.

IS NOT A SINECURE, AND
THE POSITION
be a man of
the doctor must
WIDE ATTAINMENTS AND
PROGRESSIVE.

••If you would bo so good, sir, tlioro
woman In the port aft hospital
u
of your services,
l,o is much in need
was the salutation of the third
„lr
he awakened the ship
cabin steward as
surgeon from a comfortable sleep and
gpoiled a delightful dream come ruing
where people were
„ nautical elysium
where ship surgeonn were
nei. r ill and
allowed to sleep uninterruptedly each

night.

It was 3 o'clock on a miserable mornA heavy gale front the northeast
ing
jail blown steadily for thirty hours,
Despite the
kid lug up n nasty sea.
ocean greyhound,
grout length of the
ghe plunged about In the turbulent waHer
ter like some frightened monster.
enormous head plowed through the
mighty waves and sent mountains of
stern.
spray (lying to the very
With an alacrity bom of a physi
eiai; s innate desire to relieve antfering the ship surgeon got into his clothes
aiul started for the scene of his lnliors.
Tim decks were wet with rnln and flying spray, and the rolling of the ship
added to the discomforts of perambulation. As the doctor passed a companion way leading from the weather side

huge

the ship
against the vessel and

of

a

slapped

wave
sent

a

torrent

The
of water through the passage.
surgeon's cap went by the board, and
ITe was
his overcoat was drenched.
tempted to tie nngry. but us his mind
harked back to other days, when on
cold, wet nights he had driven ten
mill's or more over the bleak New
Hampshire hills on errands of mercy,
he congratulated lilmself on having the
stanchest of decks under his feet Instead of being compelled to guide a
torse through the murky. Impenetrable
darkness.
In a few momenta the doctor had
ushered into the world a little life, and,
though the vessel rolled and pitched,
causing the hospital to assume all sorts
of crazy positions at times, he felt
amply repaid for the loss of sleep, for
this tiny boy had by a few days escaped Udng born on the soil of a despotic European nation.
And this ushered In one of the docNo sooner had he
tors busy days.
comfortably ensconced himself on his
settee for a nap until the first bugle
call than he was summoned to attend
a sailor who had scalded his leg and
foot while preparing to swab one of
Before the sailor's needs
the decks.
had been attended to it was breakfast
That gave a brief breathing
time.
At 1> o’clock the round of visits commentis]. Iu the forward port hospital
a steerage paasenger was found to l»e
ill with pneumonia, showing a temperature of PM degrees; a steward had
acute nephritis, a fireman tonsllitU and
a hoy a
septic hand, which he had
brought aboard. In the after hospitals,
devoted to women, there were also various rases.
A woman taken acutely
and maniacally insane after leaving
port demanded a good deal of attention
A young woman with pleurisy,
an old lady
with facial neuralgia, a
child with laryngitis and another with
a bronchial cold each took up a |»ortion
of the

surgeon's time.
10:30 o'clock came Inspection. For
au hour the cAptaln, purser, surgeon
and chief steward thoroughly inspected
the ship from stern to stem.
Every
part of the vessel, from the first cabin
to the third class and from the saloon
to the firemen’s forecastle, was gone
over.
Matters of ventilation, cleanliness and order were considered, and
nothing which did not meet the approbation of the officers escaped detection.
The thoroughness exercised in this inspection Is such thut the stewards
show the greatest vigilance. Neatness,
order and cleanliness have to be enforced on shipboard.
After inspection the surgeon made
his cabiu calls. Fortunately mal do
mer and minor ailments were all that
claimed his time. Then followed the
surgery hour, at which twenty two of
the third cabin passengers nud members of the crew asked for medical advice. The cases yere nearly all of a
minor nature—coughs, colds, sprains,
cuts and the like.
Most of the third
cabin passengers were seasick, and the
majority were more than willing to lie
In their berths until the gale subsided.
During tiie afternoon the surgeon
At

uppunuuuy

u»

nri

**

uuu‘

Then came the eveulug hospital
calls and at 8:30 o'clock the evening
nursery hour. At this time it was neecanary to reduce a hernia ami to tit a
truss,
a bail ease of varicose ulcer
was treated, and a couple of stitches
were taken in the scalp of a pugnaclous Irishman who bad decried Bug
laud’s greatness in the hearing of a
loyal Britisher. A fireman overcome by
tlie heat in the stokehole and another
afflicted with vertigo ended the labors
of the surgeon for the night.
Such was a sample day’s routine.
Happy was the medical man when on
reaching port after a busy week he
war able to land every person on the
ship. Two went to the hospital, but
both were “out of the woods” before
the vessel again turned her prow homeward.
hap.

A

very general misconception seems
to exist among the medical profession
find Indeed among many of the laity
*lso as regards the professional attainments of surgeons on the transatlantic
steamships. There Is a widespread notion that to be a ship’s doctor one need
only have a smattering of medicine, to
gether with the vaguest ideas of surifory, and that, possessing these, a man
la amply qualified to watch over the
health of several hundred people among

the passengers and crew of his
vessel.
In point of fact, the
average steamship surgeon Is at least as well qualified as the average
physician on shore.
Muny of them Indeed are men of the
highest scientific attainments. The
number of men who would like to
go to
sea ns surgeons is so
great that steamship companies may pick anu choose
fiuoug the ablest of the younger men.
It Is extremely difficult
nowadays for
any but uu exceptional physician to obtain a regular berth aboard a transat-

lantic liner.
To secure a place ns
physician on
of the ships it is essential to have

one

had
rule,

ample hospital experience. As a
the management gives preference to
men who have been in private
practice
nfhT comp #ing their
hospital work.
All steamships sailing under the
English ting are required to carry as reg-

ular surgeons men who have been
trained in England, Scotland or Ireland.
The ship surgeon, however he may
devote some of his time to the amenities of civilized life, cannot be the social butterfly lie is sometimes represented as being.
Indeed, most surgeons see the passengers only at the
table over which they preside and occasionally on the promenade deck. The
ship surgeon leads, in fact, practically
the some kind of life as Ids confrere
ashore. lie is a busy man. The larger
vessels seldom carry fewer than r ")
people on each trip, and in the summer
months l,WtO would be nearer an average number.
Each one of these persons, in what
ever class. Is privileged to call on the
surgeon at any time, day or night. And
the average passenger feels free to exercise Ids privilege.
Ilis ailments are
the same at sea as ashore, augmented
by the troubles peculiar to the sea. and
If anything he is more particular when
on the w ater than when nsbn-e.
Probably th'» ship’s doctor listens t * more
tales of woe In one trip than lie would
hear in six months ashore.
It will be seen that the surgeon of
the big transatlantic liner is no drone
Ills working hours are long, and much
of Ids leisure time is taken up in the
study and the perusal of the medical
literature, of which he usually has n
generous supply. The surgeon's library
is ample and up to date and his medical and surgical equipment of the best.
He therefore who supposes that the
doctor at sea Is not the peer of the doctor ai liore should at once disabuse bis
mind <»f that Impression. The medical
prefer don has no more high minded,
earnest and hardworking representatives thnn the ones who go down to
the sea in ships. New York Times.
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BUCKBOARD ROBBERY.

MAHJiKT*.

WW)HF«I)AT, May 24, 1*5.
■

.INK LAW AKOARDIMO

WKttiHTa

AMU

bullet from

Story of Bold llold-up at Bar llarhor

MhASDtK*

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 6(
Twenty Years Ago.
Moat Ellsworth people have heard of
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 nnunda.
the famous Bar Harbor buck board robThe standard weight of a buskin of potato*
bery of 1882. Although the robber was
In good order and Qt for shipping, Is **o pound*;
never captured, there 19
good reason to
of apples, 44 pounds.
suppose that he was seen by the Bangor
The standard weight of a bushel of usani trman in a lonely
spot on the Ellsworth
good order and fit for shipping, Is 62 pounds
road the very next night. Concerning his
Of wheat, beets, ruta-bags turnips and peaa, 0<
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, ft: ! identity and present whereabouts n thing
pounds; of carrots, Engllsn turnips, rye and i definite is known. No one has ever been
Indian meal, 50 pounds; ol parsnips,4ft pounds, arrested for
the crime, and it is exceedof barley anu buckwheat, 46 pounds; ol oats.
S2 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
ingly unlikely that anyone will b at this
The prices quoted below are the retail price** \ late
day.
at Ellsworth.
Farmers can easily reckon from
The robbery was performed in the
tltese what they are likely to receive In trnw
good
or cash for their products.
old western style and it was probably one
A

of

Country Produce.

Hatter.

Creamery per a.7ft ,j to
ttalry.22 y3;
Best

factory (new) per &.16 *f-

Bestdairy

(new).

!>utch

1.

(Imported).*
Of
Neufchatel.

Hgg".

Eggs are already being picked up by dealers
for the Bar Harbor market, but prices are not
yet affected.
Fresh laid, per doz. li 41Poultry.
Chickens.....
Fowl.
Hay.
Beat

the most celebrated crimes in the crimhistory of Maine or for that part. New

inal

.t34*«
U#A

England.

The affair took

place one day

in

August, 1882. A party of wealthy summer visitors had driven up Green mountain in a bueklxjard, and as they were
making the descent, a masked man suddenly stepped out from behind some
shrubbery into the middle of the road.
He held a cocked revolver in either hand.
and after imparting the information that
the first person who moved would be

plugged full of lead, he
went through the party.

The man was clashed lighted with a garden set apart for t
by the sudden spring, purpose.
and before he could regain his bold on the
If by chance the stranger should tak
bridle we were fully twenty yards away
the trouble to look the farmer’s stock
oveaq,
As soon as I had attended to the pressing and also look into the quarters in which
business of controlling my frightened they are kept, he will at onoe see that ha
horse I glanced backward over the road. "is by no means unmindful of the needs of
Our late assailant was legging it towards his animals, both as regards shelter and
us for all he was worth but we decided
sanitary conditions, for these are as essen-

suddenly

a

rifle.

about

wait.
tial to the comfort and health of animals
“I drove to town at a pretty rapid gait. | as they are to the human.
When I got there I at once informed the
In this instance the stranger will note
police of the affair, and two men were sent that there are no cracks in the walls of the
out in an effort to capture the fellow.
We j barn to admit the winds of w'inter, tot
had all heard of the Bar Harbor buckthe farmer understands that this is not
board robbery the day before, and it economy, for what is gained in this
way is
seemed to us that in all probability the more than offset by expense in feed, »
man I had inet and the men who had held
animals
improperly sheltered require
more to subsist on
up the wealthy summer visitors
ere one
than those that are
and the same individual. Although th? better housed.
As air is as necessary for animals as for
police scoured the entire country side they
could find no trace of the man. He
man, the farmer has provided his stock
seemed to have disappeared as though the with means of ventilation, and with all
earth had swallowed him.”
he has seen to it that they are supplied
with
pure wat r. After seeing that the
animals are kept in clean stalls and wellProsperous Farmers.
bedded, the stranger leaves with the imThe stranger when passing through a pression that this is a thrifty and wellnot to

farming community can quite readily
distinguish the prosperous from the unsystematically prosperous by outward appearances.
The

At first the buck board party had taken

stranger will

observe

that

the

of
the# successful farmer, alexceedingly clumsy buildiugs
* I
practical joke, but as pock.'ta wars rifled though they may not be of modern
and rings airipped from finiprs th? sericonstruction, are nevertheless comfortLa©**. I4H ousness of the a.fair gradually dawned
able and tidy.
Baled.
ugon them. The robbery was so audaHe will detect no places on the roof
Vegetables.
Farmers who held potatoes for an expected cious, however, that it was difficult to where the
shingles have blown off and
believe that the man was in grim earnest.
rise in the aprlog, are being disappointed. Fur
allowed to go unmended. Much to the
ty coots H bushel is the prl e paid by letallers
Perhaps the very boldness of the crime
opposite, the stranger will perceive if the
and more are offered at that price than
they will contributed to its wonderful success, for farmer just at that time does not see his
take.
Few cabbage Is lu the market.
the robber succeeded in getting away,
way clear to give his buildings a new
Potatoes bu
3ft 350
50 scot-free, with some |12,000 or $15,000 in
rurnlp% bu
Lettuce,
covering he has seen to it that the places
10jl5 Beets, bu
'.6
2
Spinach, pk
<5 money and jewelry. Despite the efforts of are
Cabbage, new
tidily repaired.
10 Carrots, hu
String beans,
6c
the Hancock county authorities to apBadlsh,
C5 Bans—pcr<jt—
Then, the stranger will fail to see a hat
-c
Khuli.ii'l, lb
1 ellow-c.ye
12«l* prehend the criminal he was never ar- or an old coat thrust into a broken winthe

loose, per ton...... .12

Cucumbers,

Apple*, pk
Craiioeriies, qt

09
Pea,
Fruit.
l< 31' Oranges, dux
09 famions dor

On the
.35*.4/

Green

•»**«

183:0

(IroforiMR,
a

Rice, per ft
.Otq.ix
.16*25 Pickles, per gal .45 3.ft
35 Olives, bottle
.25*.7f
3ft Vinegar—per gal—

Rio.
Mocha,

Java,
ea—}>er

ft—

Pure elder.

Japan,

for

.n

day after

mountain

It

home

they

was

robbery down
Bangor man and

the

a

wife had been out
drive.

“We

fody to suffer from that horrible plague
iitirlP, itching piles. Doau's Ointment
quickly and permanently. At any drug

the

-lore, .0 emu-

—Advi.

the Ellsworth road

dark

when

reached tne

on

on a

their way
of

lonely strip

near

were

3Sbrrtisnntnta.

A Correct Paint
A correct paint
under any and all
circumstances is the
paint that spreads the

^TT

perhaps for the reason the glass has
by negligence of the farmer in
not keeping the sash puttied and tinned.
The thrifty farmer always attends to these
little details, thereby saving money and
dow

on

his

Whiting.
diiving along slowly,” said
the Bangor man in telling the story,
“when a man suddenly jumped out of the
bushes and made a grab for my horse’s
bridle. He was an ugly-looking person
woods

It’s
»r

cures

an

it*

Strawberries,
'onee—per

affair

conducted farm.

fallen out

best, goes
the farthest,

I

looks the
best and
wears the

sparing himself the criticism of the
stranger.
Another thing the stranger will observe

Cracke*I wheal,
JK>
the thrifty farmer, not only for his own
.04
Oatmeal, per ft
sugar—;*er ft—
.20
convenience, but for others, also has a
Buckwheat, pkg
Granulated,
.(6!< Graham,
.04
hitching-post in his yard, thus avoiding
Coffee—A A B, .0ft h Rye meal,
.04
.Oft Granulated meal,ft 02fc
the risk of fastening his team to a rotten
Yellow, C
and as I was unarmed 1 decided that I
tlolasaes— per gal—
Oil—per gal—
limb of a tree, and if there be no tree the
.Sft
Havana,
Linseed,
.6fl*.70 would avoid an Interview if possible. My
Porto Rico,
.50
woodhouse, or some other substitute
12 wife was
Kerosene,
badly frightened, and as she
.80
Syrup,
equally insecure.
uttered a shriek I snatched the whip and
Lnmbwr and Hulldtng Materials
In looking further about the stranger
Lumber— per M—
Suruce,
1 25 hit my animal a stinging blow' on the
will note that the farm machinery of the
Hemlock,
13*14 Hemlock,
133 flank.
Hemlock boards, 13*1» Clapbo&rda— per If—
and provident farmer is nowhere
var16 4 jo
“The horse that I happened to be driv- thrifty
Extra spruce,
Spruce,
24*26
to be seen. Instead of being allowed to
Spruce floor,
20*26 Spruce, No. 1, 20*40 ing was a particularly nervous
animal,
Pine,
90*60 Clear pine,
winter in the field, it is cleaned and oiled
25*50
Matched nine,
20*23 Extra pine,
50 and when he felt the unaccustomed force
and housed from the weather, and ready
Shingle’.—per M—
Laths—per M—
Made by Detroit White Lead Work*
of the blow, he sprang forward like a
8 26
Cellar, extra
for use when the season comes around.
2.50
Spruce,
M
2 75
Item lock,
Sold by
clear,
2 00
**
Since
like
like
the
will
fur
A
Guaranteed
Cure
Piles.
begets
stranger
M clear,
2 25 Nalls, per ft
.04*.0fc
**
GREAT SI N SPOTS.
extra one,
160 Cement, per cask l 50
observe that the farmer’s wife has equal
or Protruding
Piles,
Itching.
Blind,
Bleeding
M
No. 1.
1 26 Lime, per cask
9P
Drugals s refund money it I’AZu OINTMENT
in the home surroundings. As there
**
scoots,
.76 Brick, per M
7*11 falls lo cure any case, no matter of how long pride
The Furlou* Solar Torn pest* That
White lead, pr ft .05*.06 standing, In 6 to 11
First applicat on gives is nothing that imparts such a charm to
days.
and
50?.
If
hasn’t
It
Mark Their Appearance.
ease
rest.
vour
Jrugwist
rroTUIoni.
the external appearance
of
home as
•end 50c In Atan.ps and U will he forwarded
Back in IH4.*S, when the MUIerites B«ef, lb:
nO*tv>nld by Pari* Meotcine ‘-r M l.om*
flowers, the stranger’s eye will be de- !
JO
Steak.
.18*
Steak. %
1«
were looking for the end of the world,
Roaat*.
.15*.2ft
16
Chop,
.os a m
COTDCif,
.(*)
there was a great sun spot that to
Pig*’ feet.
»
IS
Tongue*,
Ham,
per
tunny seemed to lend weight to the1 Tripe,
.05fi08
1
Shoulder,
1i
Mlllerites' arguments from the time Ve?-!:
•20
Steak,
lr
pr<>phe< les in the BJhie. For a week
Koa*t»,
10fi.lt
Lard,
10-41.
Lamb
in that year there was a sun spot that
Tongue*. oarh
C5
It measwas visible to the naked eye.
Western lamb, 12*26
ured Tl.MO miles aeioss. On the day
Fr«ah Flah.
a
of the eclipse In
spot 107.000
Oytiers, linnau haddle and *melt* have gone
miles In extent was clearly seen. These I he way of other good thing* of winter months.
Fresh alewlves take their place.
spots are considered to be storms in <
iW
0<1,
2H
Clams, qt
the glowing gases that correspond to Haddock,
0«
lSfilt
Rlueflfth,
If there, Aallbut.
the atmosphere of this earth.
16*18 Smelts lb
12 <3
alewlves.doz 30 Scallops, qt
3
were ships on the sun as large as this j Pfreah
3? a35
Shad,
earth they would be tossed about like
autumn leaves in an ocean storm.
Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
5 00 §6 50
750
Dry hard,
Broken,
These solar spots are most abundant
3 00fi5 00
7 50
Dry soft,
Stove,
on the two sides of the sun’s equator,
7 50
Roundings per load
Egg,
100*1 2ft
7 5<*
Nut,
where they mark something akin to a
5.00
Buttings, hard
Blacksmith'!
7 (r
To the Pacific Coast—to California, Oregon, Washington
terrestrial cyclone belt. The center of
Flour, Grain and Feed.
and
therefore
Is
rarefied
|
a
cyclone
round-trip, long transit and return limits, liberal stop-over
Flour, alter a decided decline, has recovered
colder. Cold on the sun is darkness. tome cf the lost ground, and tendency Is ttlll
An astronomer says that these cyclones upward. This refers principally to the mill
on the basis of one fare for the round
The rate is
carry down into the depths of the p ices, local quotations not being affected to
solar mass the cooler materials of the the same extent.
to visit both California and Oregon
wish
if
Of
course,
you
trip.
bbl—
50
Oats, bu
upper layers, formed principally of hy- Flour—per
5 ,5fi7 50 Shorts—bag— 1.25*1 30
more.
is
cost
the
or
cenin
their
Washington,
thus
1 25 Mixed reed, bav,
produce
drogen. and
Corn, 1001b bag
1 3ft 31 If
ter a decided extinction of light and
on certain dates in months
effect
Corn meal, bag
1 25 Middlings.hag 145^1 '5
are
in
rates
reduced
These
heat as long as the gyratory movement Cracked corn,
1 25 Cotton seed meal, 1 55
from all Eastern points
50
Gluten
1
inclusive.
to
set
free
meal,
of
They
apply
October,
the
May
lasts.
hydrogen,
Finally
The Rock Island
at the base of the whirlpool, becomes revia Chicago, St Louis or Memphis gateways.
heated at this great depth and rises up
or at hundreds
or St.
4ft*. 65
.30# 65

Oolong,

longest—that is, Rogers

Paint.

Paint is
^JI Rogers
made in the best-

equipped paint and
nish plant in the world.

All Mil Faint Dealers

.,

ST’

—

privileges.

practically

slightly

Louis,
System will take you up in either Chicago
of other Middle West points and carry you to the Coast in through
Standard or Tourist Sleepers with unexcelled Dining Car service.

The Deadly Tarantula.

tumultuously, forming irregular jets.
The poison of the My pile species of
which appear above the chromosphere, j
tarantula is of a fearful nature—more
or
out
disapSun spots often break
a

pear under the eye of the observer.
a piece of ice dropped
the
on the surface of a frozen pond,
pieces sibling off in every direction, or
they combine like separate does driven
Sometimes a
together into a pack.
spot will last for more than 200 days,
through six or eight revolutions of the
Sometimes a spot will last only
sun.

They divide like

half an hour.
"The velocities indicated by these
White
writes
Henry
movements,”
Warren. 1). T>.. "are incredible. An uprush or downrush at the sides has been
measured of twenty miles a second, a
Biderush or whirl of 120 miles a second.

rattlesnake—
dreadtsj than that of
and unless only slightly scratched and
heroic measures used the result is fatal. Many deaths are on record causThe most proed by these spiders.
longed suffering was that of a San
A tarantula sunk its
I>iego woman.
fangs in her hand during the night.
The flesh was cut away with a razor
and medical assistance summoned at
Her life was prolonged for a
once.
For
time as well as her sufferings.
three months she lingered under the
effects, her hands constantly creeping
and crawling along the bedding In hor
rlble imitations of the motions of the
tarantula.

These tempests are over regions so |
wide that our own Indian ocean is too ;
Pointed Paragraphs.
1
small to be used for comparison. As
How a uum who is hoarse likes to use
thej* cease the advancing sides of the
approach each other at the rate his voice!
j spots
of 20,000 miles an hour. They strike j
A person with a forgiving disposition
|
together, and the, rising spray leaps has to put up with a lot.
j thousands of miles into space.”—ChiThe average woman is fond of saying
|
cago News.
that her ambition exceeds her strength.
!
A merchant is never so busy invoicThe Jiote the !'l=r Snnenked.
ing that he isn’t willing to wait on a
the
musical
possessed
gifts
I Among
good customer.
!
by Sir Herbert Oakeiey, the famous
After a man gets converted his neigh
was an
and
teacher,
{ composer, organist
bors speculate every time they see him
exact
the
tell
offhand
pitch
to
ability
as to how soon he will pay what he
and key of any sound he happened to owes them.
of
four
of
ago
years
hear. As a boy
A family with au artistic tempera
lie could, without seeing the keys, name
ment isn’t really as much of an addinotes
of
playnv note or combination
tion to the neighborhood as one owning
on the piano.
a stepladder.
the
illustrates
which
An anecdote
Uow easily gossip starts! Ever think
of
pitch
musician's perfect perception
how little pleasure you get out of a
is told.
start and How much trouwith his old “story” you
] Sir Herbert was staying
ble you may be making others*/—Atchiut
friend, the bishop of Colchester,
son Globe.
High Wych and one day heard a pig

squeak.

“G sharp!" at once cried Sir Herbert.
Some one ran to the piano, and G
sharp ft was!

It is just
low* candle

Most

as
as

find fault with
with an electric light.

easy to

a

tal-

people ’,w*ould
pleasing lie than to a disagreeable truth.
rather listen

to

a

The Rock Island also affords a choice of routes: on the “Scenic”
route you can stop off in Colorado—see Salt Lake City—visit
Yellowstone National Park; on the “Southern” route you can go
via El Paso, thru New Mexico, then “up coast” to San Francisco
and on to Portland or Seattle if desired.
In short, these Pacific Coast excursions offer an unusually good
chance to see our western country in a comprehensive manner.
If you desire to go only as far as Colorado, there are excursion
rates in effect to that section and return, all summer long,
specially reduced June 30 to July 4, August 12 and 13,
and August 30 to September 4. Extension trips to Ogden
or Salt Lake and return at low cost also.

L

From September 15 to October 31, 1905, one-way
“
”
tickets will be on sale to California and
or
colonist
the Pacific Northwest —about half regular fare.

\

tourist

jtfl

k

If interested, send name and address on this coupon, designating
which booklet wanted and to what point you plan to go. Name probable
date of start also, so we can advise definitely with respect to rates, etc-

Colorado
Send California booklet and rates.

Addre

Address

JOHN SEBASTIAN,
Past. Trr.f. Mgr., Rock Island System,

Leave about-

CHICAGO.
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To Cure
Take
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a

Cold in One

Quinine
This

Seven Million boxes sold in past 12 months.

Tablets.
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on
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bOX. 25c.

<£t)f (Ellsworth American.
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LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
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EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

The up-river towns will soon
talking distance of Ellsworth.
will

How* the shore towns
whistle of the

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

Jones!

BY TRK

Plan» for Itn Observance Completed
Sunday Service.
Plans for the suitable observance of
Memorial Day in Ellsworth are completed,
on the line of the orders issued by Wm. H.
H. Rice post, Q. A. R., as published last
week.
On Sunday evening there will be mehall.
at
Hancock
services
morial
The members of the post will meet
at Grand Army hall, in full uniform,
at 6.30 o’clock and march to the hall.
hall will
The services at the
begin

the

miss

Frank

•

shaking

with

hands

its

Gouldsboro because of the prospect
of the establishment of a free rural desister

livery

route.
__

Aca deputy sheriff.
correspondent there would
“something doing” for him
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The county
of the W. C. T. U. opened
to-day.

Harbor

evening.

j

afternoon and will close

yesterday

_

will

voters

have

an

ley to replace the one burned. A special
This week’s edition ol The town-meeting to act on the question will
be held May 27.
American is 2,250 copies.
Average for the year of 1904,

2,435

The

WEDNESDAY,
Tub

American

announcing
Who

was

MAY 24, 1905.
takes pleasure in

that Mr.

H. Titus,

W.

its assistant editor from 1894

until 1902, has returned to Ellsworth,
and again become associated with the
paper.
« New High School Building.
The moat cheerful bit of news that
The American has been able to give
to its readers for a long time is that
relating to the proposed plan for

For

securing for the
school
This

city

building.
plan, so

a

new

high

not believe that the public will permit it to pass.
Already a sufficient proportion of
the sum necessary has been guaranteed to make the remainder comparatively easy to raise, and it is
“up to” the public spirit of the rest
of the community to show its appreciation of the liberal donations that
have been made by meeting them,
each according to his means.
The utterly inadequate accommodations afforded our high school are
too well known- and too harrowing
to dwell upon. The chance is now
offered to remedy this distressing
condition of things, and provide a
with the importance of the school and the
rights of the pupils.
The

commensurate

tendency

Toddy

at

But for the

Pond

is

high character of
might almost be-

cottagers there, one
lieve there was some significance in the
Toddy Pond boom in this year of enforcethe

What’s in

ment.

name?

a

Surry is making a bid for recognition as
the^home of the largest cat in Hancock
county. This cat, named “Snowball” beof the fact that he is pure white,
I
weighs fourteen pounds. J. F. Staples, !
the owner, w ould like to hear of a heavier !
weight in the cat line.
cause

REVERIES OF A l*.\(HKLOR.
to

Entertainment

be

Given

The

entertainment

announced

towards

simplicity

only of dress, but of exercises in
connection with school graduations
not

Unitarian

the

Woman's

Manftcrnient of.Charles

The Greitest

A

....

....

Indications point to the calling of
extra session of Congress about
the middle of October, mainly for
the purpose of considering railroad
rate legislation.

an

.ELLSWORTH FALLS.

one

day

this week.

Leon H. Brown graduated from the Bangor business college and returned home
on Friday of last week.

Mrs. Thomas Tapley and son Wasson, of
Tremont, are visiting here w ith Mrs. Tapley’s parents, E. A. Flood and wife.
Mrs. Frank Dudley and two children, of
Pittsfield, visited here last week, the
guests of James A. Staples and family.
Mrs. L*. C. Hastings and Mrs. Frank
Morgan spent Sunday in Bar Harbor with
Mrs. Hastings’ daughter, Mrs. Frank Holden.

The ladies’ sewing circle will have its
annual plant sale in the vestry on Friday
afternoon of this week. Cooked food will
be on sale.
Rev. H. W. Conley has resigned his pastorate at Stonington and moved his family here for the summer. Mr. Conley very
kindly occupied the pulpit on Sunday

evening.

The New' England Telegraph and Telephone company has recently installed
telephones in the residences of C. M,
Witham, J. A. Austin, A. W. Ellis, George

I

E. Davis, John O. Whitney and
Charles J. Treworgy.

at

store ol

EAST LAMOINE.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur I. Saunters have
returned from Boston, and have openec
their house at East Lamoine for th<
season.

Play of

a

..

...

TRAMP.
splendid triumph of American
dramatic genius.
Splendid Company. (Irand PreA

PRICES, 25, 35, 50c
Advance sale at Moore’s.

Elizabeth

Ellsworth.
8urry
HANDBAG—Between
lady’s handbag, containing pocketbook, bottle
kid

mucilage, pair
gloves, handMas. Scott Trkwohgy. Surry, Me.

kerchief.

Royal.

Mae studer
Mrs H >ward A Walker
Skirt dance ...Eva Giles,
Alice Dresser,
Jessie Morang, Julia McDonald.
olo .Miss Mary F Hopkins
I >a nee.i I a ra M oore
Quartette, “One Hundred Y**ar» Ago,”
Jessie Moran*. Kira titles. Churchill
Wslter. Charles Dreiser.
Star Spangled Banner
.Chorus
Accompanist...Miss Margaret Dresser
....

ment on the authority of the Bath l imes
that
are perfected for a new steamboat line to carry freight between Boston,
Booth bay Harbor, Rockland and East-

mcne\.

finder
POCKETBOOK—Containing
Orrin M. Clement,
return to

Floyd

&

port.

Will
care

Havnes, Ellsworth?

JFor Salt.
Registered Swiss heifer calf four
/ weeks old.
Very large for her age. Inquire of S. P. StockhhiDtjt, Ellsworth, Me.

C1ALF

—

Crockett cottage at Contention Cove.
Inquire of Ralph 11
Crock lit. Rockland, Me.

COTTAGE—The

change

of lobargain, all
my stock of goods of general merchandise,
located in Lamoine Grange Store, situated in
Lamoine; al.so rent of said store.
W. F.
Hctchings Lamoine. Me.

MERCHANDISE—Owing
sale
cation, I offer
for

to
at

a

2To 3Lrt.
Atlantic, on Swan's Island,
for the season. Niue rooms. 5 alieningrooms.
Fine bycation, near steamboat lauding and postofilce. Fine boating and fi-ibiug
privileges available. Inquire of E. E. Joyce,
Atlantic, Me.

CtOTTAOE—At

Desiring to secure positions for
JT boutewor k Apply to the Young Women's

(MRLS

Christian Association.
ences required.

Bar Harbor.

Refer-

Fishermen.
Singer power machine*.
their hearing at Mariaville ^
shirts and overalls.
Can give Vampers
last week, the commissioners of inland I good work on shirts. Steady work and good
fisheries and game have served notice that i pay for all applying.
Foster-Estaiibooks
Garland brook, Jordan brook, or Fast ; Company, Belfast. Me.
A RPENTERS—Steady work for good men
brook, or Tannery brook, or Flood’s
J in growing town 20 miles out of New
pond brook or Little Dumb brook, or any
of their tributaries are closed to fishermen York. Wages #3 and $3.25 per day; h hours.
for a period of two years from June 1, 1906. For particulars address I*. O. Box 482. E15sClosed to

STITCHERS—On

result of

C'l

This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
case
of
Cauurh
that
c&onot be cured by
Any
Hull's Catarrh Cure.
F. I < HKNEY A CO Toledo. O.
F
.1.
We, the undersigned, have known
Cheney for the la.-t 15 years, and believe him
perf. rtiy honorable in all business transactions
and Unaii;iallv aide to carry out any obllga
tlone made by hi- firm.
v\ albino Kisnan & Marvin,
Wii lesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of th system. Testimonials sent free.
Price. 75c per bottle. Sold oy all Druaalstn.
Take ilaii’s Family Ptlls for constipation.

atrtjnrtisnnmtB.

WATCH

FREE!

$10 watch; uo better time than the one I send
you for selling 10 pieces of Jewelry- and 10 household articles at 10 cents each. When sold send
me $2, and I send you one
gold plate watch,
chain and charm postpaid. Send lor goods. 1
trust you. Address
C. D. MeGOWN, Medford, Mans.
ESTABLISHED

WM.

1848.

FARROW,

SAI L--M AKEIR.
Dealer Id Dock, Bolt-Hope and all
kinds oi Trim in Inga used it) making
sails. Everything to work with.
TILSOX’8

WHARF,

ROCKLAND,

Ladies’ and Misses'

Coats,

5 to

Kain Coats,

5 to

Petticoats,

I to

Petticoats,
Silk Waists,
$3

5 to

Silk

10

to #7.50

1 to

5.50

DRESS GOODS and SILKS.

MJK.

•1.00 Fountain Pen Gold Plated,
with Rubber Handle; holds ink to last one
Month
Price
for
writing.
sample 4fl
cents.
Address C. D. McQown, Medford,
Mass.

An enormous assortment and all the new weaves. Particular attention is
called to the new weave—the Panama Cloth—at 75c and $1, and Mohairs
from 50c to $1.50 per yard.

MATTINGS, FLOOR OIL CLOTHS,
LINOLEUMS, RUGS, ART SQUARES, AND NOVELTIES

Speual 2?ntkc&
SPECIAL NOTICE.
in Cuniculocus Park.

1
trespass
life
DO demand
protection
property
from the
of Hancock, the state
not

to
and
of
States of America.
MahvC. Fhbtz Austin.

county
Maine, and the unite'*

5prcial Xottas.
STATE

OF

IN

WOOL CARPETING.

A CURTAIN SALE.
This sale embodies Lace Curtains, Rutiled Muslin Curtains, Swiss, Irish
Point, Portieres, Couch Covers and a full line of Draperies and Furniture

Draperies.

We

The
the Hosiery
and Underwear end of our business have won for it an enviable reputation.
Spring showing is now most complete, and the choosing-time is here. Wo
make a specialty of Children's Ilose. and think we have the best and most
satisfactory hosiery for children sold anywhere.
See our line of 12 1 -2c hose for Men, I.adies, Misses and Children ;
also our 25c line.
If you buy
afterwards.

hosiery

from us once you will never

GLOVES, CORSETS

buy anywhere

else

AND MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

If you want goods which give satisfaction, don’t pans these departments.
The assortment is enormous, and prices as moderate as inferior goods are sold
for.

LACES AND TRIMMING.
Our store is kuown for taste and up-to-date goods in that line.
want the style, look these over.

If you

Our Shoe Store.

MAINE.

PUBLIC NOTICE.

conformity with the provisions of Chap
ter forty-two of the Public Laws of eigh
teen hundred and ninety nine, and upon the
petition of five or more citizens of the State,
and deeming it for the best interest of the

IN

sortment in the city. All widths, styles and
sizes for Men, Women and Children. If you
want shoes that tit, up-io-dute in style and
in any quality, we have them.
We are great believers in children, and
in making them comfortable.
For that
reason we carry more of an assortment in
Children’s Shoes than all the other dealers

combined.
The reason

sell so many shoes for
we better supply
the Children’s needs than others do. Every
requirement, tit, shape, looks, wear, and
moderate prices.
Newest P slilons in Men’s and
Ladies’ Shoes—Styles you can't get elsewhere. The Hump last is the latest. All are Dip toe, Military heel. It’s
dead swell; you ought to see it. Of.cjurse we have other lasts perhaps a little
more sensible.
Our Assortment is so large that we know’ we can please you.
Our price on Children’s Shoes is;from
’-Joe to IJOi.OO
we

Children is simply because

.M

State, the Commissioners of Inland Fisheries
and Game, after due notice to all persons interested in the subject matter of said petition,
and public hearing thereon in the locality to
be affected, and deeming it necessary and
pioper for the protection and preservation of
the inland fish of the State, hereby adopt the
following needful Rules and Regulations relating to the times and places in which and
the circumstances under which inland fish
may be taken in the waters of Garland. Jordan, East, Tannery, Flood’s Pond or Little
Dumb brooks or any of their tributaries in
the towns of Mariaville, Otis and Clifton, in
Hancock connty.

Mioea,

Men’s Shoes,
Ladies’ Boots,
Ladies’ Oxfords,

Bankrupt,

for

In

Discharge).

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clarence Hal**, Judge of the District court of the United .States for the District of Maine.
A.
CONNOH. of Castine. in
the county of Hancock, and Hiate of
Maine, in said district, respectfully rerresents
that on the ltoh day of April, last past, he
was duly adjudged
bankrupt, under the Acts
of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that tie
has duly surrendered all his property aud
rights of property, and has fully complied
with all the requirements of said acts and of
the orders of court touching his bankruptcy
Wherefore he prays that he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable agaiust his estate
under said bankruptcy acta, except such debts
as are excepted
by law from such discharge.
Dated thia isth day of May, a. d. 1906
Kohkrt A. Cowfob,

1.00 to
1.00 to
1.25 to
1.50 to
1 OO to

3.00
2.00
|
5.50
4.00
4.00

Particular attention is called to our enorassortment of Ladies’ and Misses’ Ox-

Bankrupt.

Order of Notice Thereon.
Distuct or Mains as.
On this 20th day of May, a. d. 190ft, on
reading the foregoing petition, it Is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
U|»on the same on the 9th day of Jure,
a. d. 190ft, before said court, at Portland, in said
district, at lOo'clock in the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district, and that all known creditors, and other
persons in Interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause. If any th«
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order,
addressed to them at their places of resideuc*as staled.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale.
Judge of the said Court, and tbe seal iher- f.
at Portland, in said district, on the 20th day
of May. a. d. Httft.
Jambs B. Hkwky, Clerk.
IL-8.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—Jambs E. IIkwuy, Clerk.
811K1UITM .SALK.
Statb or Mains, Hancock m.—Mar w, %. «i.
1905.
PT^AKEN this 24th day of May. 1905, on
X cut ion dated May §3. 19U5, iiaued on
judgment rendered by the supreme judieicourt, for the county of Hancock, at the term
thereof begun and held on the second Tues
day of April, 1905, to wit: on 28th day of April,
1905. in favor of Mary K. Gray. of Brooksvi It
Hancock county, and State of Maine, atiaiuat
David W. Gray, of *ai«i Brooksville. for wo
hundred dollars, debt or damage, and thirtyseven dollars and five cents, costs of suit, and
will be sold at public auction at the office of
Geo. M. Warren, in C'astice, in said countv. to
the highest bidder, on the first day of Juiy,
a- d. 1905, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, the following described real estate and all the right,
title and interest which the said David W.
Gray ha> and had in and to the same ou the *th
day of October. Ib04, at 4 o’clock in the afternoon. the time when the same waa attached
on the writ in the same suit, to wit:
Bounded
on the west by a brook, on the north by the
highway, and on the east, and south by land of
David Dyer, being same premises sold an 1
conveyed to said David W. Gray by Alice L*
Dyer, May 20, a. d. 1891.
David W. Wkscott.

Deputy

Sheriff^

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he haa been duly appointed administrator of ihe estate of Josiab Smallldge. late
of Mount Desert, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands agaiust the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
PliOCTOB SMALhlDOB.
May 28.1905.

THE

mous

fords. We are showing several styles at
each price, which makes an assortment une

k (lualed by

BULBS AND REGULATIONS.

Section 1. It shall be unlawful to fish for
any kind of fish at any time in any way, in
Garland brook, Jordan brook or East brook
or Tannery brook or Food’s pond brook or
Little Dumb brook, or any of their tribu*
taries, situated in the towns of Mariaville, Otla
and Clifton, in the county «f Hancock, fora
period of two years from June first, 1905.
L. T. Carlbton,
J. W. Brackett,
B. E. Ring,
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and Game.
Dated this ninth day of May, a. d. 1906.

last's

Boys’ Shoes,
Youths’ Shoes,

Hiiukrnpt’n Petition
In the matter of
Rodkkt A. Costco*,

ROBERT

HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR.
merit, the honesty and the price fairness prevailing in

We devote a separate store to Hoots and
We carry the largest stock and as•Shoes.

jtyctp tHantci.

plans

COLD

lO

Press Skirts,

and

...

Solo

a

Skirts 2.50 to

We devote a whole room to Carpetings and
carry the largest stock in the city.

Host.

—

Ab

Walking

Covering.

INTERMISSION.

American Hymn .Chorus
Bernice Eldridge
Gypsy dance
Japanese song .Julia Bi itugton
(With Fir fly chorus )
Helen Sinclair. H isel Sinclair, Erva
Grace

#7.50 to#20

Suits from

sentation.

—

—

l^iuahltn,

Prices

will particularly please you.
We have Ladies' and Misses’

CARPET SEASON OPENS.

....

Laverne

lot of fresh arrivals.

..

Sreca

The active sale of Tailormade Suits will he increased
when you know of the stylish

Carpet buying has begun in earnest. This store stands ready to
figure on any sort of door-covering for any amount of space. The best service
is at your disposal, and the fullest and most complete line to choose from.
We
offer specially good trades in

AMERICAN

I

...

Giles,

Department.

The

...

Morrison, Alice Dresser,
Spanish fandango.

Our Cloak

Decade,

JOLLY

How’s

Elmer Blaisdell was lucky enough to
get a seven-pound salmon at Branch pond

Hnlpln

....

...

—

over.

P.

FRIDAY, MAY 26

should be hailed with satisfaction.
The wave has reached Ellsworth,
The Frank Jones Withdrawn.
where, aside from the graduating
The Maine Central railroad company has
exercises of the high school, but two
announced the sale of the steamer Frank
of the lower grades will follow the
Jones, and her withdrawal from the
fashion that is now changing
a
Portland and Machiasport route on May
fashion that entails expense for deco- 25. To supply the route between Mt.
Desert Ferry, Bar Harbor, Mil bridge,
rations, go vns, etc., that oftener than Jonesport and Machiasport
the steamer
not can ill be incurred.
Pemaquid, which has been running on the
Penobscot river, will be withdrawn from
that service after its trip from Bucksport
The death of Mrs. Mary A. Liver- to Rockland May 27, and commencing
May 29 will be put in service east of Bar
more at Melrose, Mass.,
yesterday, Harbor
on a schedule to be announced.
removes one of the ablest of AmeriIn connection
with this steamboat
can women
reformers.
Unlike so change comes the interesting announcemany reformers, especially women,
she was tolerant of the views of
others, emphatic bat tactful, assertive, but not abusive. Her death will
be sincerely mourned the country

-*—

—

following

may not as yet have tested these methods; these we invite.
You’ll find this a good, liberal, broad-gauge shop to trade in,
No
works for the interest of its customers.
a store that
matter at what prices competitors are offering their goods,
Erees
you will find them at our store as cheap, and in many instances cheaper.
AVe are not given to sensational methods of
doing business, but depend on the conservative method for
our success.
AVe sell more Dry tfoods out of our store than
in
store
Hancock
any
county, which proves our method right.
We call your attention to a few of our leading departments
which are remarkably strong.

haui

Hancock
ELLSWORTH.

postponed

...

goods are reliable and the prices just, has been our
ambition. Many have tried and tested our business methods,
and as a result are -firm friends of this store. Many more
that the

xlmuernunte.

was

to Friday evening owing to
same
anotner attraction on the
date.
There have been several changes in the
as first announced.
It is as
programme
follows:
The bachelor
.C L Murang
The valet.
Harry E R we
His first sweetheart
Krva Giles
The college senior.
.Victor!ne W yman
...Julia BUMngtou
Japanese girl
Bernice Kldrldge
French girl
..Beulah Salisbury
Mae Studer
Spanish girl..
German girl..
Frances McGown
Eva Mayo
English girl.
American girl..
...Jessie McKenzie
Dehununte.
Edna 3prlngcr
Ills favorite hostess
.Gra e Smith
Summer girl..
.Clara Moore
" inter girl.
Marion Woodward
Nurae..
...Marlon Wyaian
The glil who jilted him
Mrs C II 1 eland
His 1 tth pet..
.Hc'en Sinclair
Golf girl.
.Jordan
* uto
Marion Nealtey
girl
Helen Neal ley
Norwegian gM
Ills favorite chaperone
Mrs M A Wa'k*r
The widow
Mrs Leo Ward well
The future bride
.Mary Neal ley

estatranri

There is satisfaction in money-spending when the article
bought bears the stamp of honesty. To have our customers
feel that this is a thoroughly reliable store, to have them feel

be

to

Alliance,

IS READY EOR THE SPRING TRADE.

Wash Waists,

Under

Andrew J. Bridge,, hT hi.
▼Y
mortgage deed dated Auxuit li ikh
and recorded August 2ft, 1908, in book 898 h***
181. of the registry of deeds for
count). Maine conveyed in mortgage u, .1*
Hiuehill Mineral Spring Company a cornora
tion, the following describe*! real
personal property, vlx,:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
BluehiU, county of Hancock, and 8ta»e of
Maine, '-ounded and described ax follow* to
wit: Beginning at the junction of the rAJi
leading from Hiuehill to Buck,port with th*
cross road leading from said Bucksport road
to Penobscot in the vicinity of the Biuehm
Mineral Spring, so called; thence
the centre of said Bucksport road north forty,
seven and three-fourths degrees west
etiriu
and sixteen one-hundredths rods to laud of
A. P. Hc.per; thence north forty three and
one third degrees eaat
sixteen rods to the
corner of a stone wall; thence north twenty,
four and one-balf degrees eaat along nald
stone wall by land of said Soper thirty
and
twenty-eight one I nndredths rods; thence
north twelve and three-fourtha degrees
sixteen and eighty four one hundredths rods
thence worth fortv-one and three fourths degrees east two rods and eight-ten. ha rods
thence sou b eighty-one and two-ibirds deeast fourteen rods to the estate of him.
all Johnsou; thence south four and on naif
degrees east sixty-nine and eighty-two onehundredths rods to estate of Knouh Osgood
at a stone wall; thence north eighty on. a[,d
one ha f
degre. a west sixteen and fif
.jx
onc-huudredtha rods; t >ence sou h thirty
and one half degrees west fifteen and twe.uy.
four one hundredths rods to center o- -au*
Bucksport rood; thence «outherly by the centre of said road sixty one rod one halt rods
to land of 8. K. Cushing; thence south eighty,
-ix a id one fourth degree* west by said » ushing's land twenty-two rods; thence north
twenty-four degrees west eleven aud nim
four one-hundredths rod*; thence south eighty-five ami one half degrees west 1>% ..id
Cushing land sixty nine rods to land of Parris
Cushing; thence north four and one halt <-,e.
west seventy-one and seventy six tv-.eundredths rods to the centre of said < rnsa
road leading to Peuobscot; thence follow u g
the centre of said cross road north i< :veitfht and one-halt degrees east sixty and
one-hundredths rods to the’ place
forty-eight
of beginning, containing fifty ami on* half
more or less, reserving all right. of
acre*
travel acquired by the public over tai roads.
All courses reier to the magnetic im ridun
of the year lfW8. Maid premises in tbi- paragraph described are the same describe as
conveyed in the deed from J. R. McNamara
to the Hiuehill Mineral Spring Coinjmnv,
dated January 8. a. d. 18*9. and recorded in
the registry of deeds for Hancock county,
Maine. January 10. a. d. 1889, in hook rtf.
page 429.
Also all the buildings, machinery, containing bottles, fixtures, teams, stock sud material on h *nd formerly of the Hiuehill Mineral Spring Company which was acquired by
the mortgagor herein under deed to him front
the Bluehlil Mineral Spring Company hereinafter noted.
Also nil trade marks formerly of said The
Bluehlil Mineral Spring Company together
with Its good will ami trade connections
which were acquired by the mortgagor her* in
under deed to him from said The BImhill
Mineral Spring Company, hereinafter noted.
Also auy and all other property, real, personal
or miied of whatever nature or however situated formerly b longing to snid The Bluehill Mineial Spring Company which was acquired by the mortgagor herein nnder deed to
him from said The Bluebiil Mineral Spring
Company hereinafter noted.
excepting herefrom, however, all bills receivable of and debts due, the aaid Bluehlil
Mineral Spring Company.
All the foregoing premises described as conveyed herein are the same described as conveyed in the deed from the Bluehlil Mineral
Spring Company to said Andrew J. Bridges
dated August 21, a. d. 1903.
And whereas the said Bluehlil Mineral
Spring Company by its deed of assignment,
dated the tenth day of February, a. d. huh.
and recorded February 10, 1904, in book 403,
page 3ll of said registry of deeds, did assign
and transfer said mortgage deed and the debts
thereby secured to Alexander C. Hsgerthy
and Kverard H. Oreely, and whercA* the con
ditlons of said mortgage deed have been and
now are broken and
unperformed.
Now. therefore, we. the undersigned. Alexander C. Hagerthy and Everard H. Greely,
the assignees of said mortgage deed, do
h« rtby give this notice of our intention to
foreclose, and for the purpose of foreclosing,
said mortgage deed, as is provided by statute.
Alexandre C IIauerthy.
Kvrrard H. Grksly.
Ellsworth. Maine, May 23. 190.V

HamofE

Birthmarks which mark and mar the outside
of the body are a grief to every mother whoce
But for every child
children may bear them.
who bears a birthmark on the skin there are
manv who bear an Indelible birthmark on the
mind. Nervous mothers have nervous children
and many a man and woman owes an irritable
and despondent temtwrament to those dav* of
dread when the mother waited the hour of her
maternity The use of Dr Pierce's Favorite
Prescription strengthens the mother for her
trial
%%'lth strength comes a buoyancy of
spirits and quietness of mind, which la one of
the happiest gift* a mother can bestow on her
offspring. By giving vigor and elasticity to
the delicate womanly organs "Favorite Pre
script Ion" practically does away with the pain
of maternity and makes the baby’s advent an
natural and as simple as the idossomlug of a
There Is no opium, cocaine or other
flower
narcotic contained In "Favorite Prescription”.

Auspim of I'nitarian Alliance.

given at Odd Fellows hall Tuesday evenit has taken ing of this week under the auspices of

far as
Shape, is fully set forth in our news
No such opportunity to
columns.
secure a suitable building—a maximum of need at a minimum of expense— has ever before been presented to this community, and we do

building

colony

summer

growing.

at 7 o’clock. The memorial sermon w ill
be by Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of the Baptist
church. The Baptist choir will furnish
music. This will be a union service, and
evening services at the other eh urches w ill
be omitted.
The orders for decoration of graves of
soldiers on the morning of Memorial Day,
will be carried out by the details from the
post, as published last week. Owing to
t he lateness of the season and inability to
secure dowers, the graves will be decorated with wreaths of evergreen and flags.
The ladies of the relief corps are requested
to meet at Grand Army hall, Monday afternoon, May 29, to make the wreaths.
At 1 o'clock the members of the post
will assemble at the hall and march to the
.-oldiers* monument, where service* w ill be
held. After the services the line will reinarch
to
Hancock
form
and
hall,
where the Memorial I>av exercises will
take
place. Raymond McFarland, of
Mass., will deliver the address.
Music for the day will be furnished by
Lynch’s band, of Ellsworth Falls. After
to
the exorcises, the post will return
Grand Army ball.
made
to
been
furnish
outProvision'has
of-town members of the post with refor
their
freshments before
starting
homes. For this purpose the ladies of the
relief corps are requested to bring cake to
the hall on Tuesday, May 3T».

ijeicester.

opportunity to air their opiifions with regard
to building a new schoolhouse at McKinTremont

9:4'

bear the

but

_

convention

10:50

length,

in

law

the

union label.

Southwest

MOON'S PHASES,
*

will

clover

The lobster catchers along the Hancock
union.
county shore are organizing a
I
Now be sure the lobsters you eat not only

there

WMood
Tint

Sedgwick correspondent
blossom, picked by
Oh, yes!
Page on May 21.
be here some day.

red

a

Miss Inez

cover
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week.
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Gouldsboro is

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
E. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager.
W. H Titus, A«?>oclate Editor.

NOTH'K OF

within

steamer

familiar
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be

nr gal
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MKMOR1AL DAY

COUNTY Cl OSS IP

We have the

anyone.

largest
space, occupying two
whole buildings, with the largest assortment, the best goods
and the lowest prices. Modern Dry Goods, Fancy Goods,
Ladies’ ready-to-wear, Carpet and Shoe Stores.
store

m

M. GALLERT, Ellsworth, Me.

SoutrltarouiUs.

WHY NOT

IEARNJHORTHANO?

Do you wish to get a position in the city? Why
not equip yourself for one by taking a correspondence eou-se in shorthand and typewriting,
and studying during your leisure hours? w rile
to-day for full information and recommendations. Terms reasonable, and easy payments
Supplies furnished. Mi.e Tiblo-ite' shorthand School .The Stanton, Washington 1*1Send 1*0,ta! for uiy Illustrated Catalogue
of Books, Pictures snd Frames. Toys. Otmm,
Tricks, Fancy Ooods, Jewelry and Household
Specialties. C. D. McQowk, Medford. Maes-

LOCAL AFFAIRS.
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(Continued from page 7.)
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STRONGEST IN THE WORLO.

front and aide elevations show a building
which Ellsworth would not be ashamed
to point out as its high school.
The exterior of the main house would be
but slightly altered. The tower in front
would be raised slightly to balance an
addition to the building, and the piazza
would be narrowed to confortn to the
tower and to the needs of a
school.
The windows, of course, would
be

ASSETS, $413,953,020.74,

tower,

NEVER A BETTER TIME

mechanical end about June 1. It is probable that Mr. Hardman will have
an office
in Boston.
Helmomehow
of
the
society
The|
Bapt«st church held a business
meeting and
sociable at the home of Carlton 8. Donnell
Tuesday evening. The following officers
were elected:
President, Kev. P. A. A.
ktliain; vice-president, Milton Beckwith;
secretary, Miss Mary*A. Hodgkins; treasurer, Miss Winnie Southard; membership
committee, Manter Young, Sadie Strout,
Mrs. P. A. A. Killam.
A few of ths ladies of St.
Joseph’s
Catholic parish presented to Fr. T. F.
Butler, of Ijcwiston, a handsome leather
couch, as a token of the high esteem in
which he is still held by his former
parishioners hen*. The occasion of the gift
was

atbtrtlBrnunv.

of

Fr.

U> take out a policy In the Eqult
able than now. Talk will) K »».
I lurk, T'**inoiit, Mu
about
it, or eommunicate with
FRANKL.N II. HAZELTON
Mnmuvr for !Hnlnt>,
MAINE.
PORTLAND,

changed.

$26,654,641,78,

EtydUb Lifs tones Society of United States
HIGH SCHOOL.
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The third floor plans

are

only tentative,

and can be changed to suit requirements.
As shown in the plans submitted, the hall
from the stairway runs only half way
throu h the building, leaving a large room
at the rear, about 38x40 feet. There is a
room on the north side of the hall 15x27
feet, and one at the south, 15x36 feet.
In the basement are provided large toilet
rooms for girls and boys, w’ith modern
sanitary equipment, the boilers for steam
heating, for which the plans provide, and
coal bins and storage room.
The plans as above described are by
W. E. Schwartz, of Camden, an architect of experience in the building of
churches, schools and public buildings.
Mr. Schwartz went over the Hall house
carefully, made measurements and examined the condition of the present
buildings. He says the building is in excellent condition, and offers no obstacle
to remodeling.
Mr. Schwartz, by the
way, is the owner of the steamboat Percy
V., of the Ellsworth, Bluehill and Sw’an’s
Island steamboat line.
WHAT WILL
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It

is Ellsworth’s opportunity to help herWhat will she do with it?
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Fully guaranteed,
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account of Chicago
Hut it is now on the
way, and patrons in Bar Harbor as well as in Ellsworth
will be served in a few days.

Commencing April 29. 1905.
BAH

low in cos t

Portland Pier.

VIT/E

DENTIST.
Main Street,

Ellsworth.
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and

yet to lie arranged. But
the matter is in good hands, ana no one
are

Elisworth.

The Famous and Reliable

platforni^and

north side of the building and two
on
the soul
Two of these rooms are
15x27 feet, one 15x35 feet and the other
15x33 feet. Provision is made at the front
of the entrance, over the vestibule.'for n
library. In each room are wardrobes or
closets for teachers.

the Market.

on

GASOLINE ENGINES,

on

the

shown in Hancock county.

“BMPIKE” CREAM SEPARATORS-best

YOUNG

the farm.

use oil

for

—Field, Garden

boys.

school room, or assembly room,
the main floor. It is a room 40x58
feet. This room is lighted from north
and east windows—or from the back and
left of pupils as they face the platform
which is on the south side. At right and
left of the
also at right and
left of the entrance to the room on the
west side, are blackboards. Opening from
this assembly room, at the northwest
corner, is the principal’s room, about 9x12
feet in size.
The Becond floor is devoted to recitation
rooms.
Stairways from left and right
open on a main hall, nine feet wide, and
running the full length of the building.
From this hall open four rooms, two on

headquarters

MACHINERY

No such

The main
is

for the FARM

OLDS engine

the

windows would extend tw o
ell, or in fact the two ells to

narrow

stories. The
the house would be removed, and the
main building would be extended on the
east to double its present size, and to its
full height. This would give a
building
about 70x42 feet, three stories and basement, with a vestibule, rising into the
tower, about 6x13 feet.
At the front of the building about nine
feet are taken off for stairways, at right
and left. On the main floor, commodious

SURPLUS, $80,794,269-21.
Dividends paid policyholders In last live years,

Butler’s ordination, which was
appropriwith llyomei you can ately celebrated at Lewiston Monday, as
bsU., but now
(Continued from page I.)
elsewhere in this issue.
reported
:i health-giving climate in your
carry
Mrs. Mary H. Davis died Monday at the
and
by breathing homo of her daughter, Mrs. John Arm- that it is not
purse or vest pocket,
necessary to emphasize it
a
soon strong, on Grant street.
Mrs. Davis, born here.
Ellsworth needs the building.
j, a f,.w minutes four times day
Webber, was a native of Bluehill, but had
lived in Ellsworth many years. She was
TUB PROPOSITION.
core yourself.
or even in the seventieth year of her
age. Besides
Everyone "ho has catarrh,
Take now the assert ion that Ellsworth
should use the daughter. Mrs. Armstrong, she leaves can
to
catarrh,
have the building if she wants it.
one son,
a tendency
Ernest Davis, of Ellsworth.
for the benefit will lie Funeral services were held this
morning, How? This brings us to the proposition
Uyonn i now,
Kev.
P.
A.
A.
Killam
and the disofficiating.
which, in some way not yet determined,
pined twice as quickly
The through train service from New will
eradicated from the York
Ik.* put before the people of Ellsworth.
aaa,. thoroughly
to Bar Harbor w ill begin
Monday,
For some time past Mayor Hagerthy and
June 12.
The first, through train from
outfit
costs Bar Harbor to New York will run June
mplete llyomei
14. the school board, recognizing the need of
a neat
The service will continue until Oct. 8. a new school
hut one collar, and includes
building, have been formuThe
w
a
medicine
train
ill
leave
New
York
at
8
dropper.
p. m.
-whet inhaler,
for several and arrive at Ellsworth about 12.39 and at lating plans to that end. Briefly put, the
nlicient
Hyomel
,n,i
Bar Harbor at 2
m. the
dav. plan now in mind is the purchase of the
wefhd treatment. The inhaler lasts Returning, it willp. leave Barallowing
Harbor at‘l Henry M. Hall house at the junction of
if more llyomei is
a ijfrti:. e, and
p. m., Ellsworth about 2.20, and arrive at School street and Birch
avenue,and the reDeed"! xtra bottles can be obtained New York at 7.36 a. m.
of it into a high school building.
*
Ellsworth yachtsmen are notoriously modeling
In K -worth there are scores of well- generous to each other, particularly w hen This idea has been carried so far as to
known people who have I wen cured a race is on, but it remained for Alex. D. secure plans as to how the building can be
If it does not S,uart, of the Madella, to set the
of catarrh by llyomei.
pate in remodeled to advantage, but of that more
will return generosity for the rest of the fleet. It is
cure 'mi. (1. A. i’archer
later. No more desirable location could
talked in yachting circles that he takes
the
This
is
strongest
ynnr money.
bo found in the city.
It is central, on
as to his faiih pleasure in scraping, oiling and putting in
offer
can
he
evidence
tip-top condition the topmasts of other high land, separated from all other
in the remedy.
'achts. List year it was the Thetis he
buildings, and with sufficient land to profavored, and this year it was W. E. Whitvide play grounds.
ing's sloop Annie lice.
MKTIlomsT CHI KOI PLANS.
As already intimated, ways and means
r.. w. liord, assistant commissioner of
have also been considered. In the first
Almost
to education at Porto Rico, will lecture on
Are
Heady
Specification*
Porto Rico and her BC-nools before the place, a price, f5,000, has been named on
he Submitted to Bidders.
pupils of the high school, at 3 o’clock the property. Mayor Hagerthy is authorThe committee on plans and specifica- Frtdav afternoon. The lecture will take
for the statement that the sentiment
the place of the regular
tion* for the new Methodist church, conlyceum exercises. ity
Any of the people of Ellsworth who are of the city government is that the city
futing of B. T. Bowie, Byron H. Mayo, interested will
be welcomed at the lec- would buy the
property. Accept this as
And William T. Moor, were in consultation ture. Mr. Lord will also speak at the
granted.
of
K.
John
Methodist
on
with
architect,
Sunday
Clark,
morning
service,
to-day
educational work at Porto Rico.
Kougbly estimated, the remodeling and
They visited the lot on
B*r Harbor.
Members of the
democratic
Babcock direct, and locftiad the site of the
county enlargement of the building would cost
church. The plans and specifications will committee met at Hancock hall Saturday. $5,000 to $6,000, but to provide for all conIt was a political love feast. The business
be ready for bidders in a few days.
assume that $8,000 is needed.
discussed was not in relation to coming tingencies,
The general dimensions of the building
Toward this amount a substantial sum is
deckled upon are tiOxt» feet. The front on campaigns, but to wind up business of
Hancock street shows a gable with large past—it was a post-mortem rather than an already assured. George N. Black, to
centre window' am smaller side windows. ante-mortem. The members of the com- whose generosity and public spirit the
The entrance to the church is at the left, mittee present were \V. J. Creamer, of Ellsworth
public library bears witness,
and above it rises an attractive steeple. Penobscot; II. F. Maddocks, of EllsThe entrance to the lecture room is at the worth; Calvin P. Young, of Hancock; has offered to pay |2,500 for the school
Dr.
Otis
of
and
WilLittlefield,
Bluehill,
right.
building on the Surry road adjoining his
liam E. Peach, of Bar Harbor.
The auditorium is 38x5o feet; with seatproperty, and now occupied by the west
A. H. Lang, of the Sturgis commission, side
ing capacity for 340. The seats are argrammaf, intermediate and primary
ranged in a semi-circle, on an incline, was in Ellsworth one day last week.
facing the pulpit In the west. The lecture Commissioner Lang was returning from a schools. This school property is at a fair
room, which is on the street side, is 21x28
trip through Washington county where he valuation worth f300 to $100, and the
feet, with 130 chairs and can be thrown was looking after liquor enforcement mat- amount above that which Mr. Black is
into the main auditorium when necessary. ters. His stop in Ellsworth was incidental
A class room 12x55 feet, with fifty chairs, and had no particular reference to the bus- willing to pay is his contribution toward
is also provided.
iness of the commission. He went over the a high school.
It has !a*en practically decided to finish situation in Hancock county w'ith Sheriff
It may be well to say here that it is
the interior entirely in t'aUfornia redwood. Mavo. and expressed himself as satisfied
to take say $500 of this amount
There will be an eight-foot basement unwitn the work being done by the sheriff proposed
for the purpose of altering the present
der the entire building, which will ulti- and his deputies here.
a
ladies’
be
converted
into
parlor,
mately
Philip H. Sheridan council, Knights of high school buildings—both the buildings
dining-room and k itchen.
Columbus, was formally organized last —to fit them for the needs of the west side
Thursday evening with twenty-eight grammar,
primary and intermediate
charter members. The following officers
ON l MON HIYKK
schools. These plans, of course, have not
were elected: Grand knight. E. E. Brady;
deputy grand knight, E. L. Drnmmev; been worked out, as they depend entirely
Total Cut of Lumber This Year
treasurer, E. F. Small: recorder, J. II. on the success of the high school propoDrives ('inning Along.
Bresnuhan; lecturer, M. J. Drummey;
The total cut of lumber on I'nion river chancellor, P. II. Shea; chaplain, Rev. J.
Taking then $500 from the amount reI). O’Brien; medical examiner, J. T. Mewinter is estimated at beduring the
i Donald: advocate, D. E. Hurley; trustees, ceived for the other school building, $2,000
tween 11,000,000 and 12,000,000 feet. The W. E. Harrington, for one year; James
is available toward the high school buildprincipal operators are Whitcomb, Haynes Dunleavy, for two years; C. E. Monaghan, ing. The Hall property to be included in
for three years. Application for a charter
A Co., Charles J. Treworgy and the Ellsthe |6,000 purchase, takes in the house ocw ill be made at once, and the council will
worth Lumber Co.
be formally instituted in a few weeks.
The dri. »•«, which have been slightly
cupied by Lorenzo I). Foster, from the
Mrs. Alden V. Carter, of West Ells- sale of which, to Mr. Foster or others, a
delayed by adverse winds and low w ater,
are now coming
along well, and the last worth, died suddenly on Sunday. Mrs. considerable sum could be realized. It is
of the logs are expected in by June 10.
Carter had been ill, but seemed to be reThe Webb's Pond and West Branch covering, and was able to sit up. Sunday safe to say that from $3,000 to $3,500 is
drives, in fact, are already in. This drive one of her children entered her room and then already assured toward the $S,0OC

In

S4bbtrtt»tmmt*

45j 7 15| 8 45

q Sundays only.
Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m and 6.13 p
m, and arriving Ellsworth 1156 a m, 9.47 p n
connect with Washington Co Ry.
TStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Be*
ton and St. John.

L. w.

;

! JORDAN,
’j

UNDERTAKER,
ELLSWORTH.

Passengers are earnestly requested to procure
tickets before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTH BY, G.P.4T.A.
GEO. F. EVANS.
Vice-Pres, and Gen’l Manager

FOR

<

SALE.

—

small this year; only about 1,500,000
feet and was landed well down.
In the Last Branch drive, iu charge of
Henry Fr-nch as usual, there are about
4.000,000 feet, and in the Middle Branch
drive, with that Union river veteran, Nahum Jordan, in
charge, there are about
was

W000 bet.

In addition to the soft
wood, about
WOOD f^t of hardwood was successfully
driven this spring by Howard B. Moore,
and is now
being sawed into plank at the
Ellsworth Lumber Co.’s mill, for the use
of the hardwood
factory.

WKST KLUSWORTH.

Howard Davis and family expect
a few (lays for Hallowell.
Mis?* Annie Mitchell goes to Bangor

to

®*ve in

take

J®**. to
bospiui

surgical

treatment at

this

the

wyHiggina.
Benjamin Davis, who has been ill
r*r‘.v »H " inter, is so much improved as
jojbe able to call on a few of his neighWilliam Douglass,

of Oldtown,
Qo Mr..
Annie Grant visited Mrs. Mary
last week.
The friends of Mrs.
always give her a cordial welcome

j*>n*ey

B.

Ellsworth Festival t horns.
This evening Director-in-Chief William
.Chapman of the Maine music festivals,
ln Ellsworth to conduct the re*rsai °f

10^1 chorus.
ckI. k? *^r* Chapman's first visit to the
for
two seasons. He desires
^U8
the present members
of of11/101 oai¥
ine
but also all who have ever
chorus,
ue*n
meml>ers.
He "ould also like to have
0*l
present all
are interested m the perpetuMinn Th0
Maine
‘uniuc
muaiv
as he
music festivals, ns
*51,
Will .?*
V,
uc

»hnL.lve so,«ething
fall

of

interest to say

that is to take place this
fest*val
g.!,* a,s<>
about the great artists ho
»anci
w

HU:,

i^rticipate.

ere

may be

It

a

is

earnestly hoped

large number at this

marine list.
KUaworth Port.
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Thursday, May 18
KPPe*. Pratt, Bob too. lumber.

E,m110. Mar.hall,

PhlUlp,.

Bar

Harbor, brleka,

ABRIVED

Sunday, May 31

«

York- coal F S Lord
f H hitcomb.
Jrn J7*J'r£yJ.New
Boston
8ch

and

^*Rrl»h©ne

In Your Mouth

* Cigar.
It
tfeat®Ifryone,u,ink:a
81
ever
got
up.
•irh-rrs' „;ir«ra. r.w
•*'-

•JUU2?-

--C. D.
Address

play.

HORN.

The friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Percy U.
iourtelottv ttre congratulating them on
Ibe birth nf a son.
Mr uT'-i Mn*.
Phillips, of North RUswith their daughter. Mrs.
Ionh'

May £>.

her lying face downward on the
floor, dead. The circumstances of the
case prompted neighbors to send for Coroner I). L. Fields, who, accompanied by
l)r. J. T. McDonald, went to the house
Monday. An examination by the coroner
and physician failed to disclose any evidence of foul
There was a slight
bruise on the forehead but it is believed
this was caused by her falling forward
from the chair in which she was sitting.
Death probably resulted from heart failure.
Coroner Fields will investigate the
Mrs. Carter was
case further, however.
forty-three years of age. She leaves a husband and large family of children. Funeral services were held Tuesday afternoon,
Rev. J. P. Simonton officiating.
found

is the
Jokes

^

McOows,

BUTLER—At Franklin, May 19, to Sir and Mrs
Unrl .1 Butler, a »on.
CARTER—At 'Vest Brooklln, May 5. to Mr ami
Mrs Adalbert Carter, a ton. [Ernest Henry ]
EATON—At Little Beer Isle, May 16, to Mr and
Mm -John K Eaton, a son.
GORDON— At West Sullivan, May 21, to Mr
au'l Ur* Orville l> Gordon, a son,
HALL—At Hrookltn, May ft, to Mr and Mrs
Theodore E Hall, a son. [William Fclkner ]
HKNNIG A R—At North Sulllvau, May 21, to Mr
and Mrs Angus Ilennlgar, a daughter
INGALLS—At West Tremont, May H, to Mrand
Sira Otla II Ingalls.a daughter.
KELLY—At Gouldaboro, Slay J9, to Mr and
Mra ha Kelly, a ton.
LEACH—At Penobscot, May 18, to Mr and Mrs
Gilbert 8 Leach, a son.
LIBBY —At North Sullivan, Slay 13, to Strand
Mrs Sherman Libby, a sou.
WOOD WORTH—At Franklin, Slay 8, to Mr
aud Sirs La forest Woodworth, a daughter.

Bean,

Here, then, is the question the people ol
Ellsworth must answer, not by word, but
by deed. Will they make up the balance
needed by voluntary contributions? The
amount is small compared with the full
required, and insigniticant compared with the end achieved. It is a
bargain-day offering for a high school
building for Ellsworth. Will she seize
the opportunity?

amount

PROPOSED

of Bluehlll,
Mass

to

Irvin N

Bowden,

PATTKN—SOPER—At Ellsworth, May 23, by

SUMMER

plans
The Hall house, with its two stories and
mansard roof, with a cupola or tower in
front, is familiar to all. In the plans
which have been submitted, this style,

which lends

tended,

itself well to the

has been

preserved.

I

The

uses

in-

It returns in amusement and entertainment a hundred fold its cost. Without skill or effort you may always have
music in your home. Entertains the
guest, plays for dancing, amuses the
family. An Edison Phonograph costs
from $lo up, and Edison Gold-moulded
Records cost 35c each. Call and hear
the phonograph and see our line stock
of PIANOS and ORGANS.

STAPLES,

&

SMITH

MOODY,

FRANKLIN ST., ELLSWORTH.

Home-grown grade

of

PEAS FOR SEED
Ellsworth Greenhouse.

plans of

Lotus Distance

Telephone.

BRAWN—At Southwest Harbor, Mny 19, Sirs
John A Brawn, aged 73 years.
CARTER—At West Ellsworth, May 21, Sirs
A Men V Carter, aged 42 years, 9 months.
DA RBYr—At Castlne, May 15, Mrs Eliza Darby,
aged 77 years, 12 daysDA VIS—At Ellsworth, May 22, Mrs Mary H
Davis, aged 69 years, 6 months.
DYER—At Franklin, May 21, Henry B Dyer,
aged 56 years.
UK1NDLE— At Stonington, May 17, Hilda
Veulta. Infant daughter of Mr aud Mrs Sled
bury Grludle, aged 5 months, 14 days.
IIODGDON—At Center,
May 16, George S
Hodgdon, aged 34 years, 1 month, 4 days.
JORDAN—At Ellsworth, May 19, Miss Rose D
Jordan, aged 80 year®.
ROBBINS—At Stonington, May 18, David Robbins, aged 79 years.
ROLLINS—At Frauklln, May 18, Roxle Bragdon, wife of Irving Rollins, of West Frank,
lln, aged 20 years, 1 month, 6 days.
SMITH—At Penobscot, May 21, Mrs Mary
Smith, aged 76 year®.
THOM BS—At Castlne,
May 16, Raymond
Thumbs, aged 5 years, 10 months, 28 days.

From Boston at
From Rockland

day.

ft p m dally, except Sunday.
at 5.30 a m, dally, except Mon

All cargo, except live stock, via the
of this Compahy, la Insured against
marine risk.

steamers

Are and

F. S. Sit k km an, Gen’l Agent, Rockland. Me.
Calvin Austin, V. P. A Gen’l Manager,
Boston.

Ellsworth, BlncMll

and Swan’s Island

STEAMBOAT LINK.

33-Foot Yacht For Sale
CHEAP

FOR

cheaper than
ROLL.
10e.

Last

e\ er

patterns

year’s patterns

Some numbers

at

before.

at

sale:

FOR

At HANCOCK HOUSE STABLE.
Several good business Horses, new and second*
hand Carriages, Harnesses. Agent for H. A.
Moyer’s Fine Carriages. Everything as repre*
seated or no sale. Terms reasonable.
F. H. GOULD.
TO INSURANCE SOLICITORS.
NOTICE: If you are an insurance man and
l oking for a good opportunity, NOW IN
YOUR CHANCE. A first-class Company writing HEALTH AND ACCIDENT INSUIfc*
A NCR has recently been admitted to the 'tato
oi Maine and desires a manager ior each county.
If you are experienced, can furnish good references. ami PRODUCE GOOD RESULTS.
YOU ARE THE MAN WE WANT
Apply at
once! HI E HUES'* CASUALTY CO., Box 28*.
KEENE. V If.

an*

were

25c,

now

5c Double Roll.
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MAIN

ELLSWORTH.

STREET,

wortn of

our

soap*.

dard Groceries.
Send at once for our new. big;
'200 PREMIUMS.

SUMMER SCHEDULE.

catalogue of

Steamer PERCY V.,

Capt. A. E. Smith.
Trip* Per Week.
Commencing May 1, 19fft, steamer will leave
Ellsworth Monday, Thursday and Saturday at
'.So a m for *8urry, ‘south Surry, South bluehill (connecting with Eastern S S Co at South
Hluehlll for Rockland and Boston), ‘North
Btookltn, West Tremont, Bass Harbor (Me
Klnley) and Atlantic.

HOME SUPPLY
AugUHta, Me.
ner*1

iiOjH,

in

UO., Dept. A
17 Oak

8t.

iuur uiauce.

Printing Press that will Print Cards, Liner.,
anything in fact. Three letters of each
Type Holder, Ink and Pad, and everything that goes to make it complete, for ‘JO
cents.
Postpaid. Address C. D. McQowa,

or

kind,

Medford, Mass.

RETURNING.

J. A. THOMPSON,

?in

Extracts, Spices, Tea, Coffee,
Cocoa. Toilet Goods and Stan-

Three

<Sc DOUBLE

that

CASH.

Or will be exchanged for power lx>afc
Write or apply tu W. E. Wliiting,
Ellsworth. Me.

DESK GIVEN AWAY

WALL PAPER

Thomas Alton Hall, of Slachlas.

DIED.

Commencing Monday, May 1, steamer J T
Morse leaves liar Harbor dully, except Sunday,
1 30 p m, for Seal Haibor, Sort! east Harbor
Southwest Haibor, Brook 1 In, I>eer Isle, Sargentvllle, Dark Ilurbor and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Catherine leaves Bluehlll dally, except Sund&), at 2 p in, for South Bluehlll, Stonliikton. North Haven and Rocklaud, connecting
With steamer for Boston.
Steamer Juliette leaves Sedgwick dally, except Sunday, at 2.30 p m, for Herrick’s Landing,
South Brooksville, Blake’s Point, Eggernoggln,
Dtrlgo and Rockland, connecting wltn steamer
for Boston.
RETURNING

readj to sell you

am now

LOTS in centre and near the e*of Woodbine Cemetery belonging
These lots are beautifully
to Lygonta Lodge
situated and well graded and easy of access a
all times. Inquire of
H. L. MOOR or

BURIAL
trance

with

WALLACE-HALL—At Castlne, May 17, by
Rev W C Peirce, Miss Lucy Kate Wallace, of
to

Week.

at

Hev J P Slmonton, Silas Louise S Patten, of
Ellsworth, to Prentice E Soper, of Orland.

Castlne,

»

LOTS IN WOODBINE CEMETERY.

DAVID FRIEND.

drawn.

ered and

SCHEDULE.

Six Trips

PLANS.

before stated the manner in which
the Hall house can be remodeled into a
school building has already been considAs

A limited number of
May 17, by
May Curtla,
of Brocktou,

Steamship Compaii)

needed.

MARRIED.

| C.URTIS—BOWDEN—At Bluehlll,
Silas Jennie
Rev Koenezer

EASTERN

Leave Atlantic at 6 a m, Tuesday, Friday
and Sunday, touching at the same points and
connecting at South Hluehlll with the Eastern
S 8 Co from Boston.
The above schedule also gives a through con
nectlon via Eastern S S Co from Atlantic, Baas
Harbor and West Tremont to Boston Tuesday
and Friday, and from Boston Thursday and

$toft00tortal Car&B.

I Ji] YE,

THROAT

NOSE,
ANT)

EAR.

Saturday.

DEMAND

THE

BEST.

Connection Is made at Bass Harbor (McKinley) with steamer Cimbrla for Bangor and Bar
Harbor.
All freight billed through via Eastern S S Co
to allI points tto and from Rockland and Boston.

*Flag landing

NOTICE—This

Wednesday for

steamer can
excursions.

Agent,
Ellsworth, Me.

a&btrtiseramtss.

“The Taste Tells.**
take:

no

substitute:!

BUNKER,

M.

D.,

HARBOR, ME.

F. SIMON TON, M. D.
PHYSICIAN

and

SURGEON.

~

MANNING BLOCK.
OFFICES,
Besldence, No. 9 Hancock St.
TELEPHONE.

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the

W.

BA It

be chartered every
Capacity 126 pas-

sengers.
O. W. TAPI.EY, Manager.
WALTER .1. CLARK,

CHOCOIiATES.

D.

City
worth to support and
for (bow who
HAVING
need assistance during the next live
of EU»

X)R.

may
yean
and are legal residents of Ellsworth. 1 forbid
all persons trusting them on my soooont, a.
there Is plenty of room and accommodation, to
care lor them at the City Farm house.
M. J. Dinam,

L. L.

LARRABEE,

Dentist,

care

Boom 8. First National Bank Bulldtng.
formerly occupied by Kllswortli Dentil
Parlors. Telephone 57-5.

Office:

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

not *he

Benjamin Sargent

after

ab-

an

Boston

from

Chase, of Bluehill, spent Saturday and Sunday with Esther Allen.
Miss Minnie Christy and Miss Hazel

promised.
Albert Parker, formerly of this place,

sults

Edith

Neve Us, of Sedgwick,

is

and

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Capital. $50,000.

Page.
Capt. Charles Babson and wife spent the
Mary Buker, who had an operation week at Eg&emcggin getting their cotperformed on her foot about two weeks tages ready for summer guests.
out

All here

Isaiah Abbott and Dudley Abbott, of
Verona, visited their brother, R. C. Abbott, Sunday.
Flarold Grindle and wife, of Brook 1 in,
visited Mr. Grindle’s sister, Mrs. Annie

of North

people

our

t^hurch

Sedgwick

on

Henry Jellison
week

and Mrs. Webber and daughter
Ruth, of Waldoboro, come last week to
visit Mrs. Webber’s father, Mr. Abbott,
Mr. Webber returned to
•who is ill.
Waldoboro. Mrs. Webber is in Bluehill
Mr.

A

in town met here

“The

on

Pisidia”.

in

vival at Antioch

Re-

prettiest places

Sebago

was

we

had

river for

Unionville,

railroad

Ice-cream
A

good

a

band gave

granite
Saturday

even-

served after the

con-

olhouse

was

sum was

Mrs.

on

a

Miss

R.

Joseph McIntyre has gone to Brewer
work on the railroad.

Lunt,

and made

the window's,
about eight miles from Dixlield Notch,
be

can

Rangeley

and not far from
a

from

seen

Lakes.

I have

good school,
boarding place,
am beautifully situated among high
a

very nice

and

hills.

May

Rae.

22.

WEST FRANKLIN.
Mrs. Eva Somes and children have
turned to Somesvilie.

re-

Thomas McDonald will preach the
Memorial sermon at the Baptist church
Rev.

May

28.

Sherman Sea mm on is
and storehouse

the

on

building
old

a

stable

schoolhouse

lot.
Walter Butler has torn down the «Id
hall, and moved the lumber up town,
where he intends

build.

to

The rains of the past week have been
unfavorable for planting, but have furnished sufficient water for driving.
Henry Hardison was quite badly hurt at

Highland quarry Saturday afternoon. A
large stone struc k a pry that he was using
and he
was

thrown

was

unconscious for

distance.

He

time, and

was

some
some

The

was a

tives and friends.
band.
are

to

her
early death.
held at the residence
Rev. J. P. Simonton, of

mourn

Fune al services

were

Saturday, May 30,
Ellsworth, officiating.
May 22.

Melville Thompson
Castine for a vi*U.
Robbins

arrived

has

land, has returned home.

from

Marblehead Sunday.

at

Methodist

the

new

furniture.

Thelma.

at

was

home

Amos

has

been

in

The schooner was from New York bound
The vessel was
to Fernandina light.
about twenty-four yeare old, and valued
at

#10,000.
May 22.

E.

R. C.

do so,

bring

chapel

Memorial

wonld
or

flowers

any
or

Day, in

glad

be very

last
of

week

an

Irish

his

from

others who

bouquets

setter

Are.

Mrs. Mary Dickey fell from a chair in
hieh she was standing one day
week
hurting herself quite tartly.

the forenoon.

There Is nc death the stars go down
To rise upon some fairer shore.
Ami bright In heaven's jeweled crown
They shine forevermore."
rANNIK II. I'AIKKR,
VILLA 1. UKSARK,

The many friends of Mrs. E. C. Winslow are glad to know she is improving
ifter her serious illness.

Bluehill, May 19.19 S.

Mrs.
built

Edith Phillips is having

an anmx

boarding
Brooldin, is employed

Gretn,

on

her

of West
the

summer.

house. Orrin

in

visiting

is

there for

May

Use Femme.

22.

Mrs. Leslie Wilson and daughter Ruth
have returned from

visit

a

with

relatives

who

The ladies
for

the building of

lie dinner at

Bragg

last

helped
May 22.

who

a

the

Tuesday.

in attendame.

working

are

1

I

funds

hall, held a pubof Mrs. f). L.

uew

home

large

A

for

number

was

them in any

way.
Anon.

NORTH I.AMOINK.
George Smith basil. sed his blacksmith
shop, and is employed at the coaling staMrs. I.
from Bar

N. Salisbury, jr., has returned
Harbor where she has spent sev-

eral weeks with relatives.

McFarland, who has spent
Leicester, Mass., returned
to-day somewhat improved in health.
Y.
May 22.
Miss India

the winter

1

SOUTH SURRY.
to

Edward
liar

Redding

the winter here,

Harbor

and

family,

moved

who

to Bar

in

Mrs. Edward Curtis, who has been ill
with ppeumonia, is still very weak.
Dr. Charles Briggs and a friend from
Lexington arrived yesterday for a short

Mr. and Mrs. Irving Young are receiving congratulations on the birth of a
daughter, born May 20.
Miss Mellie Robertson, who is teaching
in Goulds boro, spent Saturday and Sunday with Miss Mildred Noyes.
Mrs.
Luther Smith
and
daughter
Therrna arrived Saturday night for the

I land,

where he has been

appendicitis.

Mr.

under treatment

Cunningham

stood

the journey home very well indeed, and
to be

j

j

summer.

May

gaining steadily.

May 22.

Mr. Smith will

come

22.

later.
L.

_

SOMES VILLE.

Tramp.

qualities

last

Saturday.

accommodations

pleasure craft.
May 22.

and

Th£ boat has fine
will

be

a

nice

C.

for the Mount Desert lumber company
last week for Boston.
ber

Mrs. Kate L. Pray, W. M., of Mount
Desert chapter, and Mrs. Carrie 8. Fer-

Ax**.

MissBibyl Handy is in Pittsfield, where
employment.
A. O. Fletcher, of Albany, N. Y.. has

been
week.

the guest of J.

Committee.

town-meeting of the

May

Dolan

the

past

C.

22.

SDrtirrtfsanmts.

SMITHS
BUCHU
LITHIA
PILLS.

CURE PAIN
In the BACK

••You will find eo
cloned $1.00 f
f,iul
boienor your Smith'*
Burhu Lithia ruin. 1
am sending for the*
pill* for friend-* o!
mine to whom 1 hart
recommended Sum ,u
they

ha**-

*em

hu»

much

SICK KIDNEYS,

of

town

F.

(

,<kh1 they Ut«
ny hu*band Me
•••*« not taken nil the
pill* you sent him hit
"■•"1 he ha* trot entlulr
i rt«l <»f the stiffness tad
pain In bit back <r>l
Ilia genera! hen'*
li
better. They
\ much
have done a
deal
j for him. Ntreat
a
I am

recommending tie

A CURE at the
PEOPLE'S PRICE.

a great
know

many

w

*u:f<
t*

are

to

I
ring

from similar
<••*
The resignation of Rev. Clarence Emery,
and shall • <>t
to
Sunday afternoon. May 14, by Rev. !
My Kidney InhiL nr.d ] do flo to alt ray f- ,-U,
are
Mr. Hargrove, of Northeast Harbor, was j a Sample Package rout at* I think
Free u* any sdareos.
worth all the
I
received w itb s.tdm-ss. Mr. Emery, during j
W. F.SMITH CO. can give them.
MRS. K. H. MltuWS.
the four years of his pastorate here, has
ISa Sommer St., Boston ; Whlterock, Me.
won
the respect and love of young and |
To core ConitlptUoD, Sick Headache ar! BiMooe
old. Much good has been wrought by this ! nm
In wnight, uae Smith's Pineapple md
Mr. and Mrs.
Butternut Fills. Only -Scent* at defers.
earnest, gentle pastor.
Emery carry the best wishes of all to their
new field of labor
GENUINE
D.
May 2D.
r
read

SIGNED

CS

ASHVILLE.

Healthy

Children
V

It need* only a
watchfUlu**'*

little

keep hUAn a I ipiodbi

Look for thei> mptoms
Dis ami treatnbem prom
more aertoun aickne

aard «IT

^ *ne»*

and

Jlr.'l
"

I*r. True'* I II
All dnu0<U.K«.
uiniira

OR I

1

lamr

m

•'*
tf

f

m

F TRUE ii CO

Auoum

OTTER CREEK.
Isaac Tripp, who has been on the sick
list, is about again.
Miss Jennie Davis is at home from Ellsworth, where she has had employment.
The local union of Christian Endeavor
and Epworth league met here Saturday,
May 20. A large delegation was present.
The meeting was one of unusual interest,

spent

Friday.

22.

The lllitildpr, RhenIII R I In III
and u.c
Flood
all the^t* dl*
Trentont will I* held at head of Bass Har* e«j»e- yield at once and
bor Saturday, May 27, to see if the town
Are
quick I ami full>
cured. I'rirc only
23
will vote to
raise
money to build a
cent# a box.
s-'hoolhouso at McKinley, to replace the ;
one recently destroyed by tire.
sp rial

Mi*s Kdith
Maas,
during

•he has

Mrs. C. H. Robbins and daughter Viola
parents, Oapt. and
Mra. L. K. Sprague, recently.
Oapt. 8. W. Webster is spending a few
days at home while his vessel, the Hattie
H. Barbour, is loading at Bangor.
A

and

BIRCH HARBOR

visited Mrs. Robbins'

GOTT’9 ISLAND.

Ilarb'.r

last week.

Fitzgerald

—

The‘committee thank all

WEST GOULDS BORO.

Howard Curtis returned

May

Harper.

at Bar Harbor.

B.

15.

Mrs. Lillian

Brewer are at home from Medway.
where they have t>oeii employed
the winter.

Mr*. Lias to Chute, of Annapolis, N. H.,
is the guest of her sister, Mrs. W. J.

friends

Mrs. C. M. Bartlett, who has been in
Ellsworth the past week, will go to Bangor the first of this week to enter the
Eastern Maine general hospital.

summer.

a

Owing to the storm Wednesday but few
from here attended the Christiau Endeavor
rally at Winter Harbor. The m xt contention will be held here in August.

McFarland is visiting friends

Mrs. Ijena

is

dozen lots of the Moran 4
About
Peters property have been sold r•
eently.
It is understood several will be built
upon
at once.

father, X.

M 'KIN LEY.

Emily laiw'ton
Bucksport.

her

Mrs. 1^1 is Campbell, of Salisbury Corf
employed at Shepard Leland’s.

can

to the

visiting

is

n'hrrrat, I tenth h«# for the flfth lime en
tered our rank# and taken from our midst, 81*.
ter Betsey Grtmlle, one of our charter memln*ri», U l*ecomc* our duty lo pay tribute to her
memory, therefore
Rrtolrrd, That hr her death Mountain KeIx-kali lodge has lust a worthy member, one
wboae fl tellty ami uniform kindness to others
endeared her to all.
Rraolved, That our heartfelt sympathy he
extend'd to the bereaved family.
Rraolved. That a* a proof of our esteem our
charter he drap'd lu tnuurt log for thirty days.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
lie rent to each of the family, and to Th* Rlu
woktii Amlkican for publication; also a ropy
placed upon our records.

Newport.

Miss

W.

Mrs. Raymond Hanscom
brother in Cherry field.

to

SEAL COVE.
ing her mother, has gone to New Chicago,
Mont., to live with Mrs. Nettie Morse, i Mra. C. A. Nickerson is visiting friend#
On the way she stopped at BeVerly, Mass., * in Boston and Portland.
to visit her aunt, Mrs. !>ella E. Dennis.
Mias Sadie Carver has gone to Bangor,
B
May 22.
where she has employment.

week.

22.

Nutter's house this

seems

who

Bartlett received

Mrs. Caddie Bartlett is visiting Mrs.
Etta Moon, of Ellsworth. She will go to
Portland to enter the Maine general
hospital for surgical treatment.
Nancy L. Bartlett, who has been visit-

this

Scott,
William Hopkins, of West Trenton, is
Bridgeport, Conn., with her husband, who
SEDGWICK.
employed by J. W. Somes.
is employed on the yacht Akela as steward,
O. P. Carter is on the sick list with the
arrived home Friday.
Mrs. Orrin Fernald and son, of Manset,
but is improving.
H. D. Stanley, of Bar Harbor, with thir- grip,
are visiting 8. H. Leiand and wife.
Allen Bros., mill men, of North Sedgteen workmen, arrived Monday on their
Ernest Cobb and wife entertained the
way to Stouington to lay the foundation wick, are hauling the lumber to build a
Mt. Desert H. 8. "Wednesday evening.
for a schoolhouse.
house for Ow en J. McDonnell on the east
Gleason Smith, wife and baby, of CoThe schooner D. D. Haskell, commanded side. He will commence to build in June.
lumbia Falls, are visiting at O. Allen's.
by Gapt. Ernest Torrey, of this place,
J.
has
his
house
boat
Day
Eugene
Schooner E. T. Himor loaded with lumwent ashore May 15 near Point Lookout.
launched, and was trying her sailing
Mrs.

W.

22.

Hr LIAS COVE.

designed to be, and not as a day
The conference committee

in Franklin.

for
home

leaving

May

It is

o’clock.

will lie observed

J. I). Holmts and wift, of Brewer, are
M. V. Babbidge went to Atlantic la^t
here getting their cqttage and garden
Saturday on business.
BROOKIJN.
ready for this «non.
Capt. Joseph 8. Harmon came here last
Sherman McFarland has gonetoStonMrs. L. M. Bunker is stopping with her
Capt. Joseph Tibbetts arrived from N w
week to bring the remains of Hilda Venita
work.
ington to
York lastjaeek.
Grlndie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Med- parents, O. P. Bragdon and wife, until her
Mrs. Minerva Rich and Miss Mamie
Mrs. Blanchard jBow'den returned to her
bury Grindle, of Stonington, for inter- mother fully recovers from injuries reMilliken have gone to Isle au Haut for
ceived a short time ago by wood falling
home at Stwth Bluehill Iks’, week.
the summer.
Chips.
May 22.
Mrs. Nancy Mayo and Mrs. R. F. Wells
Mrs. Mary’ R. Butler, of New Bedford
Mins Bernice Smith, who has been atvisited friends at Bar Harbor last week.
PRETTY MARSH.
Mass., has arrived to spend the summer at
the Shaw
business college,
tending
Wallace Kane and Wallace Tainter came
E. J. Warner, of New York, has moved Bangor, while home on a vacation
the old home.
has
home from Beverly. Mass., last Wednesinto
is
Sr
MAC.
the
He
21.
Pray cottage.
May
making ex- taken the Cow school at Sorrento to finish,
day.
tensive improvements on the buildings as the teacher was ill.
BARTLETT’S ISLAND.
Mias Hattie Allen came home from
and grounds. His wife, da :'liter, son
W. M. Pet tee, who has purchased the L.
Rockland Saturday, where she has been
Capt. H. P. Johnson arrived from Bos- and servant caine with him.
M. Bunker store, is making extensive imemployed during the winter.
ton Friday.
22.
9.
May
provements. The old store will lie moved
The lumber has arrived for Miss Jennie
Nahum Hinckley, of Bluehill, was here
back and converted into a stable, and the
Cole's cottage and the addition to tie built this week on business.
StmirtisnnnUs.
front of the building will be* raised to two
on Miss Edith Mayo’s dining-room.
Miss Nancy Harriett is visiting her aunt,
stories. His father, A. J. Pettee, of East
Darius Herrick and wife came home Mr.-. C. S.
Dennis, at Beverly, Mass., for a
Sullivan, is assisting in the work.
from Camden Sunday where they have few days before starting on her trip to
B.
May 22.
spent the winter. They will occupy R. W. New Chicago, Mont.

May

from the

gone to

BART LETT'8 ISLAND.

for

WEST HANCOCK.

Edward Cunningham has arrived home
Maine general hospital at Port-

NORTH DEER ISLE.

before

given

Irving McFarland

Ch’e’er.

Mrs.

James

go toward
May 22.

is

ife in

with them

Owing to bad weather the crowd was not
large. Ice-cream and cake were sold at
the parsonage. The proceeds, $11.50, will

Thad

blow to rela-

father, mother, husbrothers and three sisters

five

left

sudden
A

home last

came
came

church Friday night under the management of Mrs. Kathlyn Reed was a success.

home.

death of Mrs. Roxie Rollins Thurs-

day, May 18,

Medway,

work in

Milbridge.

The concert

C. Alexander, with her little
son, of Houlton. is visiting her mother.
Mrs. Clara Ford.

May

badly bruised.

at

short visit

a

her home in

Hodgkins, who is working in Far j
pertlj’ covered with snow. I arrived in ; Harbor, spent Sunday with his father,
Colebrook at 7.30 p. m., where I spent the Roland Hodgkins.
night. Here I am in Stewartstown, N. H.. j
Elien Kingman, who has been visiting
only eight miles from Canada whose- relatives in Massachusetts and Rhode Is-

mountains

Emma Thurston and Miss Rena

who have been

Mass., the past winter,
MUs Ada Turner

E.

Mrs.

a

week.

to

Rn^yjfodgjt ins,twho ha$ been at work in
the past winter and
Dornflpter,
springes

Seal

of

party to Bar Harbor Monday en route to Prospect Harbor.
In the party were Eugene Brewer, Walter
Lunt, Washington Norwood and IJcwellyn Rich, w ho will work in the E. T. Russell sardine factory.
L. W. Rumill took

realized.

22.

baby,

Rumill and

Arthur

Cove.

near

days,

few

who have

wife,

Adams Reed and

visiting relatives here the past week,
returned to their home on Duck Island
Sunday, accompanied by their daughter.
been

her sister, Mrs.
returned home.

Wentworth, who is working

at the sch

concert

Capt.

w

8.

Eugene Thurston, of Bar Harbor, by express
spending a few days with her husband's Q. Hanl.dt,

singing.

visiting
has

The East Franklin

ing.

to

better.

are now

extended to Thomas
the loss of their infant son, who died Tuesday from the
effects of measles and pneumonia.

sympathy

Know les and

Millard

The Misses Emma, Lucy and Millie
Heed, of Duck Ifland, came off this week
to attend the W. C. T. U. convention at
Southwest Harbor and take part in the

MARLBORO.

Washington; it
sunlight, as it was j

looked beautiful in the

welcomed

All

and

parents, Charles Thurston and wife.
Mrs. Myra Kumill spent Monday night
and Tuesday at Manset with her sisters,
Mrs. Nettie Tinker and Mrs. L. A. Clark.

L. Hardison.

Washington County

May

had

excellent view of Ml.

an

recently

with measles.

the factory.

1

board

in the

MtCUOKliL KKSOLI TIOS*.

Hodgkins and little brother
Arthur, of Ellsworth, are at Lorenzo
Mayo’s and attending school.
Mrs. Addie Knowles, Mrs. l>elia Tripp
and Mrs. Oerty Moseley have been very ill
Lillian

Prospect

of his lobster smack, at
anchor
harbor. His small boat went adrift
leaving him without any means of each’
ing the Shore. At night some boya found
liis txait [Moulding against tie- r,a kand
liter searching the shores for him
,n.
on board the boat and found the
captain
in no very amiable mood.
on

w

Bar Harbor, visited
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the

distance,
then crossed the river and entered New
Hampshire. Soon the mountains began
to loom in the distance and before long we
were among them.
They were grand.
The train wound into a valley and gradually ascended. Indeed, the ascent was so
gradual that you could hardly realize it
until you looked down in the valley
followed the Sac>
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who has
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board.
It was rather a novel sensation.
I left Portland at 1.15on the mountain di- (
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Lewis Gilley and wife left for Hall
Quarry this week, where Mr. Gilley will
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ject of the sermon May 28 will be “The
Revival at Philippi”.
Miss Hazel Friend left here Wednesday,
April 26, for Portland by way of Rock-

which

on

Sunday.
Mrs. William Norwood, who has
nursing Mrs. Otis Ingalls, returned
relatives here
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the

sister,
Much sympathy is felt for the

Rollins.

Crane, who has teen holding meetings here for a week, left Thursday for Bennington, Vt. The meetings
here have been well attended, and much
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friends here on Monday.
very tine orchard, and has made a
of trees and plants. He is not
for a visit from the “brown-tailed
this year.
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were

leg write loading ice. He is
I employed by Hope & Turner in Boston.
Mrs. L. L. Perkins was suddenly called
to Prospect on account of the serious illbreak

Allen, last week.
Mrs. Clara Cole and
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very sorry to learn that
Wallace Hinckley had the misfortune to

again.
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P. Gray haa sold hia
Maxwell, of Stoninjffton.

Bluehill. The soldiers* graves will lie
decorated about 1 o’clock at Seaside cemetery. The closing services and oration
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James A. Garfield post and the W. R. C.
accepted an invitation to attend divine service at the Baptist church at
Sedgwick Sunday, May 28, at 10 o’clock.
It is desired that all who can will attend.
Hon. Sumner P. Mills, of Stonitigton,
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are
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will deliver the Memorial

visiting his mother, Mr-. James Parker,
other relatives.
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The road commissioner, Ebon Hinckley,
is at work on the roads, and excellent re-
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At any time von wish currency to use at
once, we can send it by Registered Mail. Insured,
to any address, without cost or risk to you.

for Baltimore.
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Jennie Grindal, of Bluehill, is visiting Miss Jennie Grindal, of this place.
The schooner Edwin H. Hunt is loading with ice for the Maine I^ake lee Co.
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M. L. Elwell has been quite ill for
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Mr. and Mr*. R. F. Hinckley, who for
some
years have lived near the Chase
Granite, have returned to their old home
in the village to Ik* with their daughter,
If they had not
Mrs. Addie Maddox.
been in poor health their golden wedding
would have been celebrated last month.
Many friends congratulate them on the
occasion of their fiftieth anniversary.

I

George Poster, of Newtflp, Mass., has
returned.
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Calvin Billings came home Friday,
Miss Edith Allen is in Bangor visiting
friends.

The wharf which
is being repaired.
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only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
be, but it is the only paper that can prop
erly be ealled a County paper; all the
rest are merely local papers. The circulation of The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, in larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.
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Miss Caroline Cochrane, of Ellsworth,
was
present at the local union,

who

stopped

over

Bunday

and assisted the pas-

tor, Rev. A. P. McDonald, with the services
Bunday afternoon. Miss Cochrane as-

for Vour Protection
jilaee this label on every
jtackage of Scott’s Emulsion.

sisted in church work here a year ago last
winter, and made many friends. All were

glad to welcome her.
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The muu with a fish on his hack
Is our trade-murk, and it is a
guarantee that Scott’s Emulsion will do all that is claimed
for it. Nothing Setter for lung,
throat or bronchial troubles in
infant or adult. Scott’s Emulsion is one of the greatest fleshbuilders known to the medical
world.
HVIl tend you
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hn Incident

Jt Thursdayconcert Is
V

I*r. Xorrln Green, for
ninny years
president of the Western Union Tele*
^rnpli romp any, once sahl that hut
for the dullness of himself mid his assistants Thomas A. Edison
might never have obtained the confidence
and
support of the great corporation. Kdison had been trying for months to intiuee the oiilcinls to take up some of
his inventions until
they began to regard him as a bore.
He went to tile main otliee one
day
and was greeted by Dr. Norvin Green
ami the other ofilelils with sneering
smiles.
Dt*. (ireen said: "Mr. ElDon.
we are unable to gel Into communication with Albany, and a large amount
of important business is in peril.
I
suppose that since you know more
about telegraphy than all of the rest
of us combined you tan locate the dif-

E. Petersen left for Hart land
to consult her physician.

c

prcpunition
the tos*ball. An

minstrel

at

for

in

ice-

evening
will follow.
^ni sale
J. K. I>unn left for Millinocket
call from her
weeks ago. at an urgent
Miss t iara, who is very ill.
*0Shter.
Dunn, who ha» moved the old
J Knh E.
from the Springer place to
annerj- shop
home lot, has tilted it up fora

*r,.this

tlsrkn'i'it*1

In the Great Inventor'll
Start In I,|fe.

shop.

recent drunken carousal
Details of *
for law-abiding citiluo disgraceful

suhrnit to without a protest.
here.
i, work for a sheriff's deputy
who
Mrs.
of
Irving
Rollins,
r.ll
TV (um
occurred at the home
^ very suddenly,
and wife,
ether parents, Lyman Bregdon
afternoon, Rev. J. P. Bimonton,
to

^

ficulty.”

Jetorfiay
Eiuworth, officiating.
was shocked Monday
Thi, community
that Henry B. Dyer, a
jerningon hearing
had died Sunday
jjjhly-respecled citiicn.

Whether Edison noticed tin* sneering
tone or not. he quietly answered. “I
cau
locate it Inside of two or three
hours, sir.”
Dr. <Ireen and the others laughed outMr- Dyer had been ill but a few
right, one of them saying, "Edison, you
and heart trouble.
pnenmonia
irslroni
have now fully demonstrated that you
strirken ones have
The families of these
are a crank.”
of all.
sympathy
[keeineen
Edison never smiled or addressed a
MiJ
word to the speaker, but looked at Dr.
Green and said, "If I locate this dlffiNORTH CASTINE.
culty iu two or three hours, will you
as cabin boy on
Arthur Conner has gone
take up my inventions and give them
Tremont.
steamer
,he
honest consideration?”
for treatleft
Snow
Thursday
JohnS.
"Yes, I will," said Dr. Green, "and I
will do it if you succeed iu two days.”
aent at the Bangor hospital.
!t was a very simple thing, and yet
Vies Ada K. Conner is home after an
Edison was the only one who had llu
ibsenee of several months.
mind to think of it InJin. Annie Whitmore, of Bueksport, is comprehensive
stantly. He did not teil them for many
the guest ot her sister, Mrs. David Dodge.
years afterward how la* accomplished
Franks Wardwell came Saturday from I the
feat, but be did it inside of one
Samiy Point, w here he lias been employed i hour.
jorfconjc time.
Edison went to the main offices,
Mi» Mainland Master Greyson Web- where he was known as au expert opK.
their
brother,
visited
Roy
Webster, erator. and tailed up Pittsburg. He
u BrookHville Sunday.
asked for the best operator there, namArchie Perry, who has been in California ing him, and then told the Pittsburg
visiting his man to call up the best man at Albany
for nearly three years, is
and direct Idm to telegraph down the
parent*. Joseph Perry and wife.
John Dority and family, of North Rlue- line toward New York as far as he
hilL.are at J. W. Bowden’s, preparatory to could and report back to Edison as soon
Inside of an hour Edison
as possible.
noting into their new home here.
bad this telegram:
Miss Annie Dunbar was in Bangor
"I can telegraph all right down to
Thursday to visit her parents, Samuel
within two miles of Poughkeepsie, and
Dunbar and wife. Mr. Dunbar is gaining
there is trouble with the ^ire there.”
slowly from the effects of an operation
Edison went back to the olilce of the
upon his eyes.
president anil gravely announced that
L.
May 22.
if a train should be sent to Poughkeepsie with materials for the work they
FRANK UN ROAD.
Mr?. Stella Shaw was in Bar Harbor last would find o break in the line Just two
miles on the other si !e of Poughkeepnek.
sie and c mid repair it that afternoon.
Mrs. Mary Miles has retained from
They begged him to tell how he had
Gardiner.
found it out. and lie replied:
Kiss Blanch Smith has returned from
"By knowtajg more about tefegrapliEllsworth.
iug than all *fr you put tog* ti er, as Dr.
P.8. Graven .“tarts for Boston this noon, Green lias said.”
(orseveral weeks' stay.'
They located the break, repaired it.
Mrs. Elizabeth Tracy, who lias been ill and Dr. Green took up Edison’s Inventions. and that was Edison's great start
ill w inter, is slowly gaining.
»
in life. -Youth
an. tninu.
Kiss Nellie Phillips, of Franklin, is
with her sinter. Mrs. Annie McFarland.

ewniiig.

21._B-

Sunday
present.

tendent.

.lark Tar’s

school begins at 10.30 for the
Mrs. Annie Stewart is superin-

(korge Stewart and wife were in FrankSaturday to attend the funeral of Mrs.

lin

Stewart's cousin, Mrs. Koxie Rollins.

K*y

22.

G.

northeast harbor.

Mrs.Small,

of

Milbridge,
spending
Joseph Small.
is

a

few days with her
son,

Mrs. M; ra Holmes, of Bar Harbor,
visited Mrs. L. Elrie Holmes last week.
Mrs. Isaac Ralph, w ho has been in Bostonthe

past two weeks, returned Friday.
Mr>. Power?, of
8tonio,fton, is the
of her
sister, Mrs. George Man-

$»HS.
“So," said the sailor; “I’m not thu*
kind of a chap. I don’t want to cheat
you out of $ is. I drew Slim from you
Inst nigiit, aud you’ve paid me $48 too
much.”
•‘You’re mistaken," said the superintendent. “When you came the second
time I gave you only $2. and this is the
balance due you."
"All right, governor," replied the Jack
tar. “But, would you believe It. I had
just as much fan on that $'2 as if it had
been $50 V” New York Press.

chester.

Wednesday evening

A-Manchester and

w

of last

week George

ife gave

wedding

a

Option to their friends.

William Draper Lewis and wife, of
d*dcl|*hia, are expected this week.

will
occupy Mrs. G. H. Williams’
^tagethis season.

Thursday evening

Mr. Rumsey and the
Saviour’s choir, Bar Har-

of St.
r'

K»ve

we

musicale at the

a

]wrish

for the benefit Of 8t. Marv’s choir.

^22-

S.

^brrtissrn.tma.

ORLAND.

A Novel Idea.
deeply interests everybody who
In* ac'*es or pains. or who la weak and sickly.
the surest and quickest means
cad
learn
Anyone
to get strong and well by accepting that eplen
did free offer of the great specialist In curing
nervous and chronic diseases. Dr. Greene, of 04
Temple Place* Boston, Mass. He has eatab
letter correspondence
lished a system of
all
sick
and
which
suffering
nrougn
people can learn exactly what alls them.
him! low to g< t well, without expense and
w'thout lc ivli.< the'r hornet. All they have to
do Is to write to the Doctor, stating each symptom from which th«y are suffering, and he will
it letter, explaining their case thoranswer
oughly. telling Just what the trouble U ami
H* gives the greatest
what io d« to Ih» cured
care aim ai entlon to ever
letter, ami tells the
eau-eof m h a* inp'om h* plainly that patient*
And
un nretauil Instantly just what alls them
all ltd* CO ts no’hlng. It is a splendid opportunity tor f o-t who cannot afford the time or
expense to go to the city. Dr. Greene makes a
through letter cor
specialty of curingIs patients
the most successful spec
ie pondeitee.
Jle
lallst In curing nervous and chronic diseases,
and I** the discoverer of that wonderful medicine, Dr Greene's Nervura Mood ana nerve
remedy. Wnose who write to him get cured.

Harry Harriman, son of Mr. and Mrs.
.rr' Harriman, died Wednesday, May 10,
*r a

long illness.

He

was

It is free, and

born in Or-

twenty-seven years ago, and with the
V*ption of four years in Salem, Mass.,
“

Had been spent here. He re°ed from Salem
two years ago. on acnt
poor health. Funeral services
heltl
J*
Friday, May 12, Rev. H. D.
n<‘h

officiating.

llow Animals Survive.
balance of life on the globe
‘ntained? W hy have not
exis the

Ibirib

species

tCd

8^cie8?
Why have
e*^erm^na^e^ the insects

not th*‘

and the
owls exterminated the birds?
**
question are answered in May OutJn
^ ,Ioiln
Burroughs, who says it is
use tlie
insects are so much more pro]ifit «*n the
birds and the birds so much
t*ian *be hawks and owls.

bawl*
8‘A*

befi

Ue\^r°^dC
"^8 an<*
Kr

ini'

t

H8

ow*8

are

a*so

ra°r©

re-

t0

,00<** The more adaptive an
^rea*,er are Ibe ©bances of
•orvp
H wolves and foxes could!
86
deer
and sheep and rabbits,
jl
*v would
be as numberous as these lat- I
v
*S

1

*pecieg.

P«Uto bug has unduly increased in
^ y'Ufet
because its food is abundant, and
jtf "
Q1*e8 bave not
appeared. The forest
tfr

threatened to destroy the maple
8 °f
some sections, till its
enemy,
numan by, appeared. Rabbits have
unduly in Australia because
^c*ased
natural enemies have not kept pace.
*
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she doesn’t
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Best lOc. CIGAR

n(j

Has been
—

(

the market 12 years. Big Seller
sales constantly increasing.

on

WHY?
BEST DEALERS

{

Fourth
July
celebration which will include a firemen’s
is

preparing

of

a

MERIT
EVERYWHERE

GEO. S. HARRIS & CO.
Distributors
Boston, Mass.

all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Bar Harbor, in ihe
town of Eden, in ano for the county of Hancock. on the second day of May, a. d. 1905.
rilHE following matters having been pre-

The new lighthouse on Ham Island, off
Portland harbor, established through the
efforts of the Portland board of trade, is

Caribou, fire escape.
Capt. John II. Weeks, a retired sea
captain, died at Brewer Monday. Since
his

retirement from the sea he has l>een in
the Maine Central wharves at

charge of
Bangor.

Orlando

M.

iLord," superintendent^>f

schoolsoffPortland,

fe

1£trem^he[window

Worcester, Mass., last* Wednesday night, receivingfTinjarie*s”"from
wffich hedied the following dav.

of

a

hotel at

President

Cniversity

and

of

tea”

jtsa-sSl'

complete

A

outfit forJJ counterfeiting
money was found by firemen while raking
over the debris of a
building at^Rumford
Falls which had been destroyed by fire.
fTwas packed in a heavy box bound with
iron and had been placed in the building
for storage. The federal authorities'are

investigating.
The

grand lodge of the Eastern Star, at
meeting in Hock land last week, elected
the following officers:
Grand matron,
Mrs. Lillie M. Niles, Ha Howell; grand
patron, William E. Willard, Portland; associate grand matron, Mrs. Helen M.
Sleef>er, Sabnttus; associate grand patrnYi,
Albert Newbert, Koekland; grand secret
tary, Mrs. Annetta H. Hooker, Biddeford;
grand treasurer, Mrs. Hoaej D. j Emery,
Augusta: grand conductress, MrsT M. E.
its

Elizabeth Speack, Bar Harbor; associate
grand conductress, Mrs. E. Estelle Kershaw, Auburn.
The annual meeting of the State library
the Eastern Maine library
club was held at Pittsfield Thursday of

association and
last

week.

zations

Officers

were

elected

of

the

as

follows:

two

organiEastern

Sfaine club—President, Mrs. H. M. Estabrook, Orono; vice president. Miss Elizabeth G. Kimball, Pittsfield; secretary and
treasurer, J. H. Winchester, Corinna.
State library association—President, Prof.
A.
J. Roberts, Colby college, WaterviHe; vice president, Miss LT* 1ZSpringall,
Dexter; second vice president, Miss Mary
Gilman, Brunswick; treasurer. Miss Alice
C. Furbish, B r u nVw ie k7*”secret a ry^G r*”*G*
Wilder, Bowdoin college.
To Cur* h 4 ol«l In Our Diky
Take I.AX \ IIVK KROMO QllMSK Tnbkt*.
AII OrugHl
refuprt the mom y If It lain* to cure,
if. U’.»,|.>v»’r rk-11)1 li. re I- <il '■hi h Imx
2^-t

PctEuie ihcKid-

neys Are Sick.
Woman works all day,
Tirts the kidneys out.
Back begins to ache—
Head throbs and hurts

The

—

1

other ills will go.

Doan’s Kidney Pills will cure you.
Have cured Ellsworth women.
Mrs. K.

1.

Me., living

Moore, of Ellsworth Falls,
the

on

Waltham

Hoad, says:

what Doan’s Kidney Pills did for
it is a pleasure to recommend them.

“After
me

I have used
years for

them* off and

for several

on

backache and other difficulties

In 11*03 I
arising from kidney trouble.
came home from the hospital where* I had
been

for

operation.

some

time and

underwent

All that winter 1

was

an

miser-

able, could not regain my strength and

really ought to have been in bed, but managed to keep up. The medicine I used failed
to do me any good. 1 began to take Doan's
Kidney Pills and they brought me almost
immediate relief.
They not only cured
the backache and corrected the kidney
action hut they built me up in every .way.
1 have used them

on

several

since then, and they keep
of

shape.

who have

me

occasions

in the

best

I know of many other people
used them with just as satis-

factory results as I obtained.
Price 50 cents.
For sale by all dealers.
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s- and take
no

other.

Ecgal Notices,
Id Probate Court, at
Kennebec County.
Augusta, ou the aecoud Mouday of May,
A. D. 1905.
S. SMITH, administrator on
the estate of Caroline Smith, late of
Gardiner, in said county, deceased, having
petitioned for license to sell the following
real estate of said deceased, for the payment
of debts, Ac. viz.: Certain real estate situated
i
Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock and
State of Maine, bounded and described as
follows, viz.: Beginning at a point on the
south line of Main street sixty-five feet
easterly from the corner formed by the junction of Main street with Franklin street,
which point is the northeast corner of lot of
laud formerly occupied by the proprietors of
the “Ellsworth House”, so called; thence run
r.iug southerly along n e line of the said
Ellsworth House lot” seventy-five feet, more
or less, to a' passageway; thecce easterly at
right angles, along the northerly line of said
more or leas, to
passageway thirty-three feet,
fand owned or occupied by Paris Dorr; thence
northerly and parallel to the easterly line of
[he Ellsworth House lot”, being the first line
called in this description, to Main street;
thence westerly thirty-three feet, more or
less, to bounds first mentioned.
That notice thereof he given
Ordered.
three weeks successively prior to the second
Monday of June next, in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed at Ellsworth, in
the county of Hancock; and in the Kennebec
Journal, a newspaper printed at Augusta, in
said county of Kennebec, that all persons
interested may attend at a probate court
then to be holden at Augusta, and show cause,
if any, why the prayer of said petition should
G. T. Stkv bns, Judge.
not be granted.
Attest: -W. A. Newcomb, Register.
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and correct copy of Kection fi of Article 2 of
the By-Lawn of I he Metropolitan Trust Company of the City of New York and now in

uses and

f(remises
ollows:

force.

Dated New York,

purposes set forth in said mortgage,
described in said mortgage deed as

Commi sioners- for
the Couutv of
Hancock and State bl Maine, next to be holden at
Ellsworth, iu and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of April, A. D. 1905.
rundersigned, responsible persons and
X owners of *eal estate in the vicinity of
the Countv Road or highway leading from
Asticon P O. to Seal Harbor, in the town of
Mt. Desert, in said County of Hancock, respectfully represent that a new county road
or h.ghway was by this Honorable Court at
i«s October 1991 regular session laid out and
reported, extending from a point on said
Road at its j .notion with the Homesville
Read, so called, to a point on sail Road opposite the Stable of John P. Hopkinson;
That prior to said October 1904 regular session of this Honorable Court (to wit, prior to
Oct. 11. A D. 1901), one (or more) other highways exited between said two points, laid
out unde, former proceedings had in this
Court and used by the public for purposes of

Tlv»» the premises embracen within the limits
of g iid ewly laid out highway (as will appear
from the report of this Court.‘and the plan of
William N Dyer, Surveyor, accompanying
said rep >rt) differ in many respects from the
premise-embraced wit hi n the limits of said
other highway or high a ays between said two
point- ab ve retvUu either as actually travelled or as It pally laid out and existing immediately prior to said last regular «< ssion of
this Court, as will appear from the doings
and p/oce dings of this Court I efetefore had
and set f. ith iu its own p oper records thereof:
That the public convenience and travel do
not require or make desirab’e
any other
county highway between said iwo points than
said couuty road or highway laid out and reported, as above recited, by this Honorable
Court at its October 1901 regular session;
Wherefore, your petitioners pray that so
much and all of any county road or highway
< xisting upon October 11, A
D. 1904, between
said point on said Road at its junefon with
fhe Somesville Road, so called, and said point
on said Road
opposite the 8table of John P.
Hopkinson. and not in any part included
within the lin.its of said new" county road or
highway laid out aud reported, as above recited. at said October 1901 regular session of
this Court be discontinued.
Frederick I. Phillips,
and Thirteen Others.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ms:— Court of County Commissioners, April Term, A. D. 1905.
Upon the foregoing petition the Commissioners being sat shed that the petitioners
lire responsible, that an
inquiry into the
merits is expedient, and that the petitioners
ought to- be heard touching the matter set
forth in their petition; order that the County
Commissioners meet at the house of A. C.
Savage in Mount Desert on Wednesday, the
14th day of June A. D. 1905, at 10 o'clock A. M.,
and thence proceed to view the route mentioned in said petition, immediately after
which view, a hearing of the parties and witnesses will be had
at some convenient place
in the vicinity, and such other measures
tak* n in the premises as the Commissioners
shall judge proper. And it is further
Ordered—Thai notice of the time, place and
purpose of the Commissioners’ meeting aforesaid be given to all persons and corporations
interested by se-ving an attested copy of the
petition and this order thereon, upon the
Clerk of the Town of Mount Desert, a like
copy upon Frederick I. Phillips and by posting up attested copies as aforesaid in three
public places in said town thirty days at least
before the time appointed for said view, and
by puo!i8hiug the petition and order thereon,
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper published at Ellsworth, in the County of Haddock, the first
publication to be thirty days at least before
the time of said view, that all persons and
corporations interested may attend and be
heard if they think fit.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
A true copy of the petition and Oder thereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton. Clerk.

1

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss—At a probate court held at
Eden, in and for said county of Hancock,
on
the second day of May, in the year of
our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and
; five.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
the last will and testament of Brayton
M. Perkius, late of Trenton, in the county of
Mercer, and state of New Jersey, deceased,
and of the* probate thereof in said state of
New Jer-ey, duly exempt fied. having been
presented to the judge of probate for our said
county of Hancock for the purpose of being
i allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
I court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered: That notice thereof be given to
I
all persons in!trested therein, by publishing
a cony of thifc order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Elb worth, in said county of Hancock,
pri6r -/in ■>. the sixth day of June.
d.
thfit they
1905,
may
appear at.
[ a.
a probate court
Then to be held at Ellsworth,
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any thev have, against the same.
O. P CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
A true copy, attest:
T. F. Mahoney, Register.

A

|

HHHE subscriber hereby gives notice tnai
he has been duly appointed adminisX
trator of the estate of Melissa
L. Perkins,
late
of
in
the
of
Castine,
county
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law
directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement. and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
W. B. OlAMBMT.
May 2, 1905.
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Dizzy spells
Urinary ills set m
Cure the kidneys first:
come
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Most Times It is
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"llTHEKBAfl The Malvern Hotel and Laud
▼ ▼
Improvement Company, a corporation
duly organized and existing under the laws of
the State ot Maine, by its mortgage deed dated
the twenty-fifth day of January, A. D. 1887,
and recorded in the Registry of Deeds for
Hancock County, Maine, in Book 212, Page 245,
conveyed to the Metropolitan Trust Company
of the city of New York, as Trustee, for the

Certain real and personal property now
situated and being in the village of Bar Harbor, in the town of Bden, County of Hancock,
State of Maine, bounded aud described as
cause.
Sarah L. Maxcy, late of Castine. In said follows, to wit:
Two certain parcels of read estate.
county, deceased. A certain instrument purFirst: Beginning at au iron bolt on tbe
porting to be the last will and testament of
westerly side of Kebo Street aud runs north
ciaid dv ceased together with petition for pro
74 degrees 50 minutes West one hundred and
hate
thereof,
Lizzie
8.
presented
a
j
by
bocke,
thirty-one (i31) feet to land of Mrs. Rebecca B.
j beneficiaryW under said will.of
thence south 6 degrees 40 minut-s Went
Heury
Gray, late
Orlaml, in said .Scott;
twenty-three ami one half rods (23*9) to
I county, deceased A certain instrument pur
land
of
Mrs.
hristiue Iv. Grifttn; tbeBCj
porting to be the last will aud testament of:
said deceased, together with petition for pro- on the norih line of said last mentioned
bate thereof, presented by Mary E. Gray, the land .South 851* degrees Last nine (3) rods
and eighteen (ifc) links to an iron
bolt on
! executrix named therein.
John 8. Whitmore, late of Ellsworth, in said j the westerly side of Kebo Street; thence
North 3% degrees West fourteen (14) rods
deceased.
A
certain
county,
instrument purand ten and one third (!0Jy) links to an iron
porting t» be the last will and testament of 1
said deceased together with petition for pro | bolt; thence North 6% degrees East tive
bate thereof, presented by Delia F. Whitmore, (5) rods and eight (8) links to an iron oolt;
thence North 15% degrees East forty four (44)
the executrix named therein.
Harriet J. Gott, late of Ellsworth, in said ] feet to the first mentioned bound, containing
two (2) acres, more or less.
deceased.
A
certain
instrument
I
county,
purSecond: Begi n ning at a point on the eastporting to he the last will and testament of
said dt ceases, together with petition for pro- erly side of Kebo street at the Southwest
bate thereof, presented by Jamis L. Brown. corner of land of George Han1'-, and runs
Sou.h 4 degrees blast ten (10) rods to au iron
the executor named therein.
thence South 74 degrees West tec (10)
Emily F. Farnsworth, late of Southwest bolt;
rods and ten (10) links to an iron bolt; thence
;n
said
Harbor,
county, deceased. A certain
instrument purporting to be the last will and South 16% degrees West two (2) rods and nine
(9) links to laud of St. Sylvia’s Church;
testament oi said decease.' togei her with peon the
North line of said last men! tition for probate thereof, aud for the an- thence
tioned land
74 degrees East one hundred
pointment of an administrator with the will and twelve southfeet
to an iron bolt: thence
(112)
annexed, presented by Alton E. Farnsworth, j on
the
East
line
of land of said St. Sylvia’s
and
heir
husband
of said deceased.
Htt-riet Upton Butman, late of Ellsworth, Church South tr»% degrees West five (5)
rods and
twenty one and one-half (21%>)
in said county, deceased. A certain instrulinks to land of Morris K. Jessup; thence
ment purporting to be the last will and testaSouth 74 degrees Fast forty five (45) feet
mentof said deceased together with
petition | to an iron bolt; thence following the Eastfor probate thereof, presented by John A.
I
erly line of land of said Morris K. Jessup
! Peters, the executor named therein.
8 degrees East one hundred and sixtyJohn Hutchings, late of Orland, in said I South
seven (167) feet to an iron bolt; thence South
deceased.
Petition
that
M.
county,
Joseph
j
5 minute- West thirty-two (32) rods
degrees
Bray or some other suitable person be api pointed administrator of the estate of said and eighteen (18) links to au iron bolt; thence
North fc3 degrees 56 minutes West fourteen (14)
deceased,
M.
a
presented by Joseph
Bray,
I
rods and five (5) links to land of Mrs. Emily
creditor of said deceased,
Livingston; thence on the easterly line of land
Abram Mitchell, iate of Sorreuto, in said
of said Mrs. Emily Livingston South 6degiees
Petition
that
Edward
Fen
; county,deceased.
5 minutes West fifteen (15) rods and eighteen
I ton or some other suitable person be aplinks to an ir n bolt; thence North 84 depointed administrator of the e«tate of said (18) West on the South
line of said land of
| deceased, presented by Helena F. Mitchell, grees
said Mrs. Emily Livingston eight (8) rods and
! daughter and heir of said deceased.
eleven and one-half (I4y) links to an iron
Edna Carr Hariiman, minor, of Eden, in
bolt on the easterly side of said Kebo Street;
said county,
Peti'ion filed by Blanche L.
thence following the easterly line of said
Harrimau, guardian, for license to sell certain Kebo Street
South 11 degrees West twenty-five
real estate of said minor as described in said
(25) rods and twelve (12) links to au iron bolt;
: petition.
thence South ?l4 degrees West six (6) rods and
William W. Hodgdon, late of Tremont. in
said county, deceased. Petition filed by Isa- twenty-four (24) links to au iron bolt; thence
South 35%> degrees East twelve (12) rods and
belle B. Hodgdon. administrator, for license
links to an iron bolt; thence
1 to sell certain
real estate of said deceased, j twenty-one (21)
South 4 degrees East ten (10) rods and sixteen
described in said petition,
links to an iron bo11; thence South 72%
(16)
B.
Howard
Rich, late of Bucksport, in said
degrees East thirty (30) rods and four aud onecounty, deceased. First account of Albert W. half
(4*y) links to an iron boltatthe southwest
I Rich, administrator, tiled for settlement.
corner of land of Amory; thence in a general
Willis C. Crabtree, late of Hancock, in sa>d
direction twenty-two (22) rods and
county, deceised. Final account of Alfred B. Northerly
muks 10 au
iruu duii
meuuc rwuui
administratorde bonis non with will 83
| Crabtree, filed
65 minutes East one (1) rod and
degrees
for settlement
annexed,
seventeen (17) links to land of said Amory;
Mary E. Crabtree, late of Hancock, in said i thence on the
West line of laud of said Amory
| county, deceased. First and final account of North 6 degrees 5 minutes Hast Seventy-nine
I Alfred B. Crabtree, administrator, filed for
(79) rods and one (1) link to an iron bolt;
settlement.
thence South 85bj degrees East sixty-six
Parker H. Hooper, late of Brooksvilie, in
two thirds (8683)
feet to
laud of Amory;
i said county, deceased First account of Frank
thence
land
of
on
the
West line of
L. Hooper, administrator, filed for settlement;
said Amory north 6% degrees East thirty
I also administrators
account
private
against three (33) rods and thirteen (13) links to the
said estate filed for allowance,
Southeast corner of land'of E. C. Parker;
j Mary T. Pond, late of Bucksport. in said thence North 85'-j degrees West sixty-six and
county, deceased. Petition filed by Benjamin two-thirds
(«6-->j) feet on the southerly line of
! P. Blodget, executor of the will of said deof said E. C. Parker to land of J. C. ManI ceased, that the amount of collateral inherit-' Hand
chester; thence on the Southerly line of land
tax
ance
said
estate
be
determined by of said J. C. Manchester North 84
upon
j
degree s West
the judge of probate.
Noah Brooks, late of Castine, in said coun- eight 8) rods and eleven and one-hall (ll1^)
links to an iron bolt; thence North tt degrees
deceased.
Petition
tiled
William
H.
ty,
by
5 minutes East five
rods and twelve and
Hooper, executor of the will of said deceased, one-half 112m links(5ito land of Cunningham;
that the amount of collateral inheritance tax
thence on the southerly liue of laud of said
! upon said estate be determined by the judge
Cunningham North 77-H degrees West five (5)
of probate.
rods and fifteen (15) links to an iron bolt;
Charles B. Coggins, late of Surry, in said thence
i
North 6 degrees 5 minutes East four
county, deceased. Petition filed by Abby H. (4) rods and sixteen
(16) links to the SouthCoggins, widow, for an allowance out of the east corner of land of
George Hardy; thence
personal estate of said deceased.
on the South line of land of said Gtorge
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
North 89'i degrees West ten (10) rods
Hardy
A true copy of the original.
two (2) links to the first mentioned bound,
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
containing twentv-one (21) acres, more or less.
ALiU the hotel anti all other buildings,
STATE OF MAINE.
creciions and improvements located upon the
Treasurer's Office.
I
two parcels of land abov
described and all
AUGUSTA. April 12. 1905
the furniture, improvements and fixtures of
PON the f llowing townships or tracts of every name and description in and about the
land not liable to be taxed iu any town, same, meaning all the persoual property upon
the following assessment* tor the State tax
t
or connected with the above described real
I 19t>5 were made by the Legislature on the 21th estate and being the same real estate and persoual property purchased by said Corporation
day ol March, 1905.
of De Grasse Fox.
HANCOCK COUNTY WILD LANDS.
AND ALSO all the Real Emate and perNo. 3, North Division.
$165.30
sonal
of the said Malvern Hotel and
No 1 North Division.
165 .10 Land property
Improvement Company whether real,
; Strip North of No. 3, North Division,
5883
personal or mixed, wherever the same may he
1
North
No.
of
North
4,
58
81
Strip
Division,
situated other th«n above or however the
No. 7, South Div., North part.
65 40
same may be described, including ail propNo. 7. South Div.. South part,
85 71
erty of every nature and description whatsoNo. 8, South Division,
48
ever as the party of the first part shall or may
No. 9. South Division,
21
at any time hereafter acquire as fully and
i No. 10.
1H
complete!v in all respects as though each and
No. 16, Middle Division,
68
every portion of such after-acquired pioperty
No. 21. Middle Division Moose Hill,
68
was uow owned by the
party of the first party
No. 22, Middle Division,
82
and specifically described in this indenture,
No. 28, Middle Division,
165
it being the full Intent and meaning of the
No. 82. Middle Division,
110
parties hereto to constitute this conveyance,a
No. 33. Middle.Division Great Fond,
110
lieu upon all the property of the party of
No. 31, Middle Division,
192
first part of every kind and nature whether
No. 35. Middle Division,
82
uow owned, or at any time, or in any method
No..39. Middle Division part of.
82
hereafter acquired.
No. 39, Middle Division “Black Tract,
And whereas the condition of said mortTannery Lot,”
25
gage has been and is now broken. Now ThereNo. 4u. Middle Division,
151
fore, by reason of the breach of the condition
No. 41. Middle Division,
206
thereof, said Metropolitan Trust Company
! Butter Island,
7
claims .1 foreclosure of said mortgage, and
12
| Eagle Island,
this notice for that purpose.
gives
Head
&
Bear
2
! Spruce
Island,
In Witness Whereof, the said Metropolitan
Beacb Island
1
Trust Company has caused its corporate seal
1
stand,
4
Hog
|
to be hereto affixed, and these presents to be
3
; Bradbury’s Island,
signed in its name and behalf by Beverly
; Fond, near Little Deer Isle,
Chew its 2d Vice President, Bertram Cruger
; Wes'.ei n Island.
ilH Treasurer, and Charles Baker, Jr. its Sec; Little Spruce Island,
retary, tais 12th day of May, in the year of
Marshall’s Island,
12
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and five.
8
Island,
Pickering's
|
Mbtropolitan Trust Company.
TIMBER AND GRASS ON RESERVED LANDS.
of th-- City of New York.
By Bbvkkly Chew its 2d Vice President.
No. 3, North Division,
$6
And by Bertram Cruger its Treasurer.
No 4. North Division,
6
Attest:—C’HASr Baker, Jr., Secretary.
No. 7, South Division.
No. 10,
3
[L. S. of said
No. 16. Middle Division,
1
MetroNo. 22, Middle Division,
2
pomau
No. 28, Middle Division,
«
Trust Co. |
No. 82, Middle Division,
3
Extract from the Minutes of a regular meetNo. 4. Middle Division,
7
ing of the Executive Committee of the Hoard
2 40
of Directors of the Metropolitan Trust Comj No. 35. Middle Division,
2 40
| No 39. Middle Division.
pany of the City of New York held at the
5 40
office of the Company. No. 19 Wall .Street in
! No. 40, Middle Division,
No. 41, Middle Division,
7 80
the Borough of Manhattan in the City of New
Oramandal Smith,
York, on Friday, May 12. 1905:
State Treasurer.
H’herent the Malvern Hotel & Land Improvement Company, a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State
STATE OF MAINE.
of Maine, by its mortgage deed dated the 25th
TREAsi RtR's Office. >
day of Jauuary, 18*7, conveyed to this ComAugusta, May 3, 1905:
s
pany as trustee, for the uses and purposes set
the foregoing townships or tracts forth
in
mortgage, certain premises sitI of laud not liable to be taxed in any uated in said
the County of Hancock, in the State
town, the following assessments for county of Maine, more
particularly described in said
tax of 1905 were made by the County Commisdeed ; and
sioners of Hancock county on the 29th day of mortgage
**Whereas the condition of said mortgage
March. 1905:
has been and is now broken;
No. 3, North Division,
f6B 12
“Resolved: That this Company claims a foreNo. 4, North Division,
66 12
closure of the said mortgage, and that the
28 53 Second Vice-President ana Treasurer be, and
Strip N. of No. 8, North Division,
23 53
Strip N. of No. 4. North Divisiou,
they hereby are, authorized and directed to
No. 7, South Division, North part,
26 16
execute, under the seal of the Company, atNo. 7, South Division, South part,
19 29
tested by the Secretary, a notice claiming
No. 8. South Division,
19 20
such foreclosure, and to do and perform, fully
No. 9, South Division.
8 64
and without
any further authorization or diNo. 10.
45 87
rection, any and all acts and to take any and
No. 16, Middle Division,
27 55
all other and further steps that mav be necesNo. 21, Middle Division.
27 55
or desirable to enforce '.be lien of Baid
No. 22. Middle Division,
3806 sary
mortgage against the real and personal propNo. 28, Middle Division,
66 12
erty covered thereby, and to assert and preNo. 32. Middle Division.
44 08
serve the rights therein of this Company, as
No 33, Middle Diyision,
44 08
Trustee, and of the holders of bonds issued
No. 34, Middle Division,
77 14
thereunder.”
No. 35, Middle Division,
33 06
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing
No. 39, Middle Division.
32 91
is a true and correct extract from the minutes
No. 39, Middle Division, Tannery Lot,
10 00
of the above meeting of the Executive ComNo. 40. Middle Division,
60 61
mittee of the Board of Directors of the MetNo. 41, Middle Division,
82 65
ropolitan Trust Company of the City of New
Butter Island,
2 80
York and that a quorum was present.
5 00
Eagle Island,
Dated New York, May 12, 1905.
1 00
Spruce Head and Bear Island,
Chah. Bakur, Jb. Secretary.
Beach Island,
60
[L. S. of said
160
Hog Inland,
Island.
1
20
Bradbury’s
Pond near Little Deer Isle,
politan
20
Trust Co.j
Western Island,
20
Little Sp uce Island,
<35 SECTION 6 OF ARTICLE 2 of the By-Laws
Marshall's Island,
5 00
of the Metropolitan Trust Company of
3 80
the City of New York.
Pickering’s Island,
The Board of Directors shall appoint an
TIMBER AND GRASS ON RESERVED LANDS.
Executive Committee, to cousist of the PresiNo. 8, North. Division,
2 40
dent and Vice President, and seven other
No. 4, North Division,
2 40
members, and three members, including the
No. 7, South Division,
22
President or a Vice-President, or* four memNo. 10.
I 44
bers not including the President or ViceNo. 16, Middle Division,
72 President, shall constitute a
quorum. Such
No 22, Middle Division,
96
Committee shall have all the powers of the
No. 28, Middle Division,
2 40
Board of Directors, when said Board is not in
No. 82, Middle Division,
44
session. The Secretary shall keep a record of
No. 34, Middle Division,
2 88
thd Committee's proceedings, which shall be
No. 35, Middle Division,
9u
presented at the meetings of the Board. Such
No. 39, Middle Division,
96
Committee may tix the time of its regular
No. 40, Middle Division,
16
2
meetings and determine how special meetings
No. 41, Middle Division,
8 12
may be called, and prescribe what notice of
Obamandal Smith,
its meeting shall be given.
State Treasurer.
1 hereby certify that the foregoing is a true

Mrs. (Fellows of ;the
Maine, on June 2, will entertain the graduating class at a inusicale.
This will include membcrfTof the graduating class of the*law^school^and *of “all
the departments at Oron'oT"'Th isrmuBicale
is to take the place of the annual”"“senior [
|
t

N»riCIC

JL sented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that no
tice thereof be given to all persons interested
by causing a copy of this order to be pub
lished three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published ai
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the sixth day of
June, a. d. 1905. at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and he heard thereon if they see

lighted.
Patents have recently been granted to
Maine inventors as follows: William F.
Growell, Augusta, floor oiler; Edgar Perry,

ILtflal Notices.

To

muster.

Sprees.

Ill the Sailors home in Brooklyn the
u ivy hoys deposit for safe keeping in
t!*<» c »urso <>f a year many thousands
of dollars. Some time ago one of them
after being paid off at the end of his
enli latent ha 1 $700. which he deposit
i!i tl»e superintendent of the home
ed
—ail l»ut $5o, with which he iuteuderl
to have a good time.
Along toward
midnight lie returned in a hilarious
condition and asked for $50 more.
The superintendent handed him two
one dollar hills, and the sailor wont
off apparently satisfied. The following
morning ho dropped in and requested
the superintendent to give him the balance of his money, as he was going
home. The superintendent offered him

Miss Laura Tracy has returned from
Ellsworth. She has not fully recovered
from the efforts of the measles.

Htgal ITotittt.

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.

Lewiston

fTIHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
JL he has been duly appointed administraof the estate of William H. Freeman, jr.,
late of Ml. Desert, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
William H. Freeman.
May 2, 1905.
tor

subscriber
rpHE
he has been
JL

I
|

gives notice that
duly appointed executor

hereby

the last will and testament of Edward
Swasey. late of Bucksport, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired
to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to mak< payment immediately.
John N. Swazky.
May 2, 1905.

of

"■’HE subscriber
she has been
A

hereby gives nonce that
duly appointed adminisde
tratrix
bonis
non
of
the
estate
of David
B.
BrooksTap ley, late of
in
the county of
ville,
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment* im
HatT(K S. Tapley.
mediately.
May 2, 1905.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
npHE
X she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Luther C. Hastings, late
of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock, deceased. and given bonds as the law directs.
AM persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imHattie L. Hastings.
mediately.
April 4, 1905.
^PHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisJL
trator of the estate of Atwater Higgins, late
of
the
Eden, in
of
county
Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
ihe same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imEdward B. Higgins.
mediately.
May 2, 1905.
^
subscriber
rjIHE
X she has been

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminbonis
non
istratrix
de
of
the
estate of
Robert Tapley, late of Brooks*
in
the county of Hancock, deville,
ceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imHattie 8. Tapley.
mediately.
May 2, 1906.
rriHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
X
of the last will and testament of Joseph H.
Johnson, late of Bluehill, in the county
of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law directs.
All persons having demands
the estate of said deceased are deagainst
sired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make
Alonzo J. Long.
payment immediately.
May 2. 1905.

.AbbfrtisrmmtB.

‘fiiJtctuemiu.

Slaves to Spring Catarrh Restored to Health by Pe-ru-na.
SPRING THE TIHE TO CURE CATARRH.

Rx

Pc-ru-na Invigorates Mind and Body.

Every Spring.

Takes Pc-ru-na

Hon. Win. G. Hunter, Ex-member North Carolina
Legislature, writes from the Census Office building,
Washington, I). C., as follows:
“The greatest family medicine ever discovered, in
tny opinion, which comes from experience as well
as observation, is Peruna.
“The most common affliction to humankind is a
bad cold. Peruna drives it out of doors, wards off
catarrh, invigorates and gives fresh strength U>
mind and bodv. 1 give Peruna my unqualitied endorsement.”—\Vm. G. Hunter,

/

Miss Tilly Marx, 421 14th St., Milwaukee, WUn
I am pleaded to endorse Peruna, as I found ft
cold
very efficient in ridding my system of a severe
and catarrhal trouble, after I had tried many other
remedies without getting relief.
441 took Peruna for two weeks, when I was much
better, and in two weeks more I was entirely rid of
the cold and catarrh. I shall take it every spring as
atonic, a* 1 found that it made nte much twitter in
every way.”—Tilly Marx.

Mr. James A. Moody, Ex-pre*ldent Hoard of
Education, Mineral Co., W. Va., writes from.in
Massachusetts avenue, N. E., Washington, ic

Lydia Herziger, Grand Recorder of AmeriDaughter* of Independence, writes from
Neenah, \Vis., as follows:
Miss

can

My family have used Peruna for sacral
years past with excellent results and I take
pleasure In testifying to Its superiority as a
l remedy tor catarrh.
"

W«.G

I
I

and

procures regular sleep.
versal, and has arisen, not as the result
of the teachings of the medical frater- Do Sot
Delay.
nity, but has been learned in the bitter
Get a bottle df Peruna when the first
•chool of experience.
languid feelings make themselves ap-

Depression

of the

parent

nervous

the approach of spring is
of blood impurities.

a

system at

fertile

source

in the

spring.

the directions

to

on

tinue this treatment

Take it

according!

the bottle.

through

Con-

the first

months of

spring.
This course of treatment is no experigeneral lassitude,dull, heavy
sensations, continual tired feelings, with ment; it is as positive in its results as
Irregular appetite, and sometimes loss any fact of science can be.
of sleep.
A Spring Tonic.
That Tired Feeling.
Almost everybody needs a tonic in the
That tired feeling, which is the nat- spring. Something to brace the nerves,
ural result of the depressing effect of invigorate the brain, and cleanse the
Warm weather immediately after the blood. That Peruna will do this is beInvigorating cold of winter, quickly yond all question. Everyone who has
tried it has had the same experience as
<Lw&ppears v, ben Peruna is taken.
There

are

TWENT'\ -FIFTI! ANNI Y KRS A K V.

shootim;

Efv. Thomas F. Hutler, of Lewiston,

formerly

Bar Harbor flit* Scene— Former

Ella-

Long

deco-

streamers of

green and white were entwined about the
pillars and extended from the altar to the

:

choir loft in the rear. Palms and ferns
were used in abundance around the chancel and flowers on the altar. Over the
sanctuary lamp the words in Latin: “Caeerdos
in Aetemum."
which
means.
“Priest Forever.” Above this worked in
green leaves the word “Twenty-five”.
On

Monday

a

dinner

was

served at

the

1

hall.

AMERICAN TRAMP.
A production above the ordinary is “A
American
Jolly
Tramp” which comes to
Hancock hall next Friday evening. The
principal character, ‘'Happy Jack,” is not
the bloated impossible
“hobo", but an eccentric and unfortunate victim of circumstances. E. H. Kidder, author of “A Poor
Belatson” and “Peaceful Valley”, has. in
“A Jolly American Tramp”, written a
story
that appeals to all classes. The
company
has been carefully selected and the
production is well staged. The advance sale
of reserved seats begins to-day at E. G.

Moore’s drug

The

plays

June 14 will bring Fred
Raymond's
great comedy, “The Missouri Girt” with
practically the same cast and all of the
scenic and mechanical effects as given last
year.

special

town

a.

m.

at 11.45.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.

meeting

at

catch is

May 28 —Morning service at
Address by E. W. Lord, assistant

10.30.
commissioner of

education at Porto Rico.

Trenton—Preaching Sunday at 2.30 p.
Simonton.
,i
yr,,
baptist. / it *"i i!

m.

Mr.

Rev.

P. A. A. Kill am, pastor.

Sunday, May 28—Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30
Friday evening.

improving.

Mrs. J. B.

induce* to try

a

bottle of

health.
We can give

immediate improvement gave me
relief. 1 kept up taking Peruns and it has so strengthened and re*
lieved me that I am now confident of a
cure. 1 heartily endorse Peruna for catarrhal affections and as a tonic for their
weakening effects/’—Geo. M. Fillmore.
“An

hope,

if not

Patterson and

maid

glimpse

arrived

County .%>«•*,

f**othrr

ments made on her
pected this week.

Harry Conary

j-agrt

seriously

member

a

is

ex-

from

n

{•!*$-

a

mbs.

FRANKLIN.

carF. P. Kinsman, who is workim.
pentering in Bar Harbor, spent Sunday *t

ill with
of the

■

home.

< lass at the Bluehill
academy.
r Lih
Mrs. T. E. Hooper and daut:
Two baseball games were played here
Klls*
last Saturday. In the forenoon the game I and Miss Caaaie ilooper were
between the Bluehill academy sophomores worth Tuesday.
to
and the East Bluehill team wan won by i
nfined
G. H. Rutter, who has l»een cEast Bluehill, score, 6 to 3. 1 r« the after- the house four or five weeks w
rheo*
He
noon the game was
between the East I mat ism and grip, is gaining a I it ? 1*
Bluehill and Bluehill grammar school i hopes to be able to move to his h“ine this
teams. Score, seventeen to six in favor
*
Rof East Bluehill.
May 23.
Miss Jennie May Curtis, daughter of
Dawes Curtis, of East Bluehill, and Irvin
SOUTH HANCOCK
N. Bowden, son of Nathaniel Bowden, of
William Bishop is employed a Mount
North Bluehill, were married last VVedWaldo.
nesday, Rev. E. Bean officiating. It was
Freeman White is employ ! on tb*
Miss Curtis’ nineteenth
Their

senior

:

She

hit way h->
Ck

KA8T

Rock port.

is

grounds

on

May 22.

Annie, C. A. Uanwith wood for

dage master, sailed to-day
Sylvia M. Chapman
Sne is
meningitis.

ia

California by boat. All wish him
ant trip and* a safe arrival.

EAST BLUEHILL.
Schooner Lizzie and

our

of the vast

|

|

meeting Wednesday

Stephen

DEATH OF CAPT.

paralysis.

Goodwin

is

having

a

stable

The dog constable is on the warpath,
and woe to the dog w hich is found not licensed.

sermon at the Congregational
On Memorial Day, the
usual services will be held by James M.
Parker post at the soldiers’ monument.
The Memorial Day address at the Casino
will also be by Rev. Mr. McDonald.

LAKEWOOD.

next
McGraw will

Sunday

evening.

Lake

hatchery,

here ovpr Sunday.
Miss Eleanor Rich and Fred W. Rollins,
of Bangor, visited Mr. Rollins’ parents
here Sunday.

Isaac Kramer, who has been in business
here for several years, has moved to Galais,
where he will establish a men’s furnishing 8 tore.

May

|

were

22.

R.
_

SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
The Lizzie J. Clark is loading gravel in

the

*l/4Groveville, Me.. March
Dear Friends:—
Two years ago I was v
Z
the members of Arbutus grunge went to
xpmiv
East Bluehill by invitation of East Bluebrother. Mr. Wm. D. Soule.
hill grange.
They report an excellent Maine. While there 1 had a
5l.
vere attack of indigestion, ccaU*'
May
cat even a piece of bread with
mg a great deal of distress. M> brothBLUEHILL FALLS.
d tne
er was taking "L. F.” BitterMrs. Stillman Candage is still very ill.
time and wished me to trv t mhal:
Wilbur Friend is finishing Fred Col- j did so, and before 1 had take1'
omy’s house.
| bottle I got relief, could eat
All were sorry to hear of the illness of i and began to gain in flesh
Melinda Allen.
Very truly yours,
Mandv Friend is out again after being
MRS. LENA C. HILL.
confined to the house two weeks.
A normal, healthy digestion
Some of the cottages are open at Parker
lirlt£
’(I
less. But the True “L. F.” At"
Point. Servants have come to make ready
for the families.
Bitters has cured hundreds ami L'os
Mrs. Kevin w'iil have some
only J5 cents a bottle at all good store.'.
I

23._8.

improve-

James S. Garland and wife visited relatives in Mariaville Sunday.
B. J. Franklin and wife, of the Green

Dr. George A. Phillip* will be one of the
speakers at the annual meeting of the
Maine medical society to be held at Portland June 7, 8 and 9.

Couldn’t Eat—
Even Bread Distressed

Memorial services will be held in the

Baptist church

preach.
Shapleigh, nearly eighty-one years ago Rev. J. D.
His parents died when he was very
Rev. J. P. Simonton preached in the
youn
and he was brought up by a family ig Methodist church here last Sunday in exProspect. When but fourteen years* ola change with Rev. J. I). McGraw.
he commenced going to sea. When nineLast Saturday night quite a number of
teen he was master of a coaster which he
owned in full when he was twenty-one.
He went to California in ’49, returning in
’51 with a good stake. He went into business for a time, but soon went back to the
sea and commanded a
number of fine
deep-water craft in the foreign trade until
he retired in ’61. Up to the time of his
death he carried on a large farm. He was
a great lover of stock, and raised some
very fine horses. He was remarkably
active for one of his
years up to his last
illness.
Of his six children, three are
now* living; one son-Rufus I)., of Gloucester, and two daughters —Mrs. Nettie
Collins, of Brighton, Mass., and Mrs.
Sarah Pascal of Reexport. The funeral
was held on Tuesday.

3*rfcert!ttnuBt*.

Jesse Couary is doing the work.

built.

IVORY QftAJfT.

The death of Capt. Ivory Grant, one of
the oldest and
best-known Bucksporl
residents, occurred Saturday at his home
on upper Main street, after a brief illness
of
Capt. Grant waa born in

M. McDonald will deliver the

The high school ball team easily defrom the University of
Saturday by the score of

was

Saturday to open the ne* Patterson cot- j
I
birthday.
tage at Alamoosook.
Frank Jones.
The E. M. C. 8. baseball team went to residence will be at Brockton, Mass.
friends
Their
wish
them a long life
John Mare has employment on Sopert
Belfast on Saturday and defeated Belfast
many
of prosperity and happiness.
| farm at Salisbury Cove.
high, 4 to 2, in a five-inning game.
O.
Mrs. I). W. Kellev has moved into her
May 22.
Robert R. Curtis has purchased the
cottage opposite 8. E. Gould’s.
stock and fixtures of'the estate of the late
SURRY.
Charles
in
what
is
known
T.
W. Baldwin and family arrived »t
Cushing
Capt.
Mr. Curtis,
as the Thomas Buldoc store.
Mrs. A. L. Treworgy has had some new their cottage for the summer on f- urdij*
"
after some repairs, will
continue the
May 22.
steps built at the store and poatoffice.
business.

A plan is under way to establish here a
permanent summer orchestra of twenty
pieces from the Boston symphony orches-

defeated the nine
Maine law school
18 to 4.

Ivory (irunt, Wrll

Watson J. Abbott has gone to Bar Harbor to take his old berth as engineer on
the steamer Mascot.

_

Sunday,

(apt.

The Misses Maud, Lizzie and Etta Newcombe have returned after a winter in
West Upton, Mass.
The local fishermen have caught several
cod in their weirs recently. The salmon

church Sunday.

UNITARIAN.

until I
Peruna.

COUNTY NEWS.

Emery hall Wednesday night.
H. Lee Bwazey and a party from Boston
arrived Saturday for a few days’ fishing at
Branch pond.

tra. It is proposed to give daily concerts for
season of ten weeks, at either the swimming club or Kebo Valley club, and Sunconcerts in the Casino, w hich
* day evening
will be open to the public at a modest admission fee. The proceeds will go towards the Bar Harbor band.

Rev.

Thousands of Testimonials.
Thousands of coses might lx* quoted
in which Perunn has rescued ]m ople
from the rav ages of spring catarrh, and
put them on a good, solid foundation of

**I brought forward from winter into
spring a sickening ease of catarrh which
was making existence miserable for me,

9 or Additional

concert in

in the proposition to annul the
contract made by the board of health
w’ith Frank Spratt for the disposal of the
town garbage. Tbi9 contract is made for
a period of five years, the price for the
first year being 13,500, with flOO additional each succeeding year.
The proposition was killed.
The meeting voted
£1,500 to build a sewer on Mountain

|

of

OKSPORT.

James H. Jones has bought a lot at
Toddy Pond, and will build a cottage.
Leslie C. Homer has purchased the Bassett house, so-called, on Center street.
The Bucksport band is to give a benetit

est was

Rev. A.
memorial

of

Geo. M. Fillmore, late 1st Lieut. 8rd
U. S. Artillery, write* from 909 h St., N.
W., Washington, D. C., as follows:

Known Horseman—Other Item*.

afternoon gave opportunity for a “talkfest” such as Bar Harbor always tan
joys.
Bion E. Whitney was moderator and W.
H. Sherman clerk. There were five articles in the warrant. The principal inter-

Sunday, May 28— Morning service at
Sunday school at 11.45.
Prayer and conference meeting on Priday evening at 7.30.

7.30.

I>cafh

F. C. Lynam.

10.30.

Friday, May 26—Prayer

PAULINE HAMMOND.
The annual engagement of this clever
actress begins June 8 and continues for
the rest of the week, with a matinee on
and specialties will
Saturday. The
be new to Ellsworth.

Town

It was voted to try to induce the North
Atlantic squadron to visit Bar Harbor
this summer, and the following were
appointed a committee to take steps ih the
matter: B. C. Reynolds, W. H. Sherman,

CONGREGATIONAL.
Rev. J. M. Adam*, pastor.

store.

IU

George

CHURCH NOTES.

Sunday school

II VKIIOK.

mittee.

JOLLY

S. W. Sutton, pastor.
Sunday, May 28—Service at 10.30

BAR

park

of

rial

ca-

question.

teeth, and lodged in the muscles at the
tack of the neck. The wound is serious,
but unless blood-poisoning results, the
doctors say Davis will live.
W'eaver was arraigned in the Bar Harbor
municipal court Monday. He pleaded not
guilty, and was placed under fw.OOO bonds
to await the result of Davis’ injuries. Bail
was furnished by the prisoner’s brother,
Alexander Weaver, of Ellsworth, Henry
Lawford and Thomas landers, of liar

AMI SKMKM NOTES.

treat

sidered and the most important was the
matter of holding the horse show during
the summer.
All present thought the show should be
held, and the means of continuing the
association was the only
Last
fall Gen. Morrell, of Philadelphia, owner
of Robin Hood park, where the show has
been held In the past, offered to sell the
to the association for fl7,000, which
is considered a very generous offer, ai it is
generally held to be worth much more
than that sum.
The matter was discussed at some length
and a committee was appointed to consider ways and means of raising the money
and to report at a meeting of the board to
be held in about two weeks.
J. E. Bunker, jr.,
P. Dorr and Dr.
G. A. Phillips were appointed on the com-

evening. Weaver found Davis at a dance
in Music hall, and invited him outside.
The invitation was
accepted^ and in the
fight which followed Weaver, it is claimed,
drew a revolver and fired. The bullet entered Davis' mouth, knocked out a few

Beminary in Paris-Rev. Fr.
The programme for commencement week
Bangor, Fr. O'Dowd, of the at Bowdoin
college is announced as folSacred Heart church, Portland, and Fr.
Louis Walsh, of Salem, Mass.
June 18— Baccalaureate sermon, 4 p. m.,
Monday afternoon Fr. Butler held an
President Hyde.
informal reception at the rectory, followed i by
June 19 Annual
8
by a reception in the parochial school hall in Memorial hall. prize speaking, p. m.,
for the children of the parish.
At the
June 20—Class Day exercises, 10 a. m., 3
latter a short
programme was carried out, and 8 p. m.
the singing of the “Magnificat”
being a
June 21—Commencement exercises of
feature.
the medical school, 9.30 a.
Memorial
Monday evening a jubilee and parish hall. Annual meeting of m.,
the Phi Beta
reunion took place in City hall.
A con- Kappa
11 a. m., Alumni room.
society,
cert and drill were given by the school Huobard ball.
President’s reception, 8 to
children. The speech of the evening was 11
p. m., Hubbard hall. Fraternity reby Hon. D. J. McGillicuddy.
unions in the evening.
The jubilee was arranged entirely withJune 22— Annual meeting of the alumni
out the knowledge or consent of Fr. Butassociation, 9 a. m. The commencement
ler, who is of a quiet and retiring nature exercises of the college. 10.30 a. m. Comand has always avoided publicity.
mencement dinner, 12.30 p. m. in Memo-

to

Nature renews herself every
sprier. The system is rejuvenated by
tarrh.

Meeting— Plans for a
Orchestra.
A meeting of the board of trade at Grand
hall
Saturday
Army
evening was well attended, and several matters of importance
were discussed.
The first question con-

A dozen j
rectory in honor of Fr. Butler.
Harbor.
or more clergy were
present, including
three classmates of Fr. Butler at the St.
Bowdoiu College Commencement.

Bulpice
Walsh,

a month I was well and did not
need to take any more medicine.
“I shall recommend it to every one in
need of a tonic, and know that 1 have
only to take a few doses of Peruna when
I take a cold and I will soon lx* over it.**
—Winn if red Power,

over

Nature's Assistance.
Spring is the best time

A great many rears of extensive 'rial*
this remedy in this class of derange*
raenta have demonstrated that there
are no failures.

A Typical Case.

readers only a slight
array of unsolu-iied
endorsements Dr. Hartman is constantly receiving. No other physician
in the world has received such a voiuras
come discouraged.
of enthusiastic letters of thanks.
Now Is Your Opportunity.
If you do not derive prompt and -atit*
A short course of Peruna now will factory results from the use of Peruna,
This failure was during the winter
months. But now Is your opportunity. be just in time. During the month of write at once to Dr. Hartman, gi\ r a
Nature comes to your assistance at this April you will find the strategic time to full statement of your case and he will
rkS yourself of chronic catarrh, one of be
season.
pleased to give you his valuabl id
Just help her a little and she will the most persistent, stubborn diseases vice gratis.
In the whole list of human ailments.
Address Dr. Hartman, Preside t of
bring you out of the quagmire in which
After you have tried it you will say The Hartman Sanitarium, Colutn us,
yon have been floundering no long. Give
Nature a little assistance lest her strug- Peruna is positively the best spring Ohio. All correspondence held strict)}
confidential.
medicine you have ever used.
gles be in vain.

Summer

■

war

recent

Special

worth Man One of Principals.
Ellsworth, Honored.
Lewiston last Sunday Rev. Thomas F.
C. A. Weaver, formerly of Ellsworth,
Butler, formerly pastor of St. Joseph's and Martin I>avis were the principals in
Catholic church, Ellsworth, celebrated the a tight at Bar Harbor Saturday night,
twenty-fifth anniversary of his ordination which ended in Davis going to the hospias a priest.
Fr. Butler was ordained at tal with a serious bullet wound and in
the seminary of St. Sulpice, Paris, May 22, Weaver’s arrest.
The trouble, it is said, grew out of
1880. The jubilee celebration included
jealousy on the part of Weaver because of
special services at which several out-of- alleged attentions paid by Davis to
The quarrel has been
town clergy were present. Sunday morn- Weaver’s wife.
brewing for some time. Both Weaver
lag solemn high mass was celebrated. and
Davis are blacksmiths, the latter
Special music was rendered by an aug- having formerly been in Weaver’s emmented choir. In the evening vespers pi"'
The quarrel came to a head Saturday
were sung.

church

Winnifred Power, an artist, who, spring weather. This renders mediletter from 246 7th JSt., Port- cines more effective.
A short course of Peruna, assisted by
land, Ore., says:
**l am pleased to speak a good word the balmy air of spring, will cure old,
for Peruna, as / found ft an excellent stubborn cases of catarrh that have retonic and spring medicine and very ef- sisted treatment for years.
fective in ridding the system of cold
A Word of Advice.
and catarrh.
“About two years ago ray ay stem was
To those who have been afllicted with
all run down in the spring and 1 thought chronic catarrh we wish to say that the
I would try and see if Peruna would l>e spring season affords you a splendid opof any assistance in bringing hack ray portunity to get rid of your disease.
health and strength.
It may be you have been afflicted for
“I found that it was splendid and all several years; you may have tried dif-l
the medicine that I needed. If* + little ferent remedies. Perhaps you have bea

FROM

of

interior of the
rated for the occasion.

"ft has never yet tailed, and I never Inse an
of recommending It to my friends.
James A. Moody.

| opportunity

Mr*.

in

affray.

In

The

t

!

Peruna meets every indication and
Almost every one has come
that spring is a season that bring* de- proves itself to be perfectly adapted to
on
all
their varied peculiarities. Peruna
rangements of tne body dependent
blood impurities.
invigorates the system, rejuvenates the
This belief is an old one, is nearly uni- feelings, restores the normal appetite

Nervous Depression.

^ MIS 5
TILLY

^5.

HON.

believe

to

"Every spring that dreaded disease will show
up In my family and we always turn Instinctive•
[ ly to Peruna to ward It oft.
\

The Proper Remedy.

Spring Catarrh,

follows:

as

have used Peruna now for four years, each
Spring and Fall, and it keeps me perfectly well
and strong.
"I am able to continue working and do not
have to take a three months' rest, as I used to
This Is a great comfort to me,
do every year.
as I was not able to afford such a long rest.
“I find that it is a great preventative forcolds
and coughs and soon rids the system of all disI can honease and Is an admirable medicine.
estly endorse It.' '—Lydia Herziger.
“/

A Trial

Subscription to Your Home
Daily Paper, $1.00 for First 3 Months

News will be sent to any new subscriber for ,i!'
Cut out this advertisement, fill in the uait
of the subscriber who desires the paper and mail to us at ouee.
The Bangor

Daily

next three months for $1.00.

bay.

T. T. Harvey has been on a business trip
to Portland.
{, Mrs. -V. 8. Haskell has sold her sloop
A report of the Weaver-Davis Bhooting J Edith to C^pt. Arey, of Camden.
scrape last Saturday night may be found
is building a
fifteen| W. & .Cousins
in another column.
foot dory for the Ashing business.
The yacht Elfin has a new suit of sails
!
A cabman retains his customers by driv- made by Mr.
Harding, of Sargentville.
j
them
ing
C.
away.
May 23.

To

Banook Pith. Co., Bangor, Me. :
Enclosed find $1.00 'or which please send mo the Bangor Dai!.'
after
News for 3 months as a trial
subscription, it is uuJerstood that
t|ie first three months the price is to be 50 cents per month.
the

Name.
Town.

